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Summary
Rehabilitation focuses on maximising an individual’s independence following disease or disability.
With increasing survival following stroke, there is a growing rehabilitation population of patients
with stroke-related disability. Whilst increasing attention has been directed towards motor deficits
such as upper limb weakness following stroke, the common complications of such deficits such as
shoulder pain are often overlooked.

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is a common complication of stroke, and the focus of this thesis. This
thesis explores the current literature pertaining to this topic: its context within the broader upper limb
deficits post stroke (Publication 1), its definition, aetiology and evidence for prophylaxis and
treatment. Building on this background, original research using data from a population based stroke
incidence study then provides information on the local epidemiology, and the typical characteristics
of shoulder pain presentation (Publication 2). A greater understanding of typical presentations
provides the clinician with context and understanding on which to build strategies for assessment and
treatment.

Randomised controlled data provides insight into suprascapular nerve block as an evidence-based
treatment option. The protocol paper (Publication 3) outlines the rationale for investigating this
intervention, with the randomised controlled trial providing evidence on efficacy and effectiveness
(Publication 4). Post-hoc analysis (Publication 5) provides information on selecting patients who
are likely to respond to this intervention. This pragmatic trial provides information which is highly
relevant to patients under the care of all Australian rehabilitation units but the findings are
generalizable to all patients with hemiplegic shoulder pain following stroke.

V

Whilst the experience of stroke and pain after stroke have previously been shown to impact on
quality of life, the specific impact of hemiplegic shoulder pain has not been demonstrated. Using
data from the population study on stroke the impact of hemiplegic shoulder pain occurring at any
time during the first year after stroke on health-related quality of life is demonstrated (Publication 6).

The findings of this thesis suggest that a new approach to the assessment and management of
shoulder pain after stroke could be considered and tested. A possible protocol is suggested for future
evaluation. The gap between research and implementation in clinical practice is well known and a
review of possible barriers and facilitators to knowledge translation is discussed.

Hemiplegic shoulder pain after stroke affects more than one in four stroke survivors. Greater
understanding of this common complication of stroke will enhance the clinical focus on appropriate
evidence-based management options.
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Chapter One
Thesis Introduction and Rationale

1

1.1

Definitions used in this thesis:

Stroke is defined as “rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or global) disturbance of cerebral
function lasting more than 24 hours (unless interrupted by surgery or death) with no apparent cause
other than of vascular origin”1.

Rehabilitation is defined by The World Health Organisation2 as “a set of measures that assist
individuals who experience, or are likely to experience, disability to achieve and maintain optimal
functioning in interaction with their environments”. Stroke rehabilitation is “a progressive, dynamic,
goal orientated process aimed at enabling a person with an impairment to reach their optimal
physical, cognitive, emotional, communicative and / or social functional level”3.

Definitions of Pain
The International Association for the Study of Pain4 defines pain as “an unpleasant sensory and
emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such
damage”. Multiple classifications of pain are encountered when reviewing the literature pertaining
to pain following stroke. The author’s accepted definition of hemiplegic shoulder pain (HSP), as
outlined in the introduction, encompasses the following definitions, as HSP is widely accepted as
having contributions from several aetiologies.

Nociceptive

Pain associated with actual or threatened tissue injury or damage

Neuropathic pain

Pain associated with injury or disease of nerve tissue

Acute pain

A self-limited pain caused by a specific disease / injury

2

Chronic pain

Can be considered a disease state, in that it exists beyond the expected healing
time from the causative factor(s)

Post stroke shoulder pain (PSSP) is an overarching term that includes both hemiplegic shoulder
pain (HSP) and chronic post stroke pain (CPSP). CPSP may also be referred to thalamic pain,
though central nervous system somatosensory pathways may not always involve the thalamus 5.
Hemiplegic shoulder pain and chronic post stroke pain may occur in combination, with HSP as a
result of CPSP6, or separately5.

Hemiplegic shoulder pain, pain experienced in the contralesional upper limb, which is considered
more complicated than simple nociceptive pain. Di Lorenzo and Domenico7 define HSP as “pain
perceived in the shoulder and arm after stroke, with a source that does not lie always in the shoulder
muscles or joint”.

3

1.2

Context of Thesis

Background

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is an important cause of suffering amongst stroke survivors. Despite this it
is often approached by clinicians with a sense of therapeutic nihilism. The high prevalence and
significant impact of this condition is poorly balanced with a lack of evidence-based management
options to guide the clinician. This thesis aims to grow the body of knowledge in order to inform
understanding, assessment and management of this condition for future patients.

The National Stroke Foundation estimates that there will be 50,000 new or recurrent strokes in
Australia this calendar year8. Stroke is a leading cause of disability, with current national estimates
of approximately 440,000 Australians living with disability secondary to stroke, and survival rates
continually increasing8.

Increasing survival with higher rates of disability requires focussed

rehabilitation to optimise outcomes. Limb hemiparesis is the most prevalent impairment following
stroke9, with stroke survivors reporting upper limb hemiparesis as their most common problem10.
Up to 80% of survivors have upper limb problems in the immediate post-stroke period11 with studies
reporting significant rates of persisting impairment ranging from 30%11 up to as high as 75%12.
Recovery of upper limb dexterity and function is reported in the range of 30%13 with as few as 520% achieving full functional recovery14. Upper limb motor deficits are a standard therapy focus,
but increased attention needs to be given to the assessment, prevention and treatment of potential
complications of hemiparesis, such as swelling and pain

4

Epidemiology: Incidence and Impact of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

Hemiplegic shoulder pain has been described as one of the four most common medical complications
following stroke15, with others including depression, falls and urinary tract infections1.

It is

estimated that approximately 25% of individuals experience hemiplegic shoulder pain following a
stroke16, though earlier studies reported frequencies as high at 65-70%17-19. Australian statistics
regarding epidemiology of hemiplegic shoulder pain are lacking, and there have been no previous
Australian population studies investigating the incidence or associations of HSP following stroke.

Understanding HSP in an Australian context would assist in targeting clinical treatments for the
condition. Hemiplegic shoulder pain has been shown to increase length of stay, interfere with the
rehabilitation process20, 21, and is associated with higher rates of depression
outcome

23

22

and a worse global

. A recent systematic review24 reported that post-stroke upper limb interventions can

impact on health-related quality of life, but information specifically regarding the quantitative impact
of hemiplegic shoulder pain in an unselected population sample is lacking. NEMESIS,25 a large
Australian population-based study, reported on variables associated with health-related quality of life
following stroke. This study provides a valuable Australian comparison, but does not investigate
HSP as an independent variable. With an incidence of approximately 25%,26 it is hypothesised that
HSP would adversely impact on health-related quality of life (HR-QoL).

Endorsed by the World Health Organisation in 2001, the International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health (ICF) provides an international standard by which to describe and measure
health and disability27 (Figure 1). The ICF model is important in rehabilitation as it recognises the
dynamic interactions between an individual’s health condition, environment and personal factors. A

5

paper assessing correlations between upper limb function and the ICF model found shoulder pain to
be the variable most associated with limitations in participation28,
highlights the concept that interventions focussing on participation

29

.

The NEMESIS trial25
can conceivably improve

HRQoL, irrespective of impairment and activity contributors.

Figure 1. International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) Model
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Aetiology of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

There are multiple aetiologies for hemiplegic shoulder pain30, which may present in isolation or in
combination. The three major aetiological categories outlined by Kalichman (2011) are soft tissue
injuries, changes in motor control, and central nervous system alterations31. Initial loss of motor tone
can contribute to instability and subluxation, which in turn can lead to soft tissue or nerve injury31,
though there is conflicting evidence regarding the role of subluxation in the development of
hemiplegic shoulder pain32. Note is made of the dependence on musculotendinous integrity to
provide stability of the shoulder complex.

The most common non-central, musculoskeletal

aetiologies of hemiplegic shoulder pain include adhesive capsulitis, subluxation and rotator cuff
pathologies, with up to one-third of patients having multiple contributing factors30. Biomechanical
changes result from a combination of paralysis, fluctuation in muscle tone and prolonged shoulder
immobility which lead to postural malalignment33. Not all shoulder pain is associated with the
complications of limb flaccidity, and some pain may be attributable to spasticity or central-pain.
Chapter 3.1.2 explores in detail the clinical considerations in assessment and diagnosis of the
complex interplay of aetiologies of HSP, as required to optimise patient outcomes.

Treatment of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

The aetiological complexity is a challenge for the practicing clinician. Currently there is a deficiency
in evidence based treatment options for hemiplegic shoulder pain34. This area is a priority for
research as up to 20-30% of patients experience pain which is refractory to current treatment
modalities35.
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The paucity of high-grade evidence for treatment options is reflected in current national and some
international guidelines, which do not cite any evidence-based therapeutic options specific to a stroke
population36, 37. In an overview of the challenges of managing shoulder pain after stroke38, Price and
Rodgers (1999)38 conclude that the evidence on treatments does not allow the development of
clinical guidelines and further efforts are required to examine intervention options. Management can
be considered as either prophylaxis to avoid developing pain, or treatment of established hemiplegic
shoulder pain (both allied health and medical interventions to be considered and detailed in Chapter
3.1.4).

Prophylaxis includes good practice recommendations of positioning and safe manual handling
techniques, though there is no clear evidence base supporting these guidelines39. Older research
outlines careful handling, electrical stimulation, movement with elevation, strapping and avoidance
of overhead pulleys as potentially effective interventions to reduce or prevent hemiplegic shoulder
pain40.

Conflicting evidence complicates selection of treatment options for established hemiplegic shoulder
pain. There is limited but growing evidence for intra-muscular Botulinum Toxin A for shoulder pain
associated with spasticity as outlined by 2010 Cochrane review41. Of note, there are promising pilot
studies exploring intra-articular use of Botulinum for shoulder pain not necessarily associated with
spasticity aetiology42. The routine use of intra-articular corticosteroids is not recommended for
hemiplegic shoulder pain34, with evidence supporting use only in selected cases with clear
musculoskeletal aetiology43.

A 2001 Cochrane review found inconclusive evidence regarding

electrical stimulation, though a systematic review and meta-analysis completed since this time
demonstrated long term benefits of intramuscular electrical stimulation34.
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The suprascapular nerve supplies 70% of the pain sensation44 to the shoulder complex and blockade
of this nerve potentially offers a useful treatment option for pain of multiple aetiologies. The nerve
block involves local injection of long acting local anaesthetic and corticosteroid to bathe the
suprascapular nerve with the goal of blocking its sensory pathways. Suprascapular nerve block has
been demonstrated to be a safe45 and efficacious intervention for shoulder pain associated with
rheumatoid arthritis and degenerative shoulder conditions46-48, with anecdotal report of successful
use of suprascapular nerve block in treating intractable hemiplegic shoulder pain33. Chapter 3.2
explores in detail the evidence base for use of suprascapular nerve block in both non-stroke and
stroke populations. Due to the emerging nature of this procedure in stroke populations, published
systematic reviews on management of shoulder pain following stroke have not included information
on the use of suprascapular nerve block (SSNB). Therefore, this thesis examines the possibility that
SSNB may be an efficacious treatment in the management of hemiplegic shoulder pain.

Evidence Gap

Australian data on the epidemiological perspectives of hemiplegic shoulder pain is lacking. Local
population based data will provide increased evidence regarding the importance and behaviour of
this common presentation, which in turn will provide the clinician with context and understanding on
which to build strategies for assessment and treatment.

Treatment options have historically been based on the musculoskeletal components of HSP aetiology.
Increasing understanding of the interplay between multiple aetiological contributors warrants
investigation into treatment modalities with broader applications.

No previous randomised

controlled studies have investigated the role of the suprascapular nerve block in stroke population.

9

Robust research is required to assist in building a population-specific evidence base to assist in
clinical management.

The demonstrated gap between research and implementation in practice is well known. This thesis
aims to provide clinical context, a patient-centred focus, and an evidence-based treatment option that
is easily reproducible, cost effective and efficacious in a ward or clinic setting.

Greater

understanding of this common complication of stroke will enhance the clinical focus on appropriate
evidence-based

management

options

and

inform

quality

improvement

in

this

field.

Recommendations from the research provided in this thesis offer a framework for improved patient,
clinician and training expectations.
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Table 1. Context of Thesis: Evidence Gap
Current Evidence

Evidence Gap

Thesis Objectives

Wide range of incidence
of HSP reported (2575%)
Population based data
from overseas (Sweden,
New Zealand) report
more conservative
incidence of
approximately 25%
No Australian
population-based studies
investigating hemiplegic
shoulder pain incidence
or associations

Objective I:
Describe hemiplegic
shoulder pain within the
broader context of upper
limb dysfunction
following stroke
Objective II:
To characterise the
epidemiology, aetiology
and clinical approaches
to hemiplegic shoulder
pain via a review of the
literature
Objective IV:
To report the
epidemiological patterns
of hemiplegic shoulder
pain incidence and
associations within an
Australian population

Significant impact of
HSP on the individual
Research identifies pain
as a contributor to
reduced quality of life
following stroke

No population-based data
(Australian or
international)
investigating the specific
impact of hemiplegic
shoulder pain on quality
of life
Objective VI:
To investigate the impact
of hemiplegic shoulder
pain on health-related
quality of life

Limited evidence-base to
guide the clinician in
treatment of HSP
Suprascapular nerve
supplies 70% of pain
fibres to shoulder SSNB
safe and efficacious in
non-stroke populations
No randomised
controlled studies
investigating the role of
SSNB in a stroke
population

Objective III
To determine the current
evidence for the use of
suprascapular nerve
block, including anatomy
and description of the
procedure, and
summarise research in
both non-stroke and
stroke populations
Objective V:
To investigate SSNB as a
treatment option for
hemiplegic shoulder pain
compared to placebo;
and to characterise
patient subtypes more
likely to have a positive
response to this
treatment; Characterise
the patient subtypes most
likely to have positive
response to this treatment

Objective VII:
To synthesise the research findings into clinical recommendations
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1.3

Research Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are to address the knowledge gaps as outlined above, and are identified
as the following:

I.

To describe hemiplegic shoulder pain within the broader context of upper limb dysfunction
following stroke

II.

To characterise the epidemiology, aetiology and clinical approaches to hemiplegic shoulder
pain via a review of the literature

III.

To determine the current evidence for the use of suprascapular nerve block, including
anatomy and description of the procedure, and to summarise the search in both non-stroke
and stroke populations

IV.

To report the epidemiological patterns of hemiplegic shoulder pain incidence and
associations within an Australian stroke population

V.

To investigate suprascapular nerve block as a treatment option for hemiplegic shoulder pain
compared to placebo; and to characterise patient subtypes more likely to have a positive
response to this treatment

VI.
VII.

To investigate the impact of hemiplegic shoulder pain on health-related quality of life
To synthesise the research findings into clinical recommendations
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Chapter Two
Overview - The Impact of Stroke on the Upper Limb
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2.1 Introduction To Publication

Publication 1: Adey-Wakeling Z, Crotty M. Upper Limb rehabilitation following stroke: current
evidence and future perspectives. Aging Health 2013; 9(6): 629-648

Purpose
The purpose of this review article is to provide an overview of shoulder pain within the clinical
context of upper limb dysfunction following stroke. Hemiplegic shoulder pain is a recognised
complication of upper limb hemiplegia and sits within the paradigm of upper limb deficits that was
neglected for many years.

Many aspects of upper limb dysfunction have attracted recent research. This publication summarises
the evidence regarding the impact of stroke on the upper limb and the treatments available to manage
the subsequent complications.

Published in
Aging Health – A Future Medicine Journal
Impact Factor 1.477
5 year Impact Factor 2.102
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Contribution from primary author
Primary Author – Dr Zoe Adey-Wakeling (ZAW)
ZAW conceptualised the manuscript, completed the literature review in its entirety, and was
responsible for the majority of the writing. Supervision and review were provided by co-author
Professor M Crotty.
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2.2 Publication 1

Adey-Wakeling Z, Crotty M. Upper Limb rehabilitation following stroke: current evidence and
future perspectives. Aging Health 2013; 9(6):629-648

Upper Limb rehabilitation following stroke: current evidence and future perspectives.

Keywords

stroke; rehabilitation; upper limb; therapy; future; implementation

Abstract / Summary

Stroke is a leading cause of disability worldwide, with risk increasing with age. Upper limb
hemiparesis is common and associated with persistent impairments and associated disabilities. Older
stroke populations often suffer multiple co-morbidities and restoring independence is complex.
Recovery of upper limb function can be crucial for them to return to independent living and to
participate in community life.

This review describes upper limb recovery post stroke, and some of the new therapeutic approaches
available to promote recovery. Technologies (including virtual reality and telehealth) offer the
opportunity for more home-based therapies, longer programs, and greater access to rehabilitation for
older people; however the trials continue to exclude older people so acceptability is poorly
understood. Upper limb rehabilitation remains a research frontier which has been energized by new
16

technologies but which is grounded in the basic need to find ways to allow older people to recover
independence. This paper aims to review applicability and generalizability of current research to the
older stoke survivor. This is undertaken in the context of the older mean age of persons in stroke
rehabilitation, and the need to tailor future research priorities.

Introduction

The World Stroke Organization awareness campaign highlights the global burden of stroke,
promoting the statistic that 1 in 6 persons worldwide will suffer a stroke in their lifetime. Whilst
stroke can occur at any age, age is a significant risk factor with 75% of strokes occurring in people
over the age of 6549. National Institute of Health50 data reflect a doubling of stroke risk for each
decade after 55 years of age. With an increasing ageing population, rehabilitation programs need to
incorporate evidence that is relevant, acceptable and applicable to an elderly population. Despite this,
the majority of published research is not targeted towards the aged patient

51

. This likely reflects

selection of trial participants following exclusions of significant comorbidities more prominent in the
aged population. Additionally, it is postulated that there might be a trend for younger stroke
survivors to have greater familiarity with technology and hence a higher chance of trial consent.

With improved survival and an ageing population, stroke continues to rank as a leading cause of
long-term disability52. Limb hemiparesis is the most prevalent impairment post stroke9, with stroke
survivors reporting upper limb hemiparesis as their most common problem 10.

Early rehabilitation

goals often focus on mobility, as walking is strongly correlated with independence

53

. However up

to 80% of survivors have upper limb problems in the immediate post-stroke period11 with studies
reporting significant rates of persisting impairment ranging from 30% 11 up to as high as 75%12.
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Recovery of upper limb dexterity and function is reported in the range of 30%13 with as few as 520% achieving full functional recovery14.

Many stroke survivors have somatosensory deficits but a large proportion of these may be missed in
assessment. A prospective observational study of 70 stroke survivors identified 53% as having
impaired tactile sensation, 89% with impaired stereognosis, and 63% with deficits in
proprioception54. Other foci for intervention include coordination deficits, apraxia and complications
of upper extremity involvement.

Negative features of upper motor neuron syndrome such as

weakness can lead to subluxation whilst positive features such as spasticity can lead to pain and
contracture. The multifactorial aetiology of hemiplegic shoulder pain 55with or without the presence
of subluxation34 has made it resistant to most treatment approaches.

Using the World Health Organization International Classification of Functioning, Disability and
Health (ICF) framework the burden of upper limb impairment after a stroke can be seen in terms of
its impact on the potential activity and participation domains of a stroke survivor’s future life (Figure
1). The lack of autonomy in daily tasks following stroke can influence an individual’s self-image,
willingness to go out and quality of life. Multiple interventions are often needed to address the
shifting nature of problems over an acute, subacute and chronic period. Gains in motor recovery
measures do not necessarily translate to equivalent improvements in functional upper limb use so
there is a need to focus on both impairment and activity measures to guide intervention options56.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the World Health Organization International Classification of
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) – Upper Limb post Stroke
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What does the evidence say about upper limb recovery after stroke?

Understanding patterns of upper limb recovery following stroke could potentially allow the
application of targeted and appropriate interventions to stratified patient groups, resulting in a more
efficient allocation of resources57. Rehabilitation can focus on compensatory strategies, and / or
restorative approaches but decisions about who should receive which approach often vary. The
Canadian Evidence-Based Review of Stroke Rehabilitation (EBRSR)3 advises that restorative goals
are appropriate for those patients who are expected to achieve greater upper limb motor recovery,
whilst compensatory goals are more appropriate when poor motor recovery is anticipated 3. In the
absence of any recovery, prevention of secondary complications such as spasticity or shoulder
instability might be the most suitable focus of treatment57. In practice, decisions on the therapy
approach are often based on a combination of the therapist’s experience and the patient’s response to
therapy. Prognostication can be valuable in setting realistic goals, as well as in the selection of most
appropriate and beneficial rehabilitation interventions. For example the severity of early motor
impairment is an important factor associated with recovery potential13, 58, but it can also assist in
identifying a client cohort who may respond more positively to robot-assisted training59, 60

A recent systematic review summarized evidence-based clinical and neurophysiological factors
associated with upper limb recovery (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The association of baseline variables (odds ratio >95% CI) with Upper Limb Recovery.
Reproduced with authors’ permission57
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Combining the strongly predictive factors outlined above, the Predicting Recovery Potential (PREP)
algorithm has been proposed to assist the clinician in prognostication and treatment selection. The
algorithm57 uses the following three components (activity of shoulder abduction and finger extension,
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging) to stratify acute stroke
survivors of mean age 70 into categories of complete, notable, limited or no recovery of the upper
limb at 12 weeks.

A prospective observational study of 299 stroke survivors61 assessed upper limb capacity at the
beginning and at the completion of rehabilitation in subjects with a mean age of 60 (11.1). With the
use of the Stroke Upper Limb Capacity Scale (SULCS), a ten item clinical assessment of arm and
hand capacity, this study also concluded that absence of early proximal arm control bodes a poorer
prognosis for future hand capacity.

Neuroanatomical imaging may enhance clinical assessments, with increasing evidence that
neurophysiological measures obtained from TMS may produce useful information58. Information
regarding lesion size and lateralization can help to establish anticipated deficits and recovery patterns.
Pure cortical involvement predicts recovery of up to 75% of patients with hemiplegic upper limb, as
opposed to the significant decline in motor recovery to rates less than 5% when lesion location
involves the corona radiata or posterior limb of the internal capsule62. In particular, evidence of
integrity of descending motor tracts is closely correlated to functional recovery outcomes63.

Decisions on the likelihood of recovery made in the acute post stroke period require ongoing
evaluation to allow for false negatives, assess motivation and share information with the patient and
family. Patient perspectives, education and individualized goal-setting are important considerations
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in stroke rehabilitation. The impact of personal and environmental factors (see Figure 2) should
never be underestimated. Secondary analysis of a multisite randomized controlled trial described the
involvement of caregivers as a more significant determinant of upper limb improvement than initial
motor impairment or therapy intensity64.

What are the current and emerging rehabilitation strategies for treating upper limb
impairments after stroke?
The current clinical approach framework

It is widely accepted that optimal care for the stroke survivor is achieved in an acute stroke unit
followed by either treatment in a stroke rehabilitation unit, early supported home rehabilitation
program or a dedicated outpatient unit. There is no evidence to support excluding stroke patients
from stroke units based on age. Mortality and dependency rates are reduced with this model, with
best outcomes achieved with integrated acute and rehabilitation care65. There is increasing evidence
suggesting that intense rehabilitation should commence early after stroke to facilitate task-specific
repetition, with evidence that this has a positive impact on both physical recovery and quality of life
measures66, 67.

The National Stroke Foundation (NSF)36 provides the clinical guidelines for evidence-based stroke
care in Australia.

The guidelines stipulate high-grade evidence supporting the structure of

rehabilitation to enable maximal practice for the patient within the first 6 months post stroke (Level
A, NSF). Research supports the key elements driving upper limb rehabilitation to be intensity,
specificity and repetition. Practice dose can be maximized with task-specific circuit class training or
video self-modelling (Level B, NSF). Circuit class therapy has been established as a safe and
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effective rehabilitation technique 68 and achieves comparable results to those achieved in one on one
therapy sessions69.

In general there is a demand for increased dose and task-specificity70,

71

within the established

framework of rehabilitation to maximize recovery through restoration of function, adaptation to
impairment, and reduction of secondary complications. However, skilled staff are scarce and
rehabilitation units are limited. The future of stroke rehabilitation increasingly includes technological
approaches72. In approaching the application of new technologies, a collaborative approach is
required between researchers and clinicians71.

Key elements for success are outlined

71

as

encompassing understanding of the pathophysiology of brain disease and appropriate hypotheses to
guide treatment, as well as the need for ongoing clinical assessments of efficacy and systematic
approaches with which therapists can apply new technologies. Focus must necessarily remain on the
individual, with an understanding that purpose-driven goals impacting patient attention and
motivation are vital parameters in motor relearning73.

The type, timing and intensity of interventions are the focus of ongoing research. Technological and
conceptual therapeutic advances advocate early focus on motor relearning, but extend beyond the
acute period with evidence additionally supporting the important impact of interventions in the
chronic post stroke period. Advances in rehabilitation applications enable stroke survivors with
severe hemiparesis to participate in restorative therapies74, rather than be limited to compensatory
strategies.

Intervention targeting restitution goals centre on the established concepts of

neuroplasticity. Neuroplasticity is the ‘inherent capacity for cortical reorganization or development
of new functional connections in response to learning and experience’75. Functional brain imaging
techniques, such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) corroborate the model of neuroplasticity as a contributor to motor recovery
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following stroke76, 77. Importantly, functional imaging supports the ability of post-stroke therapies to
influence and be influenced by neuroplastic changes78, 79. Rehabilitative training enhances cortical
representation.

Langhorne et al80 conducted a systematic review of interventions to promote upper limb motor
recovery following stroke summarized in Figure 3.

Figure 3.

Interventions to improve upper-limb motor recovery after stroke. Reproduced with

permission of authors80
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This figure summarizes the results for upper-limb interventions targeting the recovery of arm or hand
function, and shows the intervention category, number of trials (participants recruited) plus the SMD
and 95% CI for the effect of the intervention on the outcome measure.

Established concepts in upper limb rehabilitation post stroke

Repetitive, task-specific training

Hubbard et al81 outline the development of repetitive task-specific training in rehabilitation, with
origins in basic science and psychological theories of motor development. From the 1990s onward,
there has been a growing body of research, with robust evidence to support3 repetitive task-specific
training as an approach for improving measure of upper limb function. Task-specific training
involves repetitive part and whole task practice of tasks that are meaningful to an individual patient.
The neuroscientific premise for task-specific training as a portal to motor learning are based on the
experience- and learning-dependent aspects of neuroplasticity81.

A randomized controlled trial of 103 stroke survivors compared task-specific training with the
standard neurodevelopmental technique of Bobath therapy over 4 weeks and demonstrated superior
and maintained outcomes for the task specific group82. Maximum benefit from task-orientated
training is achieved with intensive and early post-stroke application83. The 5 key elements for
successful implementation of task-specific training81 include:

i.

Tasks which are relevant to the patient and context

ii.

Random and changing tasks

iii.

Repetitive tasks with massed practice
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iv.

Part and whole task practice

v.

Reinforced with positive and timely feedback

The clinical application of number of repetitions supported by evidence is often a limiting factor, and
adoption of new technologies assists in enhancing training opportunities. Task-specific training is
easy to implement in a variety of clinical settings and is a meaningful and motivating therapy
approach for individuals. As a result, there is widespread uptake of this approach.

Stroke

management guidelines generally recommend this intervention, though the American Veterans
Affairs / Department of Defence Clinical Practice Guidelines specifically states not to use repetitive
practice in rehabilitation of the upper limb. This viewpoint is not elaborated on in the document, but
may reflect results of the 2010 Cochrane review84 which supported use of repetitive training in the
lower limb, but not in the upper limb.

Bimanual training

The evidence base for bimanual training is less secure. The approach is based on theoretical models85
in which bilateral simultaneous movement may result in interhemispheric disinhibition and sharing
of ‘normal’ movement commands86 from the contralesional hemisphere to the symmetrically
organized upper limb motor representation in the ipsilesional hemisphere . The concept of bilateral
transfer in stroke rehabilitation refers to the transfer of a learned motor control program from the
practiced limb to the hemiparetic limb. A 2011 randomized controlled trial 87 supported the role of
bilateral transfer in enhancing upper limb motor skills post stroke.

Originally investigated by Mudie and Matyas88, there is conflicting and inconclusive evidence
regarding the treatment effect of bilateral upper limb training.89

90, 91

. A 2010 systematic review92

reported BATRAC (Bimanual Arm Training with Rhythmic Auditory Cueing) as the most common
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and consistent bimanual training approach. Evidence supports this intervention in upper limb therapy
in chronic phase of recovery, though the review calls for further randomized controlled trials.
However a comparison of functional gains subsequent to bilateral and unilateral training did not
indicate any advantage from bimanual interventions93, with the observation that bilateral training is
specific for bilateral tasks, whilst unilateral training offers specificity for unilateral tasks93. It must
be considered, however, that bilateral training might offer a more functional training opportunity in
comparison to unilateral limb use.

Constraint-induced movement therapy

Constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) was first proposed by Taub in 199494 and involves
constraint of the unaffected limb for 90% of waking hours, combined with forced use of the affected
limb and massed practice, in a cohort of chronic post-stroke patients with sufficient finger flexion
and wrist extension to allow use of hemiparetic upper limb. Sunderland and Tuke 95 outline the
theory on which CIMT is based, with the hypothesis that impairment and subsequent reduction in
function are exacerbated by acquired learned non-use of the affected upper limb, and subsequent
reduction of upper limb cortical representation. Despite this, compensatory strategies, as opposed to
reductions in impairment, are favoured as the mechanism of CIMT96.

CIMT is effective in improving spontaneous use of the hand in a select group of sub-acute and
chronic stroke patients80. Patient selection is made on basis of motor impairment10 and on ability to
tolerate and adhere to constraint impacts the applicability of this intervention80. Due to inclusion
criteria, it has been estimated that less than 30% of potential candidates are able or eligible to
participate in trial settings97. Compliance, fatigue and the time consuming nature and practicality of
associated therapy are additional potential limitations80, 97. The EXCITE trial98 assessed CIMT as
compared to standard therapy, with a mean age of 61 (standard deviation 13.5) in the intervention
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group. Increasing age may well reduce the impact of traditional CIMT. At this stage, CIMT is less
likely to be used in acute or even subacute inpatient settings than in an outpatient setting. However
modified CIMT (mCIMT) protocols for use in acute and subacute stroke rehabilitation are being
assessed99, with the goal of early restoration of function and prevention of the development of
compensatory strategies. Modifications to the original CIMT protocol include earlier application of
the intervention, reduced hours of constraint and reduced overall number of consecutive weeks of
therapy. Evidence supports mCIMT in a subacute stroke population82, and the EXPLICIT-stroke
trial100 will further assess mCIMT in an acute cohort.

mCIMT may widen the applicability,

implementation and acceptability of this therapeutic approach.

Neuromuscular electrical stimulation

The growing range of applications of neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) stems from
initial work by Liberson, a medical researcher and specialist in physical rehabilitation, in the
1960s101. NMES involves application of low-dose electrical current over motor nerves of affected
muscles. Stimulation of peripheral nerves can improve motor performance and cortical excitability
following stroke

102

.

NMES can be applied to promote functional tasks (functional electrical

stimulation; FES), with or without active participation by the patient. A 2006 Cochrane review103
on the effectiveness of electrical stimulation in upper limb functional recovery stated that there is
insufficient evidence to guide clinical practice. National guidelines reflect the current level of
evidence, with the National Institute for Healthcare and Excellence (NICE) Guidelines
recommending against routine use of electrical stimulation for the arm and hand50, whilst the
Canadian Best Practice Recommendations for Stroke Care promotes use of FES to reduce
impairment and improve function104 (see Table 2).
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A systematic review of 19 clinical trials105 concluded that stimulation triggered by voluntary effort
was consistently more effective that passive stimulation of a paretic limb. This concept was further
explored and supported by results of a recent small study in which electrical stimulation was able to
be systematically reduced as upper limb voluntary effort and motor performance improved 106. In
exploring the role of electrical stimulation in the non-functional hemiplegic upper limb, a 2012
single blind randomized controlled trial107 of 90 subjects demonstrated a positive effect on distal
motor performance, but did not show a significant effect on function. Importantly, this study
involved a more representative sample with mean age of 74.6 (standard deviation 11.0). NMES has
also been shown to reduce post-stroke spasticity108 and hemiplegic shoulder pain109.

One of the potential advantages of this approach is that families can be taught to deliver the
treatment and it can be delivered at home, and newer implantable devices may further improve
options for its use. Disadvantages of the current application techniques include potential patient
hypersensitivity to stimulation sensation, skin reactions and skills required for effective application.
As with repetitive practice, the dose delivered in real-world therapy scenarios is often much less than
that proposed by the literature. Additionally, NMES is contraindicated in patients with cardiac
pacemakers, epilepsy, pregnancy, and in the presence of underlying dermatological conditions.
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Emerging interventions in upper limb rehabilitation post stroke

Robotics

Robotic / device-driven rehabilitation systems offer the promise of providing an efficient approach to
delivering an increased dose of therapy and providing practice which includes specificity of
movement pattern generation, feedback and repetition110 . The explosion of research on robotic
systems as therapy heralds a new era in rehabilitation. Initial robotics utilized in rehabilitation
settings focused on augmentative and compensatory strategies, with more recent evidence moving
towards restorative approaches.

A Cochrane review concluded that111 that robotics may improve function and activities of daily
living post stroke, but do not improve upper limb strength.

An earlier systematic review 112 also

reported trends towards greater functional improvement with robotic use, but raised the question
regarding whether gains were due to the treatment type, or the increased treatment dose and intensity.
A 2012 systematic review113 comparing dose equivalence between robotics and standard therapy, did
not demonstrate better outcomes in motor recovery or function. There is some evidence for robotics
use with the upper limb treatment across the spectrum of recovery phases, from acute111 to subacute
and chronic stages of recovery114, 115. One problem confronting clinicians is that while the evidence
suggests robotic approaches are useful in improving functional and motor outcomes at the shoulder
and elbow3 there is little evidence for their use at the wrist and hand where gains are most functional.
Patient satisfaction and adherence appear good with this approach possibly because many robotics
include high quality gaming approaches which engage and motivate patients116. In summary, whilst
evidence continues to emerge, at present robotics appear to be a useful complement to conventional
approaches mainly because they offer a way of achieving higher “doses” of therapy.
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Virtual reality and gaming strategies

Virtual reality for rehabilitation purposes first gained attention in the 1990s. As acceptance and
technology have exponentially increased, this intervention is playing an ever-increasing role in the
rehabilitation setting. Henderson et al117 describe virtual reality “as a computer-based, interactive,
multisensory simulation environment that occurs in real time”. Virtual reality offers goal-directed
and reward-based task training118, with an immersive virtual environment potentially aiding taskspecificity and patient motivation117.

Feedback is predominantly visual, but can also be provided

through other sensory modalities and interfaces. Multisensory feedback has an established role in
promoting motor learning119.

Using virtual reality in neurorehabilitation is based on the hypothesis that activation of neural motor
areas occurs both as a result of motor execution and imagery of that same task120. The correlations
between observation of computer generated imagery and generated actions are hypothesized to
engage bilateral motor cortices. As with robotics, one of the principle contributions of virtual reality
may be its potential for providing increased therapy dose. A 2011 Cochrane Review of the evidence
for virtual reality approaches in stroke rehabilitation121 reviewed 19 trials with a total of 565
participants, surmising that overall there is still limited evidence for virtual reality when compared to
the same dose of conventional treatment. However there is promising evidence that virtual reality
approaches improve upper limb recovery and impact positively on activities of daily living. Problems
were noted in generalizing the findings to older people as most trials included younger people in the
chronic phase.

Only 34% of screened patients were recruited to studies suggesting there are

significant barriers to the uptake of this approach. This raises concern about the generalizability of
this intervention to an older population with no experience of gaming systems122.
Studies evaluating patient perspectives have reported positively on acceptability123, enjoyment,
purpose and challenge124. However most of these studies continue to focus on younger stroke
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survivors while patient reports from a Discrete Choice Experiment of older patients in a geriatric
rehabilitation ward122 found older patients preferred traditional therapy over video-game based
therapy. It is important to note that video game therapy does not involve ‘immersion’ as such is not
strictly within the definition of virtual reality72.

Non-Invasive Brain Stimulation

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and transcranial direct-current stimulation
(tDCS), both non-invasive brain stimulation techniques, are postulated to have an adjuvant role in
priming neural structures for maximizing therapeutic outcomes79, 125. The mechanism for improving
responsiveness to therapy is hypothesized to stem from achieving greater balance of excitability
between ipsilesional and contralesional motor corticies125, hence optimizing enhanced plasticity
secondary to motor practice126.

A double-blind study127 compared rTMS priming by inhibition of the unaffected motor cortex with
sham priming prior to motor retraining in a cohort of chronic stroke patients.

The authors

demonstrated an induced increase in motor cortex excitability with positive influence of motor
retraining hand task sustained to one week. A recent review article of 15 studies assessing tDCS in
stroke therapy128 concluded a consistent positive effect in promoting motor recovery in chronic
stroke populations, and more so in those with milder degrees of impairment. This is in keeping with
evidence for tDCS as a well tolerated and effective intervention for motor impairment 129, though
there is conflicting evidence with some studies not supporting enhanced outcomes130 and others
cautioning regarding the lack of long-term data131.

A 2013 randomized controlled trial78

demonstrated the benefit of cathodal tDCS in reducing upper limb muscle tone, with flow-over
impact on function and activities of daily living. While more work is needed to establish protocols
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and identify those most likely to benefit132,

133

, it seems likely that priming the cortex with

application of activity-dependent brain stimulation will enter practice in the next decade.

Telerehabilitation

Telerehabilitation is an important emerging method for increasing access to assessment and therapy,
including motor rehabilitation. Telerehabilitation is a subset of telemedicine and describes that
application of telecommunications and health information technologies to improve access to
rehabilitation and services, and to support independent living.

The term is used to include

assessment, monitoring, prevention, intervention, supervision, education, consultation, and
counselling50. As countries improve their communication technologies, it is becoming a realistic
option for delivering rehabilitation to those who live in remote areas and to those who find it difficult
to leave home. Many studies attempt to combine regular visits by therapists and nurses with remote
contact (phone or videoconferencing) to support stroke survivors in risk factor management134 or
with psychosocial issues135. Several studies have assessed telehealth approaches to improving upper
limb function using customised computer based training programs136-138 but the trials are small and
the results have been mixed. If the results are similar, the important outcomes will be costs, which
are still high. Forducey (2012) assessed independence in activities of daily living following a
telerehabilitation intervention (12 occupational and physio therapy sessions focused on education,
retraining of self-care, functional mobility and posture, therapy to improve function in impaired
limbs) delivered via video phone compared with delivered in person. Both groups improved but
there were no significant differences in outcomes between the groups post intervention139. While the
potential advantages are obvious, systematic reviews are inconclusive focusing on the highly
selected populations, the absence of older people with cognitive impairment in the studies and the
lack of information on cost effectiveness140, 141.
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Table 1. Summary of Principles, Advantages and Disadvantages of Upper limb Interventions
Intervention
Repetitive TaskSpecific Training

Bimanual
Training

CIMT

NMES

Origin
Origins in basic science
and psychology research

Mudie and Matyas 1996

Taub 1994

Liberson 1961

Principles
Targets learningdependent
neuroplasticity

Bilateral symmetrical
movement activates
bilateral motor cortices
Bilateral transfer
Prevent learned non-use
and subsequent reduction
in cortical representation

Electrical stimulation to
peripheral motor nerves
to improve motor
performance and cortical
excitability

Application
Repetitive part and
whole task practice of
meaningful tasks

Symmetrical or
alternating use of
bilateral upper limbs to
complete task
Constraint of unaffected
upper limb for 90% of
waking hours, coupled
with massed practice
with affected upper limb

Applied by trained
therapist; training
provided to patient /
family
Newer implantable
options more invasive
but may provide superior
application

Advantages
Easy to apply
Individualised
Motivating
Potentially more
functional than unilateral
training

High grade evidence for
traditional CIMT
Modified CIMT
protocols emerging for
acute / subacute

More effective if
triggered by voluntary
effort
Can improve motor
performance and reduce
spasticity and shoulder
pain
Can be applied in home
setting

Disadvantages
Repetitions required in
evidence frequently not
achieved in clinical
setting
Most evidence only in
chronic phase
Only task specific if for
bilateral tasks
Select group of patients
meet inclusion
criteria
Limited by adherence,
fatigue and compliance
Limited evidence in
acute setting
Limited evidence of
effect on function
Application needs
training
Surface NMES can be
uncomfortable;
Potential skin reaction
Contraindicated in
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epilepsy, pregnancy,
pacemakers

Robotics

1990s -

Move towards restorative Multiple applications;
approaches
Active assisted therapy
with specificity of
movement patterns,
feedback and repetition

Method of increasing
repetition / dose of
therapy
Provides feedback
Evidence supports
functional gains
Applicability to acute,
subacute and chronic
phases of recovery

Virtual reality
and Gaming

1990s -

Activation and
engagement of bilateral
neural motor areas
occurs as result of motor
execution and imagery of
that task

Computer based,
Interactive, immersive,
multisensory simulation
environment

Time required in
evidence often not
matched in clinical
setting
Equity of access to
robotic technologies
Not superior to standard
therapy in equivalent
dose
Less effective on distal
motor upper limb motor
impairment

Good adherence and
motivation
Goal-directed;
Potentially less
motivating with feedback acceptable to older
patient group
Carry over into ADL
function
Not superior to standard
therapy in equivalent
Method for increasing
dose
therapy dose
Equity of access
Generally well accepted
and challenging
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Non-invasive
brain stimulation

Recent clinical
applications founded on
decades of research

Changes in neural
excitability (excitation /
inhibition) secondary to
stimulation

TMS: Rapidly changing
magnetic fields via coil
over head to induce
small electrical currents
over motor cortices
tDCS: application of
constant low current
stimulation via
electrodes

Cortical changes persists
after stimulation
Considered safe if follow
established protocols

Careful placement of
electrodes important for
effective application
May experience skin
irritation, dizziness,
nausea, headache
May lower seizure
threshold in susceptible
patients
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Prevention and treatment of secondary upper limb complications

Rehabilitation of motor deficits post stroke must additionally aim to prevent and treat secondary
complications affecting the upper limb. Commonly identified upper limb secondary complications
include spasticity and contracture, subluxation, hemiplegic shoulder pain and distal oedema 142. The
NSF guidelines36 summarize the evidence in recommending prevention and management options for
these complications. Level of evidence is graded from A-D, or as a Good Practice Point (GPP)
based on experience and opinion. The highest grade of evidence for management of upper limb
complications is level B, defined as “a body of evidence that can be trusted to guide practice in most
situations”, and is only recorded for one treatment and two preventative strategies in total. The
remainder of evidence is level C, D and GPP, reflecting limited new preventative or interventional
opportunities for upper limb complications. The paucity of evidence to support the clinician in best
prevention and management of common upper limb complications is an area in great need of future
focus. Complications can contribute to pain, depression, and poorer ability to participate in specific
neurorehabilitation. The impact of such factors on functional outcome is significant.

Spasticity and Contracture

Incidence of focal upper limb spasticity post-stroke is estimated at approximately 20%143, 144, with
approximately 4% with disabling levels of spasticity144. Increasing tone is associated with poorer
outcomes in terms of pain and dependence145. It is generally accepted that early comprehensive
physical and occupational therapy may reduce development of spasticity. Evidence does not support
hand splinting3 or stretching regimes146 to reduce spasticity or prevent contracture nor is intervention
recommended in mild to moderate spasticity that does not impair function (good practice point)36.
Botulinum toxin A, in combination with targeted therapy, has been demonstrated to reduce upper
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limb spasticity147.

Research has previously reported low-on effect to functional outcomes

measures148, though a 2013 systematic review and meta-analysis of ten randomized controlled
trials149 has importantly concluded improvements in both activity and performance. A Cochrane
review published this year outlines need for ongoing research to establish optimal types and
intensities of multidisciplinary rehabilitation to improve impairment and activity following
Botulinum toxin treatment150.

Subluxation

Rates of subluxation have been variably reported in the literature, with incidence ranging from 1764%35. Correlation between subluxation and development of hemiplegic shoulder pain remains
controversial, with reviews of literature not concluding a causative association29. Not all patients
with subluxation have pain, and not all patients with pain have subluxation. Even though a causal
link has not been definitively established, it remains prudent practice to protect the shoulder with
careful positioning, supportive devices and education.

Supportive devices have not been

demonstrated to prevent subluxation, though remain recommended in treatment of established
subluxation36. Electrical stimulation is advocated in prevention, but has not been demonstrated to
reduce actual measures of subluxation35.
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Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is a common complication of, with overall rates affecting approximately
30% of stroke survivors16. A paper assessing correlations between upper limb function and the ICF
model found shoulder pain to be the variable most associated with limitations in participation28, 29.
This area is an important focus of future research as up to 20-30% of patients experience pain
refractory to current treatment modalities35.

The paucity of high-grade evidence for treatment options is reflected in current Australian and
United Kingdom guidelines, which do not cite any evidence-based therapeutic options specific to a
stroke population36, 37. Older research outlined careful handling, electrical stimulation, movement
with elevation, strapping and avoidance of overhead pulleys as potentially effective interventions to
reduce or prevent hemiplegic shoulder pain40. There is limited evidence for Botulinum toxin for
shoulder pain41, and evidence against use of intra-articular corticosteroids34. A 2001 Cochrane
review found inconclusive evidence regarding electrical stimulation, though a systematic review and
meta-analysis completed since this time demonstrated long term benefits of intramuscular electrical
stimulation34. Developing implantable electrical stimulation techniques are reporting high success
rates in treatment of previously refractory subluxation associated shoulder pain35.

A recent

randomized controlled trial has provided evidence for the use of suprascapular nerve block in
treatment of hemiplegic shoulder pain151.

Distal Oedema

Hand oedema following stroke occurs in at least 1/3 of survivors152. There is limited evidence that
dynamic pressure garments, electrical stimulation, and elevation may assist in prevention of oedema3,
36

, whilst pneumatic compression has not been shown to treat established oedema3.
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Guidelines

The World Stroke Organization153 has compiled an Inventory of International Stroke-Related Best
Practice Guidelines 2012. Many countries have national foundations and societies, providing a
spectrum from summaries of evidence to specific evidence-based guidelines. Whilst the European
Stroke Organization154 , Belgian Stroke Council155, The National Stroke Association of Japan156 and
Stroke Society of the Philippines157 all provide an overview of rehabilitation evidence. Many other
national documents often focus on acute medical management, not pertaining specifically to
rehabilitation of stroke. Table 2 outlines current national guidelines on upper limb rehabilitation
from the United Kingdom50 , Canada104, Australia36 and the United States of America158. These
guidelines have been selected due to inclusion of detailed guidelines regarding multiple and specific
upper limb rehabilitation therapies. The summarized guidelines were easy and free to access, clearly
written and recently updated – all factors important for clinician relevance.
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Table 2. Summary of Guidelines for Upper Limb Rehabilitation Post Stroke: National Stroke Foundation (Australia), Canadian Best Practice
Recommendations for Stroke Care (Canada), Department of Veterans Affairs / Department of Defence Clinical Practice Guidelines (United
States of America), and National Institute for Healthcare and Excellence Guidelines (United Kingdom).
SUMMARY OF CURRENT GUIDELINES: Rehabilitation Therapy for Upper Limb Recovery and Function Post Stroke

Australia:
National Stroke Foundation
(NSF) Guidelines

Virtual Reality

Repetitive
Task-Specific
Training

Canada:
Canadian Best Practice
Recommendations for Stroke
Care

2010
-

2013
Where available, immersive and
non-immersive virtual reality
techniques can be used as an
adjunct therapy to provide
additional repetition, intensity
and task-oriented training [B]
Interventions which can be used Patients should engage in
routinely include repetitive task- meaningful,
engaging,
specific training [B]
progressive and task-specific
goal-orientated training [A]

United States of America:
Department of Veterans
Affairs / Department of
Defence Clinical Practice
Guidelines
2010
Consider virtual reality
practice context [C]

United Kingdom:
National Institute for
Healthcare and Excellence
(NICE) Guidelines

2013
as -

Do NOT use repetitive practice Offer people repetitive task
of movements in rehabilitation training after stroke on a range
of upper extremity
of tasks for upper limb weakness
(such as reaching, grasping,
pointing,
moving
and
Recommend
supplementary
manipulating
training programs to improve
objects in functional tasks)
active movement and function,
e.g. GRASP (Graded Repetitive
Arm Supplementary Program)
Functional

dynamic

orthoses
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Bilateral
Training

Imagery or
mental
practice

Splinting

may be offered to patients to
facilitate repetitive task-specific
training [C]
Bilateral training may be used in Recommend bilateral practice to addition to routinely offered
improve
upper
extremity
interventions [C]
function [B ]
Mental practice may be used in Suitable patients should be addition to routinely offered encouraged to engage in mental
interventions [B]
imagery to enhance upper limb
sensorimotor recovery [Early A;
Late B]
Routine use of splints is not recommended for range of
motion and spasticity of the
upper limb [early A; late B]

-

Do not routinely offer wrist and
hand splints to people with
upper limb weakness after
stroke
Consider wrist and hand splints
in people at risk after stroke
Where used, splints should be
assessed and fitted by trained
healthcare professionals and
training provided to patient and
family / carer

Electromechanical or
robot-assisted
training

Interventions which can be used routinely include mechanical
assisted training [B]

Recommend
robot-assisted movement therapy as an adjunct
to conventional therapy in
patients with deficits in arm
function to improve motor skill
at the joints trained [B]
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Botulinum
Toxin

Electrical
Stimulation

In stroke survivors who have
persistent moderate to severe
spasticity, botulinum toxin A
should be trialled in conjunction
with
rehabilitation
therapy
which includes clear goals [B]
Electrical stimulation may be
used in addition to routinely
offered interventions for upper
limb activity [C]

Botulinum toxin can be used to
increase range of motion and
decrease pain for patients with
focal and /or symptomatically
distressing spasticity [early C;
late A]
Functional
Electrical
Stimulation (FES) targeted at
the wrist and forearm muscles
should be used to reduce motor
impairment
and
improve
In stroke survivors who have function [A]
persistent moderate to severe
spasticity, electrical stimulation For patients with flaccid arm,
and / or EMG biofeedback can electrical stimulation should be
be used [C]
considered [B]

-

-

Recommend treatment with FES
for patients who have impaired
upper
extremity
muscle
contraction, specifically with
patients with elbow/wrist motor
impairment [B]

Do not routinely offer people
with stroke electrical stimulation
for their hand and arm.

For
people
with
severe
weakness who are at risk of
subluxation,
management
should include one or more
interventions,
including
electrical stimulation [B]

Consider FES and mental Ensure that
practice
combined
with therapy is guided by a qualified
repetitive and intense motor rehabilitation professional.
practice of functional tasks [B]
The aim of electrical stimulation
should be to improve strength
while practicing functional tasks
in
the
context
of
a
comprehensive
stroke
rehabilitation program

Consider a trial of electrical
stimulation in people who have
evidence of muscle
Recommend FES for patients contraction after stroke but
who have shoulder subluxation cannot move their arm against
[B]
resistance.

Continue electrical stimulation if
progress
towards
clear
functional goals has been
demonstrated
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Constraintinduced
Movement
Therapy
(CIMT)

Interventions which can be used
routinely include constraintinduced movement therapy in
selected people [A]

CIMT or mCIMT should be
used for a select group of
patients who demonstrate at
least 20° of active wrist
extension and 10° of active
finger extension with minimal
sensory or cognitive deficits

Recommend
CIMT
for
individuals with at least 10
degrees of extension in two
fingers, the thumb and the wrist
[A]

Consider
constraint-induced
movement therapy for people
with stroke who have movement
of 20 degrees of wrist extension
and 10 degrees of finger
extension. Be aware of potential
adverse events

Traditional CIMT, (therapy >2
hours / day) should not be used
within the first month post
stroke [A]

Strength
Training

-

Hemiplegic
Shoulder Pain

For
people
with
severe
weakness who are at risk of
developing
shoulder
pain,
management may include:
- Shoulder strapping [B]
- Interventions to educate staff,
carers and patient [GPP]
For people who develop
shoulder pain, management
should be based on evidencebased interventions for acute

Modified CIMT may be initiated
in the first month following
stroke in appropriate patients
[A]
The GRASP program is a
recommended
supplementary
program which involves strength
training
Prevention by
Joint protection strategies:
- Positioning at rest [B] and
during functional mobility
[C]
- Supporting
during
wheelchair use with hemitray [C]
- Slings in flaccid stage only
[C]
Overhead pulleys should not be
used [A]

Consider
strengthening Consider strength training for
exercises
in
addition
to people with muscle weakness
functional task practice [C]
after stroke.
-

Provide information for people
with stroke and their families
and carers on how to prevent
pain or trauma to the shoulder if
they are at risk of developing
shoulder pain
Manage shoulder pain after
stroke
using
appropriate
positioning and other treatments
according to each person's need.
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musculoskeletal pain [GPP]

Arm should not be moved
beyond 90’ shoulder flexion or
The routine use of the following abduction,
unless
scapular
is NOT recommended for upwardly rotated and humerus
established shoulder pain:
laterally rotated [A]
- Corticosteroid injections [C] Education [A]
Avoid traction in assisted
- Ultrasound [C]
movements [C]

For guidance on managing
neuropathic
pain
follow
Neuropathic pain (NICE
clinical guideline 96).

Management of Pain:
- Gentle stretching [B] with
gradual increased in range
- Analgesics if no contraindications [C]
- Botulinum toxin injection
into subscapularis and
pectoralis muscles if pain
related to spasticity [A]
- Subacromial corticosteroid
injection s can be used in
patients when pain related
to injury or inflammation of
subacromial region [A]
- In a subset of patients who
experience pain related to
both injury / inflammation
and spasticity, dual therapy
should be used (BTX and
steroid injections) [C]
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NSF Levels of Evidence: A - body of evidence can be trusted to guide practice; B - body of evidence can be trusted to guide practice in most situations; C body of evidence provides some support for recommendations but care should be taken in its application; D - body of evidence is weak and recommendation
must be applied with caution; GPP - Good practice point; recommended best practice based on clinical experience and expert opinion
Canadian Best Practice Recommendations: A - Strong recommendation. Evidence from randomized controlled trials or meta-analyses of randomized
controlled; B - Single randomized controlled trial or well-designed observational study with strong evidence; or well-designed cohort or case–control analytic
study; or multiple time series or dramatic results of uncontrolled experiment. Desirable effects closely balanced with undesirable effects; C - At least one
well-designed, nonexperimental descriptive study (e.g., comparative studies, correlation studies, case studies) or expert committee reports, opinions and/or
experience of respected authorities, including consensus from development and/or reviewer groups trials. Desirable effects clearly outweigh undesirable
effects, or vice versa.
VA/DoD Levels of Evidence: A – a strong recommendation that the clinician provide the intervention to eligible patients; B – a recommendation that
clinicians provide (the service) to eligible patients; C – no recommendation for or against the routine provision of the intervention is made; D –
recommendation is made against routinely providing the intervention to asymptomatic patients; I – The conclusion is that the evidence is insufficient to
recommend for or against routinely providing the intervention
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The challenge of implementing evidence based practice in clinical settings

The quantity of stroke rehabilitation research continues to increase, providing an expanding breadth
of evidence on which to base clinical management. Decisions on therapy interventions have
historically been predominantly based on clinical experience but while the shift towards practice
grounded on research has occurred there is need for more evidence on which types of strokes will
respond to particular interventions. A key problem remains in ensuring that current evidence is
implemented.

Sackett et al159 defines evidence-based practice as involving “the integration of best external
evidence with clinical expertise and patient values”. Evidence-based guidelines are designed to
improve patient outcomes but national audits reveal uptake is inconsistent. The Australian National
Stroke Foundation (NSF) audit of 2012 revealed that whilst 90% of strokes were admitted to hospital,
only one third were accessing rehabilitation160. In patients accessing rehabilitation, there are missed
therapeutic opportunities, with the majority of patient time still spent inactive161.
research162,

163

Canadian

reflecting on the challenges of transferring evidence into practice identified the

following problems: poor generalizability of research finding to the ‘average’ patient, limitations in
the strength of evidence available, and difficulties with the practicalities of adhering closely to
evidence based guidelines162.

The Australian NSF case note audit in 2012160 included an assessment of the level of implementation
of evidence-based guidelines for upper limb impairment management post stroke. This case series
audit was conducted across 101 hospitals with a total of 2801 patients. Data collected indicated that
of 69% stroke survivors with upper limb impairment, 93% received at least one treatment
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recommended in the guidelines, and 14% received none of the guideline interventions. Higher rates
were reported for ‘repetitive task specific training’ and ‘other therapy’, 83% and 50% respectively.
CIMT and mechanically assisted therapies were used less often with reports of 6% and 9%
respectively.

The lower rates reported for these items may well reflect a more acute patient

population than currently indicated for CIMT, and limited access to equipment for newer
mechanically-assisted therapies. Disappointingly, these figures demonstrate little improvement in
incorporation of evidence into practice when compared to earlier audits142. Implementation of
technology in clinical practice similarly remains low70. Therapist experience164 and the practical
issue of therapist time constraints in accessing, understanding and implementing evidence also affect
the implementation of evidence.

Increasing the amount of therapy has been a focus in many centres and dedicated stroke
rehabilitation units are trending towards additional weekend therapy, benchmarking hours of therapy
per day and providing more task-specific therapies160. Other potential methods for increasing dose
and augmenting conventional therapies lie in the adoption of novel methods of service delivery,
including technology-assisted options.

Identifying the research to practice gap, a five-phase tool for successful implementation of
technology in upper limb stroke rehabilitation has been proposed70. The five phases are designed to
motivate and enable therapists to employ new practices70, and include:
i.

Orientation: establishing awareness of new technology to therapists

ii.

Insight: providing information and understanding of potential of new therapies

iii.

Acceptance: therapist and patient motivation to incorporate new therapies

iv.

Change: introducing new therapies with opportunities for training, and implementation of an
easy-to-use system

v.

Retention of change: incorporation into existing practices and protocols
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The practicalities of funding and resource allocation are likely to continue to limit access and older
people are at risk of being excluded. New technologies such as telehealth offer the opportunity for
more equitable access to clinical expertise. For example, a case series reviewing a combination of
CIMT with remote video-linked technology reported gains in function, with good adherence and
patient satisfaction165.

Conclusion

Stroke rehabilitation of the upper limb is an exciting and evolving area of specialty interest.
Therapeutic and technological advances are enabling greater access to the benefits of neuroplasticity
and focused individualized therapy frameworks. Research is establishing treatment options across
all phases of rehabilitation, and identifying potential treatments for previously refractory
complications. A focus on technologies acceptable to all age groups is vital to ensure applicability of
available treatment options, and clinician and therapist support must be central in attempts to
successfully maintain an implementation of change that is relevant to the client population.

Future Perspective

Rehabilitation of the upper limb in older stroke survivors continues to be a research frontier which
has been energized by new technologies but which is grounded in the basic need to find ways to
allow older people to recover independence. The growth of online stroke survivor communities
providing peer support, information and advice is increasing the demand for therapy and recovery.

The enduring foci of rehabilitation involve: providing patients and families with goal focused
therapy which they feel they have input to, improving access to rehabilitation, increasing the
proportion of active therapy time during rehabilitation, and providing a range of settings in addition
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to the standard inpatient hospital rehabilitation ward. New technologies such as robotics, gaming,
telehealth and telerehabilitation are likely to allow remote provision of therapy and exercise therapy,
though attention to acceptability and support in older populations is crucial.

Once the cost effectiveness of telerehabilitation approaches has been established, clinicians require
more information on acceptance patterns of older adults and modifying factors before widespread
uptake is likely. It has been suggested that technology acceptance in older adults may be lower
because they weigh the time required to learn the technology against the perceived usefulness 166. As
a result new skills are needed from therapists delivering rehabilitation using technologies and in
particular providing older stroke survivors with a motivating context related benefit is likely to be
important167. Older people are heterogeneous and many are familiar with technologies but it seems
likely that older people with minimal exposure to technologies will require longer training times than
younger patients. Fear of failure is known to be a greater problem in older populations compared to
younger patient groups so identifying prior experience with technologies should influence the
amount of time allocated for training167. Overall, the effective introduction of technologies to deliver
rehabilitation requires highly usable designs which are appropriate for people with impairments
(vision, dexterity, cognition) and adequate training.

Finally despite the emergence of novel technological therapies there has been little progress with key
secondary complications of the upper limb post stroke which are more common in older stroke
survivors
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and may significantly impact on quality of life. Complications such as shoulder pain

and spasticity are extremely common and warrant particular focus of research. In fact, prevention or
effective management of these complications in turn will allow the stroke survivor to more
successfully access emerging technologies.
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Table 3. Executive Summary
Prognostication of Upper Limb Recovery Post Stroke



Early, accurate assessment of the likelihood of an upper limb recovering motor function
would assist in targeting / stratifying appropriate interventions,



Predictors of potential motor recovery include initial severity of motor impairment, location
and size of lesion, and integrity of descending motor tracts; caregiver support is also
predictive.



Age alone is not a strong predictor of rehabilitation or recovery potential

Rehabilitation Strategies for Upper Limb Restitution and / or Compensation



Repetitive task specific training is supported by evidence and offers meaningful context to
patients; evidence for bimanual training is less robust.



Virtual reality and gaming strategies may offer an adjunct to therapies, though applicability in
an older population needs further research.



Constraint-induced movement therapy is an effective treatment option in a select group of
compliant patients with sufficient motor activity.



Neuromuscular electrical stimulation may reduce shoulder pain and spasticity, but evidence is
conflicting regarding effect on motor recovery.

Implementation of Evidence into Practice



Audits of the implementation of National Guidelines on Stroke Rehabilitation for upper limb
continue to reveal uneven implementation of best practice e.g. constraint therapy protocols
are rarely implemented.



There is consensus on many effective therapies for upper limb rehabilitation which should
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start early and be provided in an adequate “dose”. However, when resources are rationed
older people may be excluded from accessing stroke rehabilitation therapies. While older
people and carers have direct access to information on best practice rehabilitation via national
stroke organization websites they have little input into decision making on program priorities.
New funding models which include consumers and carers in decision making are needed.
Future Perspectives



Rehabilitation for the upper limb is evolving but simple treatments for secondary
complications of the upper limb post stroke (e.g. shoulder pain) are lacking.



One strategy to deal with the increasing demand for rehabilitation is earlier decision making
around whether therapy is focused on compensatory or restorative goals. New protocols
combining early TMS and repeated standardized clinical assessments in the first weeks are
being tested and seem likely to change clinical practice.
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Chapter Three
Literature Review
Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain
Suprascapular Nerve Block
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3.1

Literature Review – Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

Overview

The previous chapter provides an overview of the impact of stroke on the upper limb. Frequent
upper limb deficits have been described and evidence for treatment options summarised.

The need for greater research focus on the common complications of upper limb impairment narrows
the focus of the literature review presented in this chapter.

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is the central theme of this thesis. In order to provide a strong clinical
context, this chapter will review the current evidence regarding the following pertinent aspects of:


Epidemiology of hemiplegic shoulder pain



Aetiology of hemiplegic shoulder pain



Impact of hemiplegic shoulder pain



Prophylaxis and treatment of hemiplegic shoulder pain
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3.1.1 Epidemiology of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is one of the four most common complications of stroke15, second only to
depression169.

Kalichman and Ratmansky (2011) summarise 22 studies on the prevalence of

hemiplegic shoulder pain from 1971-200955. Studies vary in sample size from 20-1000 participants,
and report gross variations in prevalence between 5-84%. The summary table (Table 1) from this
article has been modified to reflect only those studies of prevalence conducted in the last two
decades, as well as to add more recent studies and details of study design which may account for
outcome disparities.

Disparities in rates likely reflect inconsistent definitions of HSP, inclusion / exclusion criteria, timing
of assessment, and study populations32, 39, 55. It is worth noting, however, that studies of selected
rehabilitation inpatient populations report higher rates of HSP, reflecting a subset of stroke survivors
admitted. The higher rate of HSP in inpatient rehabilitation adds further weight to the need for
greater focus on this at-risk population.

Recent population based studies from New Zealand170 Sweden22 and Denmark171 have reported more
conservative prevalence rates of 23%, 30%, and 15% respectively (highlighted in Table 1).
Ratnasabapathy et al170 conducted a populated-based study in New Zealand in 2003, with analysis of
self-reported shoulder pain on survivors from a total of 1761 stroke events. They concluded an
increasing rate of pain during follow up, 17% at one week, 20% at one month, and 23% at six
months. No objective measures were included in the data collection. In comparison to this, the more
recent Swedish study by Lindgren et al 200716 included both subjective and objective measures of
327 patients stroke survivors from initial number of 416. Objective measures included supination in
90° of upper limb elevation (graded as 1 – loss of motor function, 2 - reduced motor function, 3 –
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normal motor function), presence or absence of sensory deficit, and measure of subluxation. All
measures were taken at baseline, 4 months and 16 months. Overall prevalence of 30% within the
follow up period is reported, with rates of 22% and 24% (new and persistent pain) noted at 4 and 16
months respectively. The Danish population-based follow up study achieved a 63% response rate to
a pain questionnaire sent 2 years following stroke onset; 608 responders from 964 stroke survivors
identified from a National Database. New onset of hemiplegic shoulder pain within 2 years from
stroke onset was reported by 15% of responders.

No Australian population-based studies have reported on the incidence or prevalence of hemiplegic
shoulder pain for comparison. Australian population-based studies focussing on stroke outcomes,
such as the The North East Melbourne Stroke Incidence Study (NEMESIS)25 and the Perth
Community Stroke Study172 have focused on other factors such as quality of life and stroke incidence
respectively.
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Table 1. Prevalence of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain (modified from Kalichman and Ratmansky55)
Author

Year

Origin

Setting

Study Population

Jespersen et al173

1995

Denmark

Rehabilitation Hospital

Wanklyn et al18

1996

England

Cohort study

Zorowitz et al174

1996

United States

Rehabilitation Hospital

Gamble et al175

2002

England

Cohort study

Ratnasabapathy et al170

2003

New Zealand

Population-based study

Aras et al19

2004

Turkey

Rehabilitation Hospital

Lindgren et al16

2007

Sweden

Population-based study

Retrospective review of
173 consecutive patients
admitted to rehabilitation
unit with stroke
108 inpatients with stroke;
mean age 71
26 inpatients with stroke
and subluxation
123 consecutive patients
with acute stroke
All cases of stroke over 12
month period
n=1201 at 6 months
85 consecutive patients
with stroke and hemiplegia
416 consecutive first ever
stroke;

Length of
follow up
6 months

Prevalence of HSP, n
(%)
38 (22)

6 months

69 (63.8)

Single
assessment
6 months

9 (45)

6 months

284 (23)

Single
assessment
16 months

54 (63.5)

n = 327 at 4 months
n= 305 at 16 months

Dromerick et al176

2008

United States

Rehabilitation Hospital

Sackley et al177

2008

United
Kingdom

Multicentre cohort
study

46 consecutive admissions
to stroke rehabilitation unit
122 participants with
stroke diagnosis identified
via Stroke Register

49 (40)

71 (22) at 4 months
74 (24) at 16 months
(new and recurrent)
99 (30) overall
Single
assessment
12 months

17 (37)
67 (55) – any pain
64 (52) – HSP
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Suethanapornkul et al178

2008

Thailand

Multicentre cohort
study

Barlak et al179

2009

Turkey

Rehabilitation Hospital

Klit et al171

2011

Denmark

Population-based
follow up design

Hansen et al180

2012

Denmark

Hospital: Stroke Unit

Joy et al181

2012

India

Rehabilitation Hospital

Fabunmi et al182
Conference proceedings

2014

Nigeria

Multicentre descriptive
cohort study

327 patients from 9
rehabilitation centres
across 9 months
187 consecutive patients
with first unilateral stroke
964 stroke survivors
identified via National
Stroke Database:
608 stroke survivors
responding to
questionnaire sent 2 years
post-stroke
299 consecutive inpatients
with stroke; 275 assessed
at 6 months
Prospective study of 140
hemiplegic patients aged
40-80 years admitted over
2 year period
102 patients with stroke
across 6 hospitals

Duration of
rehabilitation
admission
Single
assessment
Single
questionnaire

62 (19)

6 months

45 (16.4)

6 months

52 (48)

12 months

75 (73.5)

114 (61)
92 (15.1) with
shoulder pain within 2
years of stroke onset
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3.1.2 Aetiology of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

There are multiple possible causes of hemiplegic shoulder pain, including nociceptive pain,
peripheral neuropathic pain, central neuropathic pain, or a combination of these183. In fact, more
than thirty causes of acute hemiplegic shoulder pain have been identified 184. Combined causative
factors may exist independently of each other, or one might trigger the development of another185.
An estimated one third of patients have multiple contributing aetiologies30.

Wilson et al (2011) propose a model where acute and chronic hemiplegic shoulder pain may be
explained by differing aetiologies184. The authors postulate that direct causes of acute HSP may be
distinct from maladaptive central nervous system sensitisation associated with chronic or persistent
pain presentations184. This theory was further explored by Roosink et al (2011)186 with a small
sample assessment comparing cortical somatosensory processing between chronic stroke
rehabilitation patients (greater than 6 months post stroke) with and without pain, and healthy controls.
This study186 observed reduction in cortical processing across all stroke patients, more marked in
those with chronic hemiplegic shoulder pain.

Kalichman and Ratmansky185 suggest delineating underlying pathologies into 3 main groups:
1. Soft-tissue lesions
2. Impaired motor control
3. Altered peripheral and central nervous system activity
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Soft tissue lesions

The most common soft tissue injuries affecting the shoulder following stroke include rotator cuff
pathologies55, biceps tendonitis55, adhesive capsulitis55, myofascial pain55, bursitis39 and
impingement39. Nociceptive soft tissue injuries can result from the two other aetiological categories
of impaired motor control and altered peripheral and central nervous system activity55,
Additionally, repetitive trauma and improper manual handling may contribute39,

187

187

.

. Soft tissue

pathologies such as adhesive capsulitis (frozen shoulder) can be either a cause or effect of
hemiplegic shoulder pain17, 39.

Yi et al188 compared properties of the glenohumeral joint capsule

between controls, patients with adhesive capsulitis and patients with HSP. They observed that
capsular stiffness was increased in patients with HSP, but not to the same extent as in adhesive
capsulitis.

Biomechanical and kinematic changes around the shoulder joint can typically present with lateral
scapular rotation and reduction in glenohumeral range189. A 2008 study of MRI findings in patients
with hemiplegic shoulder pain demonstrated that 35% had MRI findings of at least one rotator cuff,
bicep or deltoid muscle impairment, and 53% had MRI findings of tendinopathy190.

Over-

interpretation of imaging findings is cautioned, however, with a later study23 performing enhanced
MRI and ultrasounds on 41 stroke patients (25 with hemiplegic shoulder pain, 16 without hemiplegic
shoulder pain) concluding that only capsulitis was independently associated with pain. Pompa et al
(2011)191 performed a pilot study using enhanced-MRI to evaluate hemiplegic shoulder pain. In a
sample of 41 patients (average one month post stroke onset), the authors concluded that capsulitis
was the most common aetiology identified in those with hemiplegic shoulder pain 191. The routine
use of MRI poses a cost / benefit question that needs to be assessed with larger samples and
compared with clinical assessment outcomes. Dogun et al192, 193 compared ultrasonography and MRI
findings in a cohort of 68 patients with hemiplegic shoulder pain, describing common
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musculoskeletal injuries. The authors observed inconsistencies between the findings using each
modality, and recommended MRI as the evaluation of choice in HSP.

Impaired motor control

Upper motor neuron lesions can cause typical changes with loss of motor control / reduced motor
function and changes in muscle tone. Early deficits tend to reflect flaccidity in tone, whereas
spasticity changes develop with time. With the stability of the shoulder significantly dependent on
muscle function, hypotonia of muscles of the shoulder girdle can lead to significant instability55,
postural malalignment33 and potentially glenohumeral subluxation.

These elements can be

identified as risk factors for subsequent soft tissue injury194. Subluxation may itself be a cause of
shoulder pain, but evidence is conflicting and correlations remain controversial7, 55. Not all patients
with subluxation have pain, and not all patients with pain have subluxation32, 178, 195.

Altered peripheral and central nervous system activity

Neuropathic pain elements can include peripheral nerve entrapment associated with impaired motor
control55, though there may be central mechanisms at play in the development of complex
neuropathic pain presentations187, 196.

Benlidayi187 further categorises central nervous system related presentations into 3 categories:
i.

Neglect and sensory impairment

ii.

Central Post Stroke Pain (CPSP) - disruption of spinothalamocortical system

iii.

Central Sensitisation
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The understanding of the more complex central nervous system contributions to pain is a growth area
in current research.

Somatosensory deficits, predominant in right hemisphere lesions, can

complicate pain presentations22. Inconclusive theories39 regarding central sensitisation postulate
impaired neural control of the sympathetic system33, 194, enhanced neuronal excitability55

197

, and

involvement of multiple levels of the somatosensory neural-axis196.

Multiple and often overlapping contributing factors make definitive aetiological diagnosis of
hemiplegic shoulder pain a clinically difficult problem185. Further to this, difficulty in precise
assessment of aetiology makes treatment selection even more problematic39. Current treatment
strategies largely target the better understood biomechanical contributors to pain, without significant
attention to central pain components. This approach frequently does not provide adequate relief of
symptoms183.
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Soft Tissue Lesions
•Rotator cuff pathology
•Biceps tendinopathy
•Bursitis
•Adhesive Capsulitis
•Impingement
•Myofascial Pain

Impaired Motor Control

Altered peripheral and
central nervous system
activity

•Flaccidity / Spasticity
•Loss of motor function
•Subluxation
•Abnormal scapulo-humeral
rhythm

•Peripheral nerve entrapment
•Shoulder-hand syndrome
(CRPS)
•Central post-stroke pain
•Central sensitisation
•Somatosensory impairment

Hemiplegic
Shoulder
Pain

Contributing Factors /
Risk Factors
•Disuse / Overuse
•Improper handling
•Premorbid shoulder pain
•Diabetes
•Right hemisphere stroke
•Increasing Age
•Depression
•Pain behaviours

Figure 1. Potential Contributors to Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain
Adapted from Kalichman and Ratmansky31, 55, Roosink et al183, Demirci et al198, Benlidayi187 and
Lindgren et al199
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3.1.3 Impact of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is a common complication of stroke. Its prevalence alone, however, is not
the primary motivation to improve its management. From a rehabilitation perspective, and in the
context of the previously discussed ICF model, proximal upper limb pain can be seen to contribute to
activity level impairments of distal function, postural alignment and balance. Reduced autonomy
can impact an individual’s body image and sense of self. Activities of daily living, successful
transfers, and subsequent level of dependence, stem from functional limitations. Upper limb pain is
the most common stroke-related cause of reduced participation200. Review of the literature reveals
the multiple and significant areas of impact associated with the presence of hemiplegic shoulder pain.

Evidence of the Impact of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

Table 2. The Impact of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

Worsens global outcome 23
Reduces functional recovery39, 55 201
Leads to serious disability39
Reduces sleep quality55
Depression 22 55, 201
Increases length of hospitalisation18, 20, 21, 55, 201
Interferes with rehabilitation process 20, 21, 201
Lowers rate of discharge home21
Limits access to developing technological upper-limb rehabilitation techniques176
Impacts pain related quality of life202
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Most studies regarding the impact of pain on quality of life following stroke are confined to selected
series and limited outcome measures (see Table 3). In 2007, Chae et al202 conducted a study on 61
volunteer participants with post-stroke shoulder pain. They concluded that hemiplegic shoulder pain
affected pain-related quality of life, but they were unable to draw conclusions about the impact of
pain on motor impairment of activity limitation. Other studies, including the large population-based
North East Melbourne Stroke Incidence Study (NEMESIS)25, have explored variables associated
with health-related quality of life following stroke, though not specifically HSP. There have been no
previous Australian population-based studies that have specifically reviewed the impact of
hemiplegic shoulder pain on quality of life (QoL).

Evidence is lacking regarding the explicit impact of specific hemiplegic shoulder pain on healthrelated quality of life (HR-QoL) in an unselected population.
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Table 3. Studies Examining Pain and Quality of Life in Stroke Populations
Author and Year

Sample (n)

Study Design

Quality of Life
Outcome Measure

Outcome

SELECTED CLINICAL SAMPLES:
Chae et al 2007202
United States of America

61 volunteer
outpatients with
hemiplegic shoulder
pain (HSP)

Kong et al 2004203
Singapore

177 outpatients with Cross-sectional survey
stroke diagnosis

Short-form health survey High pain report (any)
(SF-36)
Pain not associated with
reduced QoL

Naess et al 2012204
Norway

328 patients with
stroke diagnosis

HRQoL measures by 15D Pain, fatigue, and
and EuroQol, EuroQol
depression associated with
VAS
QoL

Widar et al 2004205
Sweden

43 patients with
Interview and
stroke diagnosis and questionnaires
chronic pain

Cross-sectional, secondary Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) HSP impacts QoL
analysis of baseline data Question 23 to assess painfrom a multisite clinical related QoL
trial

Questionnaire sent to all
surviving stroke patients
admitted over 2 year
period

Short-form health survey Chronic pain associated
(SF-36)
with reduced QoL
Concluded need for
population based studies

UNSELECTED POPULATION SAMPLES:
Hackett et al 2000206
New Zealand

639 patients at 6
year follow up post
stroke (of 1761
initial participants in
Auckland Stroke
Study 1991-1992)

Population-based caseShort-form health survey HR-QoL relatively good at
control study with an age- (SF-36)
for survivors of stroke at 6
and sex-matched control
year follow up
population
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Appelros 2006207
Sweden

377 consecutive
patients in
population-based
study

Baseline and 1 year
follow-up.

Nil specific QoL measure 11% with strokeassociated pain
Pain associated with
depression
Comment on impact on
QoL but no specific
measure reported

Sturm et al 200625
North East Melbourne Stroke
Incidence Study (NEMESIS)25
Australia

Patients with first
ever strokes over
one year period:381
strokes in 353
people

Population-based study

Assessment of quality of
life tool (AQoL)

Reported on factors
impacting HR-QoL 2 years
following stroke
(not inclusive of HSP)
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3.1.4 Prophylaxis and Treatment of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

Review articles into the management of hemiplegic shoulder pain have demonstrated a lack of robust
evidence for best practice, and highlight the need for further research34,

194

. Whilst there are

complexities in the specific identification of pain which has multiple aetiologies, there is a lack of
high quality or definitive outcome studies201.

The National Stroke Foundation guidelines reflect

the lack of high grade evidence specific to hemiplegic shoulder pain, with the main management
recommendation to use interventions for ‘acute musculoskeletal pain’.

Table 4. National Stroke Foundation Guidelines
Section 7.6 NSF: PAIN (7.6.1 Shoulder Pain)36

National Stroke Foundation Guidelines:
Shoulder Pain
For people with severe weakness who are at risk of
developing shoulder pain, management may include:
 Shoulder strapping
 Education of staff, carers and people with stroke
For people who develop shoulder pain, management should
be based on evidence-based interventions for acute
musculoskeletal pain
The routine use of the following interventions is NOT
recommended for people with shoulder pain
 Intra-articular steroid injection
 Ultrasound

Evidence Grade

B
Good practice point
Good practice point

C
C
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Pertinent results of reviews and research on individual therapy options are summarised below.

Prophylaxis

The idiom that ‘prevention is better than a cure’ resonates in a population where there is little
evidence to support treatment of established pain. Education, positioning and protection of the ‘atrisk’ upper limb make good clinical sense, though evidence for these prophylactic strategies is
limited39. These measures remain ‘good practice points’ in recommendations187 and guidelines36. A
2005 Cochrane review208 concluded that there was insufficient evidence that supportive devices
(slings, orthoses) are effective in the prevention or treatment of subluxation of the shoulder or
subsequent development of shoulder pain.

In 2006, a randomised controlled trial of placebo

strapping compared to therapeutic strapping in 33 participants over a 4 week period in stroke
rehabilitation showed shoulder pain could be prevented in 9 out of 10 patients considered at risk of
developing pain209. The authors postulated that earlier therapeutic strapping may offer superior
protection, in keeping with risk of soft tissue injuries during the early flaccidity phase194. Positioning
in conventional protective slings might promote synergist postures17 or distal disuse. Newer sling
designs provide vertical glenohumeral support via a proximal humeral cuff and figure of eight
strapping across the back, hence leaving the upper limb in a functional position for balance and use
of the distal arm.

These newer slings are anecdotally well tolerated, and in current use in

rehabilitation settings, though an evidence base is yet to be established.
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Manual Physiotherapy Interventions

Literature exists describing the individualisation of therapy interventions based on patient need, as
well as clinician experience and preference. The variables associated with therapy selection are
difficult to control for in research trials, resulting in a paucity of high grade evidence. Physiotherapy
techniques such as Bobath therapy are commonly practiced, with the target of reducing tone and
promoting normal movement patterns in the recovering limb. There is Level 1b evidence that
Bobath techniques reduce HSP more than passive cryotherapy. It is now widely accepted that
aggressive mobilisation with forceful overhead pulleys should not be recommended194, with gentle
range and exercise as a preferred approach210. Static positional stretches are also out of favour, with
Level 1b evidence that both of these previously endorsed interventions may actually increase
shoulder pain.

Functional Electrical Stimulation

Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) is a form of Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation (NMES)
as described in Chapter 2 (page 29). The use of FES in the post-stroke upper limb has predominantly
focussed on functional recovery, reduction of subluxation, and reduction of spasticity 39. In 2008, a
Cochrane review of 4 trials with small patient numbers concluded that there was insufficient
evidence to guide the use of FES to treat or prevent hemiplegic shoulder pain211, which reflects
conflicting evidence in both acute and chronic hemiplegic shoulder pain over recent years. A
randomised trial212 published in 2013 assessed the impact of combined static stretching with
electrical stimulation, with no reduction in shoulder pain, range or function demonstrated. The ideal
intensity of FES treatment is thought to be 6 hours per day, 5 days per week for a total of 6 weeks.
This presents logistical barriers in the context of appropriate application, as well as FES unit
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availability both within and external to inpatient rehabilitation settings. These observations have led
to the growing interest in experimental and potentially more efficacious39 implantable percutaneous
or intramuscular stimulation devices.

Intramuscular electrical stimulation showed significantly

better long term effects compared to hemisling195, and more importantly early pilot and case studies
are showing promising results with improved patient tolerance and significant reduction in pain with
the use of single lead implanted devices184, 213, 214.

Botulinum Toxin A

Kong 2007215 conducted a randomised controlled trial comparing intramuscular Botulinum Toxin-A
(BoNT-A) to placebo in 17 participants with hemiplegic shoulder pain associated with spasticity.
This trial demonstrated reduction in spasticity measures, but not reduction in pain in the intervention
group. A systematic review in 2010

195

similarly demonstrated no significant difference in outcome

of pain between intramuscular BoNT-A and placebo. Pooled analysis of 5 randomised controlled
trials in a 2011 Cochrane review by Singh and Fitzgerald41 provided judicious support for the use of
intramuscular BoNT-A in hemiplegic shoulder pain specifically deemed to be secondary to an
aetiology of spasticity. Further exploring the effectiveness of BoNT-A in pain associated with spastic
hemiplegia, a randomised controlled study published in 2012 (n=21) failed to demonstrate a
reduction in hemiplegic shoulder pain by group allocation216.

A novel pilot study42 of intra-articular BoNT-A in 5 patients with refractory hemiplegic shoulder
pain demonstrated promising reduction of pain, with randomised controlled trials recommended.
Nevertheless, at this stage no convincing evidence exists for the routine use of Botulinum Toxin in
hemiplegic shoulder pain.
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Intra-articular and Subacromial steroid injection

Intra-articular steroid injection is not recommended as a routine treatment option in hemiplegic
shoulder pain36.

Randomised controlled trials have not demonstrated a statistically significant

reduction in HSP following intra-articular injection195

217

. Trials which have targeted known soft

tissue pathologies (impingement, tendonitis, bursitis) have demonstrated more promising results for
the use of corticosteroid injection (intra-articular or subacromial)43. Viana et al 2012218 reviewed
interventions for chronic HSP and concluded there was a role for intra-articular injections in patients
with pain persisting greater than 6 months.

Subacromial injections appear to be an effective treatment for appropriately selected patients with
HSP. This is supported by a randomised controlled trial219 of 58 participants with HSP and evidence
of a rotator cuff disorder where a superior reduction in pain and disability was demonstrated in the
group receiving injection as compared to placebo. The sub-population in this trial was narrowly
selected, with exclusion of any patients with CRPS, biceps tendon disorders, severe spasticity,
shoulder subluxation, severe motor weakness, primary osteoarthritis, or presence of another obvious
cause of pain.
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Table 5. Summary of Evidence for Prophylaxis and Treatment of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain
Intervention

Prophylactic
Stretching

Summary of
Evidence

Good practice
point (clinical
experience /expert
opinion)39, 194

Key Studies
Author and Year

Study Design

Sample (n)

Gustafsson and
McKenna 2006220

Randomised
controlled trial
(RCT)
Positional
stretching
programme
compared to
upper limb
support only
Multicentre
randomised
controlled trial
8 week program
of arm stretching
combined with
electrical
stimulation
compared to sham
control

n = 32
Patients with first
ever stroke
admitted to
rehabilitation
hospital

Cochrane review

4 trials
Total of 142
participants

Limited evidence
specific to pain in
individual
studies212, 220
De Jong et al
2013212

Prophylactic
supportive devices
(e.g. sling)

Insufficient
evidence to
support routine
use221

Ada et al 2005221

n = 46
Patients with
subacute stroke
and severe upper
limb motor deficit

Outcome
Measures
Pain-free range of
motion (external
rotation)
Pain score (rest
and on
movement)
Motor recovery
Functional
independence
Passive range of
motion
Presence and
severity of
hemiplegic
shoulder pain
Restrictions in
daily living
Tone
Motor control and
subluxation
Trials reported on
the following
outcomes:
Subluxation
Shoulder range
Shoulder pain
Upper limb
function
Contracture

Conclusion
No significant
difference in hemiplegic
shoulder pain by group
allocation

Combined arm stretch
and electrical
stimulation does not
improve range of
motion, pain or function
in patients after stroke

Insufficient evidence to
conclude whether
supportive devices
prevent pain or
subluxation, improve
function or impact
contracture development
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Griffin and
Bernhardt 2006209

Randomised
controlled trial

Pandian et al
2013222

Multicentre
randomised
controlled trial

Education
(patient and staff)

Low level
evidence that may
reduce HSP (but
not improve
function)32
Good practice
point 36

-

Manual handling
guidelines

Good practice
point30, 39

Mobilisation /
Manual therapies

Strong evidence
that aggressive
range of motion
therapy likely to
increase HSP194,

Prophylactic
Strapping

May offer
superior
protection for
those at risk of
HSP209

Number of painfree days
Range of
movement
Tone

Therapeutic strapping
limited development of
hemiplegic shoulder
pain during
rehabilitation in at risk
stroke patients

Pain
Function

-

n = 33 Patients
with stroke and
low /; no muscle
function at
shoulder;
considered ‘at
risk’ of
developing HSP
4 weeks of
therapeutic
strapping
compared to
placebo strapping
n = 162
First ever stroke
Shoulder taping
compared to sham
taping
-

-

Trend towards pain
reduction and
functional improvement,
but did not reach
significance
-

-

-

-

-

-

Kumar et al
1990224

Randomised trial

Pain incidence

Overhead pulley
significantly associated
with development of
pain (62% as compared
to 8% and 12% in other
treatment groups)

Price et al 2008211

Cochrane review

28 patients with
hemiplegia
Allocated to one
of 3 interventions
groups:
Range by
therapist
Board assisted
range
Overhead pulley
4 trials
Total of 172
participants

Pain incidence
Pain severity

No significant change in
pain incidence or
intensity; insufficient
evidence

Level B
evidence36

Therapeutic
strapping for
established pain

223

Functional
Electrical
Stimulation (FES)
as prophylaxis

Gentle passive
range to maintain
range of motion is
supported194
Insufficient
evidence that FES
prevents HSP211
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Functional
Electrical
Stimulation (FES)
as treatment

Limited evidence
that may reduce
pain if used at
ideal dosage/
intensity211
Promising pilot
studies evaluating
implantable
neuromuscular
stimulation184, 213,
214
but further
studies needed

Price et al 2008211

Cochrane review

4 trials
Total of 172
participants

Pain incidence
Pain severity

No significant change in
pain incidence or
intensity; insufficient
evidence

Snels et al 2002225

Literature review
of interventions
for hemiplegic
shoulder pain

14 studies
identified

Pain

Wilson et al
2010184

Case report

Pain
Pain interference
Quality of life
Pain-free external
rotation range

Yu et al 2010213

Case report

n=1
59 year old male
with chronic
refractory HSP
Single lead
percutaneous
peripheral nerve
stimulation (6
hours day for 3
weeks)
n=1
58 year old male
with chronic HSP
Electrical
stimulation with
fully implanted
microstimulator
(6 hours / day for
12 weeks)

Poor-moderate
methodological quality
of selected trials –
unable to make
definitive conclusions.
FES one of the most
promising interventions
Case study demonstrates
effectiveness and
feasibility of
intervention.

Pain
Passive range of
motion
Motor function
Sensation
Subluxation
Quality of life

50% reduction in HSP at
3 months
Improve range and
motor function Other
outcome measures
unchanged.
Device well tolerated

Nguyen et al
2015214

Case report

n=1
Patient with
refractory HSP

Pain
Quality of life

75% reduction in HSP
during trial phase.
Complete resolution of
pain whilst implanted
device active.
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Interferential
current
stimulation

Small sample
RCT evidence
supports
interferential
superior to
placebo
treatment192

Suriya-Amarit et
al 2014192

Randomised
controlled trial

n = 30
Patients with
hemiplegic
shoulder pain
randomised to
receive either
interferential or
placebo

Shoulder Pain
Pain-free passive
range of motion

Interferential reduces
pain during movement
and increases pain-free
range of motion

Analgesia

Level 2 evidence
that oral nonsteroidal antiinflammatories
can reduce HSP in
patients during
therapy session
Gabapentin
effective and well
tolerated226

Kesiktas et al226

Randomised
controlled trial

n = 100
patients with
hemiplegia
randomised to
receive
gabapentin
800mg or
paracetamol
1500mg daily

Range of external
rotation
Shoulder pain
Spasticity
Function

Some improvement in
both groups
Gabapentin statistically
superior for pain
reduction. Well
tolerated in study
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Intra-articular and
Subacromial
Steroid Injections

Routine use not
recommended36,

Snels et al 2000225

Randomised
controlled trial

Lakse et al 200943

Randomised
controlled trial

Rah et al 2012219

Randomised
controlled trial

194

Limited evidence
supports use of
steroid injection in
selected patients43,
219

n = 37
Patients with
hemiplegic
shoulder pain
randomised to
receive either 3 x
intra-articular
triamcinolone
acetonide
injections or
placebo
n = 38
Participants with
hemiplegic
shoulder pain
randomised to
receive active
injection (intraarticular OR
subacromial)
versus placebo
n = 58
Participants with
hemiplegic
shoulder pain and
evidence of
rotator cuff
pathology
Randomised to
receive
subacromial
triamcinolone
injection or
lidocaine
(placebo)

Pain
Arm function
Passive external
rotation of
shoulder

Reduction in hemiplegic
pain scores in the
intervention group were
greater than placebo, but
did not reach statistical
significance

Passive range of
motion
Pain

Reduction of pain in
intervention group
Recommend use of
injections in
appropriately selected
patients

Pain
Function
Shoulder
disability
Active range of
motion

Subacromial injection
showed improvement in
pain, disability and
range up to 8 weeks post
injection in a group of
selected patients with
evidence of rotator cuff
disorder.
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Botulinum Toxin

Conflicting
evidence that
intramuscular
Botulinum A
(BoNT-A) can
reduce HSP
associated with
spasticity41, 215, 216
Preliminary
studies indicating
intra-articular
BoNT-A could be
an effective
treatment for
refractory HSP42

Singh and
Fitzgerald 201141

Cochrane review

Kong et al 2007215

Randomised
controlled trial

Marciniak et al
2012216

Randomised
controlled trial

Castiglione et al
201142

Pilot study

6 trials (all RCT)
Total of 164
participants
5 trials included
population with
post-stroke
shoulder pain; 1
trial with nonstroke pain
Intramuscular
BoNT-A
compared to
placebo
n = 17
Randomised to
receive single
injection BoNT-A
(biceps and
pectoralis major)
or placebo
n = 21
Participants with
significant poststroke shoulder
spasticity
BoNT-A
(pectoralis +/teres major)
versus placebo
n=5
Patients with
severe refractory
HSP at rest
Intra-articular
BoNT-A injection

Pain
Disability
Abduction range

Small sample sizes
Demonstrated that
single BoNT-A injection
reduced pain, reduced
and disability and
improved abduction
range (chronic pain
associated with spastic
hemiplegia)

Pain
Tone

No significant
difference in pain
outcome by group
allocation.
BoNT-A injection
reduced spasticity

Pain
Disability
Upper limb
function
Range of motion
Spasticity

Pain reduction at 4
weeks was independent
of group allocation
Selected disability
measures improved in
intervention group

Pain at rest and on
passive
movement

Significant pain
reduction at 2 and 8
weeks post injection
RCT study required
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3.2

Literature Review – Suprascapular Nerve Block

Overview

Following on from the preceding review of the current status of evidence in management of
hemiplegic shoulder pain, this section further explores the suprascapular nerve block as a potential
treatment option in a post stroke population. An emerging therapy option, Suprascapular nerve block
has not yet been included in the systematic reviews regarding management strategies in hemiplegic
shoulder pain.

The anatomy of the Suprascapular Nerve and the mechanism of blockade are outlined. Building on
this basic procedural understanding, the evidence of this technique is then critically reviewed.

The Suprascapular nerve block is supported as an effective treatment of shoulder pain in non-stroke
populations, but there is a lack of robust evidence for the use of this technique specifically for
hemiplegic shoulder pain in populations of stroke survivors.
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3.2.1 Anatomy of the Suprascapular nerve

The suprascapular nerve is a mixed motor and sensory peripheral nerve which provides the main
sensory supply to the shoulder. An understanding of the origin, location and innervation of this
nerve (Table 5) provides the framework for the procedural components of nerve blockade.

Table 6. Suprascapular Nerve: Origin, Location and Innervation
Origin
Peripheral nerve arising from the upper trunk of the brachial plexus (ventral rami of (C4),C5, C6 )
See Figure 2
Location227
Anatomic cadaveric study to measure location of Suprascapular Nerve:
“Passes posterolaterally from its origin, through the suprascapular foramen, to reach the posterior
scapular region, where it lies in the plane between bone and muscle”
See Figure 3
Innervation7, 228
Motor and sensory components.
Innervates Supraspinatus muscle and Infraspinatus muscle
Branches to Glenohumeral and Acromioclavicular joints
Branches to Trapezoid and Coracoacromial ligaments
Subacromial bursa
Sympathetic innervation to joint capsule (superior and posterior components)
Provides 70% of the sensation to the shoulder articulation228
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Suprascapular Nerve

Figure 2. Brachial Plexus as Origin of Suprascapular Nerve
http://radiopaedia.org/images/13728351

Figure 3. Anatomical Location of the Suprascapular Nerve (posterior view)
https://www.jaaos.org/content/17/11/665/F1.large.jpg
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3.2.2 Suprascapular Nerve Block: Procedural Technique

Introduction to the Suprascapular Nerve Block

Suprascapular nerve block (SSNB) is not a new technique for chronic shoulder pain in non-stroke
populations, having been first described in 1941229. Di Lorenzo and Domenico7 describe SSNB as a
technique “to help alleviate acute or chronic pain, help maintain treatment participation, reduce need
for analgesia and potentially ‘reset’ the pain generators”. It has been observed that the duration of
effect of SSNB can outlast its anticipated pharmacological effects230, with postulation that this may
reflect an interruption in feedback amplification of pain response231.

SSNB involves local administration of injection agents (long acting local anaesthetic and
corticosteroid) to block the nerve. There are several techniques outlined in the literature, which have
developed over time. The indirect technique described by Dangoisse et al232 has been commonly
adopted in non-surgical pain research46, and proven effective in blocking the accessible sensory
innervation to the shoulder47. This technique is deemed to reduce the risks of complications,
including brachial plexus injury, pneumothorax and suprascapular vessel or nerve injury228.

Research has explored the potential benefits of imaging guided SSNB, including fluoroscopy233,
ultrasound234 and CT scan235 guidance. These techniques allow smaller volumes of local anaesthetic
due to more precise needle location, and potential for reduction in side effect profile. Comparison of
CT guided injection with land-mark based SSNB did not demonstrate an improvement in clinical
outcome or patient acceptability235. In contrast, ultrasound guided SSNB technique resulted in
reduced complications and potentially longer duration analgesic effect236.
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Table 7. Suprascapular Nerve Block: Procedural Technique

Indirect Suprascapular Nerve Block Technique
(adapted from description by Dangoisse et al232)

Anatomical landmarks are used to identify injection location into supraspinous fossa


The examiner marks out each end of the spine of the scapula, as well as the angle of the
scapula.



The point where a perpendicular line from the angle of the scapula intersects the spine of the
scapula is identified



A further mark is identified approximately 2cm superior and lateral to the point of
intersection

Aseptic technique; antiseptic preparation of the skin is completed following identified of anatomical
landmarks
Injection preparation


10ml 0.5% bupivacaine and 1ml 40mg/ml methylprednisolone are drawn up into a 10ml
syringe

Injection administration


Performed from posterior approach



Needle is introduced at point identified above, parallel to blade of scapula



bony floor of the supraspinous fossa provides feedback to injection position



draw back slightly off of floor of fossa, and ensure nil blood on syringe drawback



Full 11ml infiltrated slowly into supraspinous fossa
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3.2.3 Suprascapular nerve block in non-stroke populations

Suprascapular nerve block has an established role as a safe and efficacious45 treatment of non-stroke
shoulder pain.

Factors prompting further research in post stroke populations include the proven

value in non-stroke shoulder pain, the large sensory innervation of the suprascapular nerve, and the
potential benefits of feedback inhibition in the management of chronic pain.

Table 8. Evidence for Suprascapular Nerve Block in Chronic Non-Stroke Shoulder Conditions

Evidence Supports use of SSNB in the following Non-Stroke Populations
Acute and Chronic Conditions

Post-operative pain / regional anaesthesia47
Degenerative shoulder conditions46


Rheumatoid Arthritis46 227, 231



Osteoarthritis of Glenohumeral joint237

Rotator cuff pathology228, 238
Adhesive capsulitis / frozen shoulder228, 239 227
Calcific tendinitis228
Cancer228, 237
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3.2.4 Suprascapular nerve block in stroke populations

With sensory innervation to approximately 70% of the shoulder, suprascapular nerve block is an
emerging area of research as a potential treatment option in hemiplegic shoulder pain. Suprascapular
nerve block is considered a safe, simple, and inexpensive treatment modality 240.

The protocol paper and randomised controlled study presented in this thesis represent the first
adequately powered, randomised, placebo-controlled trial of suprascapular nerve block for
hemiplegic shoulder pain. Chapter 5 details the rationalisation, methods and results. Other studies
both prior and subsequent to the author’s trial (highlighted) have been summarised in the Table 9.
An early study by Lee and Khunadorn241 hypothesised that a suprascapular nerve lesion may have
aetiological significance in the development of hemiplegic shoulder pain. Results did not confirm
this theory, and suprascapular nerve block was reported as a poor treatment option.

Two more recent trials have investigated suprascapular nerve block as compared to alternative
treatments of therapeutic ultrasound230 and intra-articular steroid injection242 respectively. The small
sample sizes and lack of placebo control make it difficult to draw conclusions from the results.
Additionally, the exclusion criteria outlined by Yasar242 limit the generalisability of results.
Exclusions criteria comprised any patients with neglect, distal upper limb pain, neuropathic pain,
pressure sores or infection, MMSE <24, language limitation, or degenerative changes on x-ray, or
patients on oral analgesics. An interesting prospective open label cohort study by Di Lorenzo and
Domenico7 assessed repetitive suprascapular nerve blocks (every 3-4 days for 30 days).

Pain

reduction over 6 weeks follow up was greater in the intervention group (n=24 randomised to SSNB
group from 47 enrolled participants), suggesting that repetitive nerve blocks may be an appropriate
treatment

option

for

refractory

hemiplegic

shoulder

pain.
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Table 9. Trials of Suprascapular Nerve Block for Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain (HSP)
Author and Year

Sample (n)

Study Design

Outcome Measure

Outcome

Lee and
Khunadorn 1986241

30 male patients with HSP,
mean time since stroke 30
months
10 Rehabilitation inpatients
with HSP

SSNB to all participants

SSNB poor and failed to provide
complete relief

Randomised to receive either
SSNB or therapeutic ultrasound

Suprascapular Nerve
latencies (ms)
Pain (VAS)38, 243
Pain (VAS)
Range of motion

Yasar 2011242

26 Rehabilitation inpatients
with HSP

Randomised to receive either
SSNB or intra-articular steroid

Pain (VAS)
Range of motion

Both treatments effective

Adey-Wakeling et
al 2013151

64 inpatients (Acute stroke
and Rehabilitation wards)
with HSP

Randomised Controlled Trial:
SSNB compared to placebo

Pain (VAS)
Disability (Croft)244
Dependence (mRS)245
QoL (EuroQoL)246

Safe and effective
Statistically and clinically superior to
placebo

Di Lorenzo &
Domenico 20137

47 Rehabilitation patients
(inpatient and ambulatory)
with HSP
30 Rehabilitation inpatients
with HSP

Prospective cohort study

Pain (VAS)
Rate of pain improvement

Effective pain relief via neural
modulation with repetitive SSNB

Randomised to one of 3 groups:
SSNB alone, intra-articular
steroid alone, or both

Pain (VAS)
Range of motion

Reduction in pain over time, but no
significant difference by allocation

Boonsong 2009230

Jeon et al 2014247

Pain score reduction in both groups

HSP – hemiplegic shoulder pain
SSNB – suprascapular nerve block
VAS – visual analogue scale
ms – milliseconds
Croft – Croft Disability Index
mRS – modified Rankin scale
QoL – quality of life
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Chapter Four
Epidemiology of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain
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4.1

Introduction to Publication

Publication 2: Adey-Wakeling Z, Arima H, Crotty M, Leyden J, Kleinig T, Anderson C, Newbury
J. Incidence and Associations of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain After Stroke: A prospective population
based study. Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 2015; 96: 241-7

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to provide local incidence of hemiplegic shoulder pain within a
defined metropolitan population in Adelaide, South Australia. Additionally, association and patterns
of pain presentation were assessed to provide clinically relevant information regarding risk factors
and potential treatment targets.

Published in
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Impact factor 2.565

Contribution from primary author
This study was performed on data made available from an NH&MRC funded project (#565402).
The candidate was not an investigator on the grant. The candidate was involved prior to the
commencement of data collection, and worked with the investigators to specify the data items on
shoulder pain to be included in the study.
The candidate was then responsible for direct training of the nursing staff that collected the data, and
the development of a training video for shoulder assessment (see photos 1 and 2) used for further
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training and refresher training of data collectors.

Involvement in data collection at Southern

Adelaide hospital sites was also the responsibility of the primary author.
The manuscript was written by the primary author, with consultation and review provided by the
listed co-authors. The candidate conceived the research questions and completed the initial data
analysis on shoulder pain following consultation with the statistician. Final analyses reported in the
paper were run by the study statistician.

Photo 1

Image from Education Video: Objective Assessment of the Hemiplegic Shoulder
(participant provided consent of use of image)

Photo 2

Image from Education Video: Objective Assessment of the Hemiplegic Shoulder
(participant provided consent of use of image)
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4.2

Publication 2

Adey-Wakeling Z, Arima H, Crotty M, Leyden J, Kleinig T, Anderson C, Newbury J. Incidence and
Associations of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain After Stroke: A prospective population based study.
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 2015; 96: 241-7

Incidence and Associations of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain After Stroke: A prospective
population based study.

Abstract

Objective: To provide an epidemiological perspective of the clinical profile, frequency and
determinants of post stroke hemiplegic shoulder pain.
Design: A prospective population-based study of an inception cohort of participants with 12 months
follow up period.
Participants: Multiple ascertainment techniques were used to identify 318 confirmed stroke events
in 301 individuals. Among 301 adults with stroke, data on shoulder pain were available for 198 (83%
of survivors) at baseline, and 156 and 148 at 4 and 12 months, respectively.
Setting: Participants were recruited within a geographically defined metropolitan region with
estimated population of 148,000 in Adelaide, Australia. Ascertainment and follow up included both
general community and hospital settings.
Interventions: not applicable
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Main Outcome Measures: Subjective reports of onset, severity and aggravating factors for pain,
and three passive range of motion measures were collected at baseline, and follow-up at 4 and 12
months.
Results: 10% of participants reported shoulder pain at baseline, whilst 21% reported pain at each
follow-up assessment. Overall, 29% of all assessed participants reported shoulder pain during 12
months follow up, with the median pain score (VAS = 40) highest at 4 months and more often
associated with movement at later time points. Objective passive range of motion tests elicited
higher frequencies of pain than self-report, and predicted later subjective shoulder pain (crude
relative risk of 3.22 (95%CI 1.01-10.27).
Conclusions: The frequency of post-stroke shoulder pain is almost 30%. Peak onset and severity of
hemiplegic shoulder pain in this study was at 4 months, outside of rehabilitation admission
timeframes.

Systematic use of objective assessment tools may aid in early identification and

management of stroke survivors at risk of this common complication of stroke.

Key Words (3-7)
Stroke, epidemiology, hemiplegia, shoulder, pain
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Introduction

Hemiplegic shoulder pain has been described as one of the four most common medical complications
following stroke15, with others including depression, falls and urinary tract infections1. Earlier
studies have reported the frequency of shoulder pain following stroke to be as high at 65-70%17-19. A
more recent prospective Swedish study of 416 consecutive stroke patients reported that almost a third
of stroke survivors developed shoulder pain, the majority of whom reported moderate to severe
pain16.

Contributions to pain development are often multifactorial; biomechanical factors are

significant176, and may occur in isolation or in addition to changes in tone248 or neuropathic
mechanisms249.

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is associated with a reduction in functional use of the

arm225, interference with rehabilitation225, increased length of stay225 and higher rates of
depression250. Complexities in aetiology and subsequent diagnosis mean that treatment of shoulder
pain is difficult and reviews have found little evidence to guide clinicians on effective prophylactic
and treatment options34. Understanding the pattern of presentation, and establishing tools to support
early identification of those likely to develop pain would assist clinicians and patients.

The primary aim of this study was to determine the frequency, characteristics over time, and
associations of hemiplegic shoulder pain in a defined metropolitan population of South Australia.
The secondary aim was to evaluate the predictive use of three standardised passive objective
measures of shoulder range as screening tools for development of shoulder pain.

Objective

assessment is necessary in conjunction with subjective questioning, as self-report alone has been
shown to be a poor predictor of examination findings176, and accurate clinical assessment and
diagnosis is vital in establishing targeted management plans. A case control study suggested that a
simple set of clinical assessments (three passive range of motion tests) conferred a 98% probability
of predicting early hemiplegic shoulder pain at rest251. The generalizability of this finding is limited
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due to its small sample with multiple exclusion criteria (thalamic infarcts, upper limb sensory deficit,
previous shoulder injury, complex regional pain syndrome, dysphasia). We evaluated this same set
of assessments on all participants in a stroke incidence study, based on the principles of complete
ascertainment252, to test their application as a predictor of development of hemiplegic shoulder pain.

Methods

Overview

The Adelaide stroke incidence study (ASCEND) was a prospective population-based stroke
incidence study conducted in a defined region of the western suburbs of Adelaide, South Australia,
with a census projected population of over 148,000. During the period from 15 July 2009 to 15 July
2010, multiple ascertainment methods were used to identify all occurrences of stroke.

Ethics

approval was obtained from every tertiary hospital in Adelaide and University of Adelaide and all
participants provided consent prior to enrolment in the study.

Detailed methodology has been

previously described253, including specific information regarding the study population and
ascertainment techniques.

Following informed consent, participants were assessed at baseline, at 4 months and at 12 months.
All data were collected as part of the larger ASCEND study and entered into a custom-designed
online database. The data set specific to this study was extracted via an automated database query
and then manually checked against the raw database. Only data that were truly prospective were
included for analyses, as retrospective report of subjective pain measures was not deemed reliable
and retrospective case note data would not include the objective tests.
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Definitions

Stroke was defined as “rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or global) disturbance of cerebral
function lasting more than 24 hours (unless interrupted by surgery or death) with no apparent cause
other than of vascular origin”1. Hemiplegic shoulder pain was defined as any subjective complaint of
pain in the contralesional, or affected hemiplegic shoulder following stroke. Hemiplegic shoulder
pain encompasses all aetiologies and we did not exclude patients on the basis of premorbid shoulder
pathology. Pain was measured using a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS range 0-100) with severity
classified into mild (10-30) and moderate-severe (40-100) in line with previous publications254, 255.
Upper limb motor function was determined using question 5 from the NIHSS – motor arm score of 3
or above was classified as ‘no motor function’ (score 3 = no effort against gravity; score 4 = no
movement), and reduced motor function was score 1-2 (score 1 = drift; score 2 = limited effort
against gravity).

Demographic Data, Subjective and Objective Assessments

The subset of data of interest in the study included record of demographic data, and baseline and
follow up subjective and objective measures pertaining specifically to shoulder pain.
Demographic and clinical characteristics were recorded to characterise the subsets within the study
population and to explore any associations with risk of development of shoulder pain. Data included
age, gender, significant medical history, stroke subtype and aetiology, affected hemisphere, and
motor arm component of the National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS).
Subjective information included history of shoulder pain prior to stroke and presence of shoulder
pain on affected side. If pain was reported, further questions regarding time of onset, severity of pain,
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and aggravating factors were asked. Patients were asked if pain was worse at rest, on movement
(active or passive), or at night. Pain severity was scored using a vertical VAS. Each consented
participant was assessed by a trained study nurse.

A rehabilitation physician taught all data collectors a standardised approach to objective tests, and a
video support package was made and provided for ongoing reference.
Objective measures of the participants’ affected upper limb included251:


the modified Neer test (forced passive forward flexion) tested in a seated position



passive Hand-Behind-Neck test (passive abduction, external rotation) tested in a seated
position, and



passive external rotation as compared to unaffected limb. Passive external rotation was
measured with the patient in a seated position. Range was measured using a goniometer.

Any pain on modified Neer or passive hand-behind-neck was scored as a positive result.
Affected limb passive external rotation range of more than 10º less than the unaffected limb was
scored as positive limitation of range of movement.
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Statistical Analysis

Comparisons were made of baseline demographics for participants with and without shoulder pain
using Wilcoxon tests for continuous variables or chi-squared tests for categorical variables. Nonparametric tests (i.e. Wilcoxon or Kruskal-Wallis tests) were selected in the context of analysis of
continuous variables because some variables (such as VAS and NIHSS) had skewed
distribution. The primary outcome was onset of shoulder pain within the first year of stroke
onset. Measures of shoulder function (subjective report of pain, pain severity, aggravating factors,
and objective assessments) at each visit were compared using Kruskal-Wallis or chi-squared
tests. Associations between baseline demographic subsets and development of shoulder pain were
assessed using logistic regression models and statistically significant predictors were included into
multivariable logistic regression models. Data are reported with the standard level of significance (P
<0.05) and with 95% confidence intervals (CI). All analyses were performed using SAS software
version 9.2 (Cary, NC, USA).

Results

As some participants had more than one stroke event, a total of 318 strokes were confirmed in 301
people in the study population. Excluded were 103 people without a shoulder assessment due to
death (60%), retrospective ascertainment (12%), or non-consent to participation (28%) (See Figure
1). For baseline assessments, 73% of all recruited patients were assessed within one week of
symptoms onset253 (average 8.7 days post onset). At baseline, a shoulder assessment was completed
on 198 (83%) of 239 survivors, 156 (75%) at 4 months, and 148 (77%) at 12 months. A total of 226
shoulder assessments were performed at any assessment point within the follow-up period, with
complete data from all 3 time points available for 105 participants surviving to 12 month follow-up.
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Among survivors, baseline characteristics were comparable between participants with and without
pain, except severity of upper limb deficits and history of premorbid shoulder pain which were
significantly greater in those participants reporting subjective pain (Table 1).

Study population
n=301

Excluded n=103
Deceased 60%
Retrospective ascertainment 12%
Non-consent 28%

Any Shoulder Assessment n=226

Baseline
n= 198 (83% of survivors)

4 Months
n=156 (75% of survivors)

12 Months
n=148 (77% of survivors)

Figure 1. Patient Flow
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of participants with and without shoulder pain

No pain (n=161)

Pain (n=65)

p value

Mean age (SD)

73 (15)

72 (14)

0.501

Female

72 (45%)

30 (46%)

0.845

Previous stroke

37 (23%)

8 (12%)

0.069

Previous MI

24 (15%)

11 (17%)

0.705

Hypertension

104 (72%)

45 (71%)

0.907

Diabetes

39 (24%)

18 (28%)

0.587

History of shoulder pain

7 (4%)

17 (27%)

<0.0001

Total ischaemic

142 (88%)

58 (89%)

0.888

Large artery

24 (15%)

9 (14%)

Cardioembolic

57 (35%)

22 (34%)

Lacunar

20 (12%)

6 (9%)

Other/unknown ischaemic

41 (25%)

21 (32%)

Haemorrhagic

14 (9%)

6 (9%)

Unknown

5 (3%)

1 (2%)

LACS

35 (22%)

19 (30%)

TACS

26 (17%)

14 (22%)

PACS

67 (43%)

22 (34%)

POCS

28 (18%)

9 (14%)

Left Hemisphere

89 (59%)

33 (52%)

0.349

Median NIHSS* (IQR)

5 (1 to 10)

5 (2 to 12)

0.202

Reduced function

42 (26%)

24 (38%)

0.0002

No function

22 (14%)

20 (31%)

0.0002

Medical history

Stroke subtype

Oxfordshire subtype
0.410

Motor arm
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The demographic and clinical variables of participants receiving shoulder assessment as compared to
those not receiving any assessment are summarised in Supplementary data Table I. In the group who
did not receive a shoulder assessment, there were significantly more haemorrhagic strokes (25%
versus 9%) and Total Anterior Circulation Syndrome (TACS) strokes (67% versus 18%), reflecting
higher mortality from more severe strokes.

Data from patients who did not receive shoulder

assessment were excluded from further analysis.

Table 2 summarises the incidence of shoulder pain over 12 months. Comparison of participants
receiving any assessment (n=226) to participants receiving assessments at all time points (n=105)
demonstrated similar frequencies at each follow up, with a clear pattern of increasing frequency of
pain over 12 months. Of stroke survivors receiving any assessment, 10% reported pain at baseline
and 21% at each follow up period. Overall, approximately one third (65/226=29%) of individual
participants reported onset of shoulder pain within the 12 months following their stroke. In the
cohort of participants receiving shoulder assessment at all three time points (n=105), Figure 2 shows
that shoulder pain increased in frequency over time: 8% at baseline, 18% at 4 months, and 21% at 12
months A relatively low rate of pain resolution at each time point is demonstrated (6% at 4 months
and 14% at 12 months respectively).
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Table 2. Incidence of shoulder pain
Pain / Subjects (%)
226 subjects with any assessments
Baseline

19

/

198

(10%)

4 months

32

/

156

(21%)

12 months

31

/

148

(21%)

65

/

226

(29%)

08

/

105

(8%)

New onset pain

17

/

105

(16%)

Persistent pain

02

/

105

(2%)

Total

19

/

105

(18%)

New onset pain

12

/

105

(11%)

Persistent pain

10

/

105

(10%)

Total

22

/

105

(21%)

Total Incidence of any shoulder
pain in individual participants over
12 months
105 subjects with all assessments
Baseline
Incidence
4 months

12 months
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Percentage (%)
Figure 2. Frequency of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain

N= 105 (subjects with all assessments)

Subjective reports of severity and factors aggravating hemiplegic shoulder pain amongst participants
receiving any assessment are summarised in Table 3. The median pain score (VAS = 40) was
highest at 4 months. Pain characteristics in the early weeks demonstrated milder pain (median VAS
= 15) which was more prominent at rest (including night). At follow up, pain was shown to be more
associated with limited active and passive range of movement and significantly fewer participants
reported pain which was worse at rest or at night (Figure 3).
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Table 3. Severity and Factors aggravating shoulder pain in participants receiving any
assessment
Baseline

4

month

12 month

(n=198)

(n=156)

(n=148)

Any shoulder pain*

19 (10%)

32 (21%)

31 (21%)

Median VAS (IQR) †

15 (0 to 40)

40 (15 to 71)

10 (0 to 40)

At rest

3 (18%)

1 (3%)

2 (7%)

With range of movement

9 (53%)

19 (64%)

23 (77%)

At night

5 (29%)

10 (33%)

5 (17%)

Positive modified Neer

14 (7%)

35 (23%)

26 (18%)

Positive passive hand behind neck

6 (3%)

22 (16%)

18 (13%)

Positive passive external rotation

21 (11%)

38 (25%)

33 (22%)

Aggravating factors†

Values are n(%) or median (IQR)
*Patients receiving any assessment within 12 months (n=226)
†

Amongst

patients with shoulder pain
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Percentage (%) Reporting Aggravating Factor

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Baseline (n= 19/198)

4 months (n=32/156)

12 Months (n=31/148)

Figure 3. Factors aggravating shoulder pain over 12 months

Crude and multivariable analysis found a strong association between premorbid shoulder pain and
post-stroke hemiplegic shoulder pain (Table 4). Additionally, an absence of upper limb motor
function was strongly associated with risk of shoulder pain (OR 3.19 (1.77-6.9) p=0.0003). The
odds ratio (CI 95%) for pain associated with reduced arm function was 1.24 (0.7-2.17) p=0.458. A
large proportion (86%) of participants with TACS strokes died before the baseline assessment.
There was no association of shoulder pain and basic demographics, stroke syndrome, affected
hemisphere, or stroke severity.
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Table 4. Determinants of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain (n=226)
Multivariateadjusted OR
Crude OR (95%CI)

p value

Mean age (SD)

0.96 (0.79 to 1.17)

0.690

Female

1.03 (0.77 to 1.37)

0.845

Previous stroke

0.47 (0.21 to 1.07)

0.074

Previous MI

1.16 (0.53 to 2.54)

0.705

Hypertension

0.96 (0.50 to 1.85)

0.907

Diabetes

1.20 (0.62 to 2.30)

0.587

History of shoulder pain

8.09 (3.16 to 20.75)

<0.0001

(95%CI)

p value

Medical history

7.43 (2.64 to 20.89) 0.0001

Stroke subtype
Total ischaemic
Large artery

Reference

Cardioembolic

1.10 (0.60 to 2.01)

0.767

In stroke survivors who reported pain at baseline, baseline passive range of motion tests were not
consistently positive (not all patients reporting pain had positive objective tests).

Follow-up

assessments demonstrated increasing frequency of positive objective tests in those with reported pain,
and objective passive range of motion tests were associated with higher frequencies of pain than
were elicited by self-report alone.

Further evaluation revealed that positive baseline objective

assessments, despite the absence of subjectively reported pain, conferred a statistically significant
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crude relative risk of 3.22 (95% CI 1.01 to 10.27) for future development of hemiplegic shoulder
pain within a 12 month period. Multivariate analysis, adjusting for high NIHSS score (>5 above
median) and significant motor upper limb deficit, demonstrated an odds ratio of 2.13 (CI 0.54 to
8.35) although this was not significant (Table 5).

Table 5. Associations of shoulder pain and 12 month outcome

n of pain/patients (%)
multivariablepositive

negative

findings*

findings

Shoulder
pain

p

adjusted OR

p

Crude OR (95% CI)

value

(95% CI) †

value

3.22 (1.01 to 10.27)

0.049

2.13 (0.54 to 8.35)

0.2773

2.02 (1.02 to 3.97)

0.043

1.80 (0.67 to 4.88)

0.2453

33/124
7/13 (54%) (27%)

Dependency 25/52

34/108

(48%)

(31%)

*Positive modified Neer, positive passive hand behind neck or positive passive external rotation.
†

Adjusted for significant risk factors in this subgroup (high NIHSS score [>=median (5)] and motor

arm)
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Discussion

In a field in need of greater research focus, this study contributes data on early incidence of pain and
pain characteristics in the first year post stroke. Additionally, the study supports the predictive value
of easily reproducible objective screening tests.

This study found that approximately one third of stroke survivors experienced shoulder pain at some
stage in the 12 months post stroke, with peak incidence of pain at 4 months.

Congruous data in

studies of comparable methodology16, 17, 33 lend weight to this finding regarding rate of shoulder pain
(previous papers reported rates as high as 70%)17, 31, 175. A pertinent issue to consider, in the context
of persistently significant rates of hemiplegic shoulder pain, is the possibility that this may reflect a
lack of improved prevention measures regarding education and shoulder care over more recent years.
Thus, despite previous studies highlighting the amplitude of this issue, it is postulated that minimal
gains in evidence-based treatment and prevention options, or translation of the same into practice, are
indicated.

A novel finding of our study is the comparatively low frequency of very early (average 8.7 days)
hemiplegic shoulder pain (10%). Lindgren et al5 followed up 416 people from a Stroke Register,
with specific study pain questions and assessment at 4 and 16 months; at follow up I (4 months),
almost 40% of participants reported that their pain begun between 0-2 weeks post stroke. In the
current study, prospective data regarding baseline pain were collected. Interestingly, patients who
reported pain within the first few days following stroke were not necessarily those who went on to
have persistent pain complaints. There was a much higher rate of new onset pain at 4 month followup compared to pain persisting from baseline assessment, highlighting the need for ongoing
monitoring after hospital discharge. A relatively low rate of pain resolution at each time point was
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demonstrated (6% at 4 months and 14% at 12 months respectively), further indicating the need to
establish an increased pool of effective evidence-based treatment options. The increasing association
of pain with range of movement (active and passive) over time may represent cumulative
musculoskeletal contributors and adaptive mechanisms, with pain on movement recognised as one of
the cardinal features of musculoskeletal pain256. Mechanisms of pain may differ and additional
research exploring evidence-based treatment options that address early versus later onset hemiplegic
shoulder pain are needed.

The predominant associations between clinical profile and risk of shoulder pain were in participants
with premorbid pain and those with more marked upper limb motor deficit.

Whilst previous

population-based studies5 have found motor deficit to be predictive, they have not demonstrated
premorbid shoulder pain as a risk factor for developing pain. In this study, history of shoulder pain
was reported in 27% of participants with hemiplegic shoulder pain, compared to only 4% of those
who did not report pain. This differs from Lindgren et al5, who found similar rates of premorbid
shoulder pain reported by those who subsequently developed pain and those who did not (23%
versus 22% respectively). Pain history is a simple question easily added to clinical screening
assessment battery and further helps identify an at-risk cohort.

The association of compromised range of motion with persistent pain is supported by recent studies.
Research supports that persistent pain is more likely in patients with left sided weakness199, and in
those who demonstrate reduced passive abduction range196,

199

, as well as patients with reduced

external rotation range, impaired voluntary motor control and spasticity196, 199. We did not find an
association between affected hemisphere and pain development, but our data does support the
previous findings that pain is associated with reduced passive abduction and external rotation
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(passive hand-behind-neck and external rotation tests respectively), and impaired motor function.
Testing of passive range is often impacted by increasing tone, though formal spasticity assessment
was not included in this study.

With the three passive range of motion tests used, it was possible to identify those likely to develop
pain.

Those patients who demonstrated a positive response on an objective passive range of

movement test at baseline trended to be at increased risk of later pain, suggesting that these tests may
serve a useful screen among at-risk patients, namely those with more severe upper limb paresis.
Rajaratnam251 proposed use of all three tests to identify those at risk of early pain at rest. Results
from this study support use of these tests as a screening tool beyond the early phase, with evidence
that positive objective results double a patient’s probability of developing future hemiplegic shoulder
pain. At both follow up points, the passive external rotation test and modified Neer test recorded
greater number of positive results than the passive hand-behind-neck. Passive external rotation
findings on follow up were greater than subjective report of pain alone (21% reported pain at 4
months, 25% recorded positive external rotation test; 21% reported pain at 12 months, 22% recorded
positive passive external rotation test). Remaining objective tests did not provide results higher than
subjective pain result, but it must be considered that the variety of movements covered by the use of
all three of these tests provides a more thorough screening tool. The tests used are simple to perform,
easy to teach in a reproducible manner, and time and cost efficient in the context of incorporation
into standardised protocols. Whilst it is well established that transfer of evidence into clinical
practice is significantly delayed, the use of such a simple screening assessment can be hoped to be
easily implemented within a field of medicine at ease with joint assessment and manual handling.
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The use of screening assessments should not replace more in-depth diagnostic assessments of
patients with verified hemiplegic shoulder pain. The increasing body of research exploring the
contribution and overlap of neuropathic as well as nociceptive pain mechanisms196, 249, 257 highlights
the importance of careful assessment beyond the musculoskeletal paradigm covered by the outlined
objective measures. As such, the assessment outlined is supported as a screening tool, rather than a
diagnostic tool. More in depth assessment is required to ascertain potential contributors to active
pain, and should consider specific spasticity measures and comprehensive pain history.

Screening

in this study is perhaps of more utility to identify those not subjectively reporting pain at rest but
potentially experiencing pain with range of movements beyond their active range. The data supports
that positive objective tests double the risk of future development of pain.

It must also be

highlighted that the paucity of evidence-based treatment options currently available means that
successful screening does not yet yield significant benefit to the patient group. A focus on effective
treatment options is required in order to make best use of screening within an assessment and
management protocol.

Study Limitations

The study was limited by some loss of patient data due to early death or delay in ascertainment
which reduced the ability to achieve timely or prospective assessment. As highlighted in the parent
study253, ascertainment may have been incomplete despite intensive efforts. In addition, there was
variable loss of data at the follow up assessments. Finally, we did not account for spasticity in our
assessments, which could have affected passive range and pain reports.
Strengths of our study include the use of ‘ideal’ methodology252 to avoid selection bias and the
prospective assessments available for analyses.
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Conclusion

Close to 30% of people develop pain in the first year after stroke, with peak incidence at 4 months.
Comparison with an earlier population study5 shows that, despite increased focus on evidence-based
treatments in stroke, over 7 years no reduction in frequency of this common complication stroke has
been shown. Systematic use of clinical assessments is useful in identifying people at risk of shoulder
pain. As the disorder is most common and severe after hospital discharge, targeted protocols
including predictive objective measures may facilitate improved identification and management.
Further research is required to elucidate a practical range of preventative and treatment options for
this condition.
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Chapter Five
Suprascapular Nerve Block for the Treatment of
Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain
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5.1

Introduction to Publication

Publication 3: Allen ZA, Shanahan EM, Crotty M. Study Protocol: Does Suprascapular Nerve
Block Reduce Shoulder Pain Following Stroke: A double-blind randomised controlled trial with
masked outcome assessment. BMC Neurology 2010; 10:83

Purpose
This protocol paper was written to outline the research plan for the randomised controlled trial.
Preparation of the paper required thorough justification of the methods, including sample size
calculation and outcome assessments. Clinical trials registration and publication of the protocol is
presented to demonstrate the robust planning and adherence to the trial protocol.

Published in
BMC Neurology
Impact Factor 2.04

Contribution from primary author
Primary Author – Dr Zoe Allen (ZA) **previous surname**
With supervision from Professor Maria Crotty and Associate Professor E Michael Shanahan, ZA
developed the project proposal. Preparation of the manuscript was led by the primary author with
input from co-authors.
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5.2

Publication 3

Allen ZA, Shanahan EM, Crotty M. Study Protocol: Does Suprascapular Nerve Block Reduce
Shoulder Pain Following Stroke: A double-blind randomised controlled trial with masked outcome
assessment. BMC Neurology 2010; 10:83

Does suprascapular nerve block reduce shoulder pain following stroke: a double-blind
randomised controlled trial with masked outcome assessment

Abstract

Background: Shoulder pain is a common complication of a stroke which can impede participation
in rehabilitation programs and has been associated with poorer outcomes. The evidence base for
current medical and therapeutic management options of hemiplegic shoulder pain is limited. This
study will evaluate the use of suprascapular nerve block injection as part of an interdisciplinary
approach to the treatment of shoulder pain following stroke. The technique has previously been
proven safe and effective in the treatment of shoulder pain associated with rheumatoid arthritis and
degenerative shoulder conditions but its usefulness in a stroke population is unclear.
Methods / Design: A double blind randomised placebo controlled trial will assess the effect of a
suprascapular nerve block compared with placebo in a population of 66 stroke patients. The trial
will measure effect of injection on the primary outcome of pain, and secondary outcomes of function
and quality of life. Measurements will take place a baseline, and 1, 4 and 12 weeks post intervention.
Both groups will continue to receive routine physiotherapy and standard ward care.
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Discussion: The results of this study could reduce pain symptoms in persons with mechanical
shoulder pain post stroke and provide improvement in upper limb function.
Trial Registration: This trial is registered with the Australian and New Zealand Clinical Trial
Registry (ANZCTR) - ACTRN12609000621213
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Background

In any year, there are approximately 48,000 stroke events amongst Australians. Shoulder pain is a
distressing complication of hemiplegia33 and is reported as one of the 4 most common medical
complications of stroke15. The prevalence of shoulder pain following stroke has reported to be as
high as 70%17. A more recent prospective population study of 327 consecutive stroke patients
concluded that almost a third of this population developed moderate-severe shoulder pain after stroke
onset22. This more moderate figure reflects the 2006 paper by the same investigators, which focused
on patient’s perspectives on pain250. Each of these studies highlights a correlation between pain and
reduced functional ability, as well as higher incidence of depression.

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is associated with reduction in functional use of the arm, interference with
rehabilitation and increased length of hospitalisation217.

A further complication of hemiplegic

shoulder pain is identified as a limitation to patient access to developing technological upperextremity rehabilitation techniques176.

Investigation into the cause of hemiplegic shoulder pain has revealed a multifactorial aetiology30.
Note is made of the dependence on musculotendinous integrity to provide stability of the shoulder
complex. The most common non-central, musculoskeletal aetiologies of hemiplegic shoulder pain
include adhesive capsulitis, subluxation and rotation cuff pathologies, with up to one-third of patients
having multiple contributing factors30.

Biomechanical changes result from a combination of

paralysis, fluctuation in muscle tone and prolonged shoulder immobility which lead to postural
malalignment

33

. Dromerick et al176 investigated the characteristics of hemiplegic shoulder pain,

demonstrating that approximately 50% of the sample population experienced pain in the vertical
stabilisers of the shoulder (biceps and supraspinatus). A 2006 evidence-based medicine review
concluded that subluxation may be a cause of shoulder pain32, though literature is inconsistent
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regarding this association. It should be noted that not all shoulder pain is associated with the
complication s of limb flaccidity, and may be attributable to spasticity or central-pain concepts.

There is lack of evidence to support the development of clear clinical guidelines, as identified in an
overview of the challenges of managed shoulder pain after stroke38. This paper concludes that
further efforts are required to examine intervention options. There have been positive research
results of the use of Functional Electrical Stimulation32, though a Cochrane Systematic Review211 of
this topic did not support electrical stimulation as an effective pain treatment. There is a lack of
Level 1 evidence for surgical interventions, motor blocks and intra-articular corticosteroid injection.

Suprascapular nerve block is a safe and efficacious treatment of shoulder pain associated with
rheumatoid arthritis and degenerative shoulder conditions46.

The objective of this study is to

evaluate the use of Suprascapular nerve block as part of an interdisciplinary approach to the
treatment of shoulder pain following stroke.

There is anecdotal report of successful use of

suprascapular nerve block in threating intractable hemiplegia shoulder pain33, though to date no
clinical trials have been completed to form an evidence base.

Methods and Design

The study design is a double blind randomised placebo controlled trial which will assess the effect of
a suprascapular nerve block compared with placebo in a population of 66 stroke patients (Figure 1).
The trial will measure effect of injection on the primary outcome of pain, and secondary outcomes of
function and quality of life. Measurements will take place at baselines, and 1,4, and 12 weeks post
intervention. Both groups will continue to receive routine physiotherapy and standard ward care.
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Figure 1. Study Design - Flow Chart
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Randomised Controlled Trial

Participants

Participants will be willing patients aged over 18 years with a diagnosis of acute stroke within the
previous 12 months and onset of hemiplegia shoulder pain post stroke with a visual analogue scale
(VAS) score of >30mm (100mm scale). Exclusion criteria will include the following:


cognitive deficit that precludes patients from reliably using subjective outcomes measures
(Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) < 23)



language deficits (inability to follow 2-stage command) or limited English language that
preclude patients from reliably using subjective outcome measure scales



allergy to proposed injection agents (depo-medrol 40mg and 0.5% bupivacaine
hydrochloride)

Setting/Locations

Participants invited to participate in the study will be recruited via the acute stroke and rehabilitation
wards at multiple hospital sites across Adelaide, South Australia, including: Repatriation General
Hospital, Flinders Medical Centre, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Hampstead Rehabilitation
Hospital (Royal Adelaide Hospital), and Griffith Rehabilitation Hospital. Ethics approval for the
study has been granted by the Human Research Ethics Committees of Flinders Medical Centre
(61/09), Royal Adelaide Hospital (09235), Repatriation General Hospital (09/09) and Queen
Elizabeth Hospital (2009031).
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Procedures

Participants will be assessed at baseline (following recruitment) and then at 1, 4 and 12 weeks
following injection. In addition to demographics and classification of stroke, these four assessments
will include the following measures:
i.

AbilityQ and ShoulderQ258

ii.

Modified Rankin Scale 245

iii.

Croft Disability Questionnaire244

iv.

Euroqol246

v.

Visual Analogue Scale 246, 259

vi.

Application of 3 clinical tests shown to be predictive (98% probability) of hemiplegic
shoulder pain251

Following consent and baseline measures, participants will be randomised to receive suprascapular
nerve block or placebo injection. Allocation will be managed by a pharmacist external to the project.

Randomisation

Participants will be assessed for eligibility, provided with information about the study, provide
informed consent, be enrolled into the study and complete the baseline assessment prior to allocation
into the control or intervention group. Participants will be assigned to the control or intervention
groups by a pharmacist external to the project by simple randomisation generated by a computer
software system.
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Intervention

Intervention Group: The intervention group will receive a suprascapular nerve block injection to the
back of the affected shoulder (using depo-medrol 40mg and 0.5% bupivacaine hydrochloride). The
technique proposed for suprascapular nerve block46 involves approaching the patient from posterior
aspect of the shoulder, which will ensure the patient is unable to visualise syringe contents. The
doctor administering the injections will not be blinded for safety reasons. This approach has been
used in a prior trial examining suprascapular nerve blocks46. Intervention participants will continue
to receive routine ward care of positioning of limb, careful manual handling and physiotherapy /
occupational therapy suitable for the individual. The treating team will remain blinded to the
randomisation.
Control Group: The control group will receive an injection to the back of the shoulder of 5mL
normal saline infiltrated subcutaneously after the 2mL subcutaneous 1% lidocaine infiltration.
Control participants will continue to receive routine ward care of positioning of limb, careful manual
handling and physiotherapy / occupational therapy suitable for the individual. This project does not
involve the withholding of standard treatment to any participant. The treating team will remain
blinded to the randomisation.

Outcomes

Outcomes will be assessed at 1 week, 4 weeks and 12 weeks by a physiotherapist blind to allocation.
Proposed primary outcome measure involves use of a 100-point modified visual analogue scale
(VAS) to assess pain259. This measure involves a 100mm vertical line with periodic demarcations,
anchored with the written extremes of subjective pain. Patients are asked to mark the severity of
their current self-perceived pain on the scale, and this is then recorded in millimetre readings.
Research suggests that a minimum changes of 20mm on the VAS is required to demonstrate
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clinically significant lessening of pain (initial reports >60mm)259. Whilst a lesser minimum change
is accepted for lower initial pain scores, we have chosen the stronger difference in the context of best
evidence in a population who is predicted to reported higher pain scores.

Secondary outcomes of disability and quality of life will be measured using the Modified Rankin
Scale245, Croft Disability Questionnaire244, and the EuroQol Health Questionnaire246. The Croft
Disability Questionnaire244 includes 22 questions regarding disability associated specifically with
shoulder pain. This measure is validated and chosen for this study as it more applicable in a more
dependant sample population. Minimal level of detectable change (90% confidence) will be 3 points.
Secondary outcome of spasticity will be measured using the Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS). MAS
scores spasticity from 0-5.

Validity data will be collected for the AbilityQ and ShoulderQ measures 258. These tools were
developed by Lynn Turner-Stokes in 2006 to provide a sensitive measure of shoulder pain which is
responsive to change in pain experience in a stroke population.

Sample Size

Based on the data in Table 146, the standard deviation of the change scores are assumed to be in the
range of 18-25. The attached table includes the estimated required sample size for a range of
standard deviations and the tree different clinically interesting changes above.
Hence using a conservative estimate, it is expected that a sample size of 26 participants per group
(treatment and placebo) will achieve a statistically and clinically significant difference between the
two groups (power 80%, alpha 0.05). To allow for deaths and withdrawals with a total attrition rate
of 20%, a minimum total of 66 participants will be recruited, 33 per group. It is anticipated that
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recruitment of 66 participants (33 treatment, 33 placebo) will take approximately 12 months and that
each patient will be followed for 12 weeks.

Table 1. Sample Size Calculation

Statistical Analysis

Data will be exported into SPSS software for subsequent analyses. A statistical analysis plan will be
carried out after masking allocation.
The research questions will be assessed using an intention to treat approach. Independent sample ttests, Mann-Whitney U tests and Chi-square test of association will be used as appropriate to
compare groups at baseline. To determine differences between the groups at the primary end-point,
ANOVA or logistic regression will be used with models adjusted according to potential confounders.
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Discussion

The protocol has been carefully designed with the aim of achieving measureable, replicable and
important results. The methodological strength of the study focuses around the use of placebo
control, though the contributors acknowledge that this may pose a recruitment challenge.
Considering that eligible patients have pain score of >3 (30mm), it is anticipated that patients may
decline participation on the grounds of not wanting to risk 50/50 chance of randomisation to placebo
group. Taking this into account, greater time allowance has been given for recruiting. Careful
provision of information prior to consent is vital in ensuring patients are fully aware of implication of
the randomisation. All patients will be informed of their randomisation group at the end of their trial
participation and offered active suprascapular nerve block if desired.

Another uncertainty is in establishing methodology to catch probable timing of hemiplegic shoulder
pain. Lindgren’s 2007 population-based study on hemiplegic shoulder pain found that the majority
of the incidence of pain occurred within the first 4 months post stroke22. Our inclusion criteria allow
for patients to be up to twelve months post stroke, allowing for later incidences of pain occurrence.
Difficulty may arise, however, in that ethics approval required injection in inpatient facilities only. It
is anticipated that many otherwise eligible participants may be unidentified by inpatient recruitment
strategies.

Despite the realistic uncertainties outlined above, this study will provide useful information
pertaining to an important topic. Shoulder pain is a common and debilitating symptoms for a large
number of people following stroke, and currently there is poor evidence regarding effective
treatments. If the study shows that the suprascapular nerve block is efficacious in management of
hemiplegic shoulder pain, it could potentially provide a new treatment options for stroke patients.
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5.3

Introduction to Publication

Publication 4: Adey-Wakeling Z, Crotty M, Shanahan EM.

Suprascapular Nerve Block For

Shoulder Pain In the First Year After Stroke: A Randomised Controlled Trial. Stroke. 2013; 44:31363141

Purpose
This manuscript describes a randomised controlled trial. Prior to undertaking the trial, the protocol
was registered (ACTRN12609000621213) and published (Chapter 5.1-5.2).

The trial is the first placebo-controlled trial of suprascapular nerve block for hemiplegic shoulder
pain, and demonstrates that single suprascapular nerve block is a valuable treatment for this
population. In a field with little high-level evidence to guide treatment options, this study represents
an important step forward.

Published in
Stroke
Impact Factor 6.018

Contribution from primary author
Primary Author – Dr Zoe Adey-Wakeling (ZAW)
ZAW, with supervision from Professor Maria Crotty and Associate Professor Michael Shanahan,
was the lead investigator in this randomised controlled trial. Following development of the protocol,
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ZAW conducted all of the recruitment and baseline data assessments for the trial. All injections
(both suprascapular nerve block and placebo) were conducted by ZAW. Primary data was collected
by ZAW, with follow up data collected by a research assistant blinded to group allocation. ZAW ran
the initial data analysis, after consultation with a statistician (Pawel Skuza). Final analyses presented
in the paper were checked and re-run by a statistician. The manuscript was written by ZAW, with
review by co-authors.
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5.4

Publication 4

Adey-Wakeling Z, Crotty M, Shanahan EM. Suprascapular Nerve Block For Shoulder Pain In the
First Year After Stroke: A Randomised Controlled Trial. Stroke. 2013; 44:3136-3141

Suprascapular Nerve Block For Shoulder Pain In the First Year After Stroke: A Randomised
Controlled Trial

Abstract

Background: Shoulder pain is a common complication after stroke which can impede participation
in rehabilitation and has been associated with poorer outcomes. Evidence based treatments for
hemiplegic shoulder pain are limited. Suprascapular nerve block (SSNB) is a safe and effective
treatment of shoulder pain associated with arthritic shoulder conditions, but its usefulness in a stroke
population is unclear.
Methods: We undertook a randomised controlled trial assessing the effectiveness of SSNB in a
population of 64 stroke patients (onset < 1 year) with hemiplegic shoulder pain. The primary
outcome was pain measured on a visual analogue scale (VAS). Secondary outcomes were disability
(Modified Rankin Scale, Croft Disability Index) and quality of life (EuroQol Health Questionnaire).
All participants were assessed prior to randomisation, and at 1, 4 and 12 weeks post intervention.
Both groups continued with routine therapy.
Results:

Whilst both intervention and control groups demonstrated reduction in pain score,

participants who received SSNB consistently demonstrated superior, statistically significant pain
reduction compared to placebo. Mean VAS reduction in the SSNB group was over 18mm greater
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than participants receiving placebo injection. The number needed to treat with SSNB to reduce one
stroke survivor’s pain by 50% at four weeks is 4. No significant differences in function or quality of
life were observed. No adverse events were reported.
Conclusion: Suprascapular nerve block is a safe and effective treatment for patients with hemiplegic
shoulder pain.

Trial Registration: This trial is registered with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry
(ANZCTR) - ACTRN12609000621213.
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Introduction

Shoulder pain is a distressing complication of hemiplegia33 and is one of the four most commonly
reported medical complications of stroke15. The aetiology of hemiplegic shoulder pain is
multifactorial30,

55

and contributions have been described from biomechanical changes33,

176

,

spasticity248, 260 and central-pain mechanisms196, 249.

Population based studies suggest that approximately one quarter of stroke survivors develop
hemiplegic shoulder pain22, 170, though higher rates of 52-54% have been reported in large studies
using retrospective198, prospective177 and literature review240 methodologies.

Hemiplegic shoulder

pain is associated with reduced functional ability250, a higher incidence of depression250, interference
with rehabilitation and an increased length of hospitalisation217.

Despite the high incidence and significant impact of shoulder pain post stroke, there is little robust
evidence to inform clinical practice34, 201 with reviews examining the management of hemiplegic
shoulder pain concluding that further efforts are required to examine intervention options33, 34, 201.

Published systematic reviews have not included information on the use of suprascapular nerve block
(SSNB) as an intervention type due to the emerging nature of this procedure in stroke populations
and a lack of robust trials. Since commencement of this trial, two small trials have been published in
this field230, 242.

Comparison of SSNB with intra-articular steroid injection242 did not demonstrate

either treatment to be superior, whilst in a preliminary study230 of ten people, comparison of SSNB
with ultrasound treatment trended toward greater improvement in the SSNB group. Conclusions
regarding the efficacy of SSNB are unable to be drawn from these studies due to small numbers,
absence of power analysis and absence of placebo control.
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Suprascapular nerve block has been shown to be a safe45 and efficacious treatment for shoulder pain
associated with rheumatoid arthritis and degenerative shoulder conditions46-48. It is unclear whether
the results of these trials can be generalised to people with non-arthritic shoulder pain. The objective
of our study was to compare the effect of SSNB to placebo on shoulder pain in a population of stroke
survivors in the first year after stroke. The secondary objective was to examine the effects on
function and quality of life.

Methods

The study design is a parallel group, randomised, placebo controlled trial. Sixty four participants
gave written informed consent and were randomly assigned to an experimental group (suprascapular
nerve block) or placebo group (normal saline injection).

A protocol paper was published at

commencement261.

Setting

Participants were recruited from acute stroke and rehabilitation wards across Adelaide, South
Australia between 2009 and 2012. Ethics approval was granted for all sites, including Repatriation
General Hospital, Flinders Medical Centre, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Hampstead Rehabilitation
Centre, Griffith Rehabilitation Hospital and Calvary Rehabilitation Hospital.

Participants were

recruited following education sessions and provision brochures to each facility.
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Participants and Eligibility Criteria

Participants were required to be aged over 18 years with a diagnosis of acute stroke within the
previous 12 months, and to report hemiplegic shoulder pain with a minimum VAS of 30 mm (100
mm scale). Minimum pain score was selected in the clinical context that invasive interventions are
not routine for mild pain. Exclusion criteria included significant cognitive impairment (Mini-Mental
State Examination < 23) or language deficits (inability to follow 2-stage command, limited English)
that might affect the reliability of responses to outcome measures scales. Hypersensitivity to
injection agents excluded participation. Following protocol publication and trial commencement,
authors decided to exclude palliative patients, as it was deemed unethical to knowingly offer placebo
during palliation.

Randomisation, Treatment Allocation and Blinding

A computer generated randomised number sequence allocated participants to either the intervention
or the control group. Randomisation was managed by a Clinical Trials Pharmacist external to the
study. Allocation was assigned after baseline assessment. The principal investigator (ZA) was
responsible for eligibility assessment, consent, baseline assessment and injection of all participants.
Where she was involved in treating the participant, consent was obtained by another investigator.
All outcome assessments were completed by one physiotherapist who was masked to treatment
allocation. Participants and treating staff remained masked to allocation.

Interventions

Participants were randomly assigned to receive either a suprascapular nerve block or a placebo
subcutaneous normal saline injection. The principal investigator (ZA) was responsible for syringe
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preparation, and was aware of the allocation as the injection technique and appearance of syringe
contents varied between groups. Both groups continued to receive routine therapy Syringe size and
needle gauge (10ml syringe and a 21 gauge 38mm needle) were consistent across both groups.
Blinding of participants was maintained by consistent preparation and positioning of all patients; all
received a 2ml subcutaneous infiltration of 1% lidocaine prior to injection.

The experimental group received a suprascapular nerve block injection with 1ml of 40mg/ml
methylprednisolone and 10ml 0.5% bupivacaine hydrochloride. The technique used for SSNB has
been used in a prior trial46. Anatomical landmarks were used to determine injection site into the
supraspinous fossa. The needle was introduced parallel to the scapula blade and the syringe contents
slowly injected into the enclosed space of the supraspinous fossa. (See figure below) The placebo
group received an injection of 5 ml normal saline infiltrated subcutaneously to the same region of the
shoulder.
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Supplemental Figure I. Landmarks for suprascapular nerve block
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Outcomes

Participants were assessed prior to randomisation and at 1, 4, and 12 weeks following injection.
Demographic data collected included age, gender, dominance, duration since stroke, stroke type and
location. The primary outcome of pain was measured using a vertical Visual Analogue Scale (VAS).
This measure involves a 100mm vertical line anchored with the extremes of subjective pain. Selfperceived pain severity is rated and recorded in millimetre readings259. The VAS is easy to use,
readily reproducible243, validated in a stroke population38 and a commonly used in prior research. A
minimum VAS change of 20mm is reportedly required to achieve clinically significant pain
reduction for patients with initial pain scores >60 mm259. Secondary outcomes of disability and
quality of life were measured using the Modified Rankin Scale245, Croft Disability Questionnaire244,
and the EuroQol Health Questionnaire246. The Croft Disability Questionnaire includes twenty-two
questions regarding disability associated with shoulder pain. This validated measure was chosen due
to applicability in a more dependent population. The minimal level of detectable change (90%
confidence) is defined as 3 points.

Sample Size and Statistical Analysis

A prospective sample size calculation, previously described in protocol paper261, calculated that a
sample size of 26 participants per group was required to achieve a statistically and clinically
significant difference between the two groups (power 80%, alpha 0.05). Minimally significant
clinical change in VAS was set at 20mm. Allowing for an attrition rate of 20% accommodating
deaths and withdrawals, we aimed to recruit a total of 66 participants, 33 per group.

Research into the efficacy of SSNB in shoulder pain associated with rheumatoid arthritis 46
demonstrated a mean VAS difference of 22.9mm at one week, with the intervention superior to
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placebo. This study was used to assist in the development of the power calculation, with the
hypothesis that treatment with SSNB would reduce hemiplegic shoulder pain by the minimally
important

clinical

change

of

20mm

when

compared

to

placebo

injection.

All data entry was completed by a research assistant masked to allocation. Data was exported into
IBM SPSS (version 20) for statistical analyses on an intention to treat basis. Independent samples ttests, Mann-Whitney U tests and Chi-square test of association were used to compare groups at
baseline.

Repeated measures were analysed using a generalized linear mixed model due to

advantage in dealing with missing values (maximum likelihood analysis)262 and the robust approach
to calculation of effect. Results of primary outcomes are expressed as means with 95% confidence
intervals. The level for statistical significance for hypothesis tests was set at 0.05. Linear regression
analysis was performed to assess potential associations in responding patients. EQ-5D weights were
derived using the Australian general population algorithm263.

Results

Of 129 persons assessed for eligibility, 64 were enrolled and randomised into two groups (Figure 1).
Reasons for exclusion are tabulated in online supplement (please see Data Supplement I). The mean
time from stroke onset to trial referral was 12 weeks; 11(SD 8) weeks for control group and 13(SD 9)
weeks for intervention group. The mean difference between scheduled and actual follow up was less
than one day for all time points.
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Supplemental Table I. Reasons for Non-Enrolment

Excluded from Randomisation (n=65)
Did not meet Eligibility Criteria (n=42)
VAS < 3/10

24

Insufficient Cognition / Language

9

Pain in Other Region (non-shoulder)

4

Palliative Patient

3

Stroke > 12 months ago

2

Declined to Participate (n=18)
Unwilling for Randomisation to Placebo

6

Needle Phobia

5

No reason given

5

Risk of adverse reaction

2

Referred but Unable to be Contacted (n=5)
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Figure 1. Flow of Participants Through Study
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Three participants in the control group were lost to follow up. One further control participant was not
available for follow up at four weeks, but was available at subsequent time points. One participant
from the control group and three from the intervention group were unable to be contacted at 12
weeks. A total of 29 participants in the intervention group and 28 in the control group completed the
trial with an overall attrition rate of 11%.

The demographic characteristics of participants at baseline were similar across groups (Table 1).
The groups were well matched on stroke severity (NIHSS), motor weakness of the affected upper
limb, and pain severity (VAS). Percentages of infarct versus haemorrhage were comparable, and
Oxfordshire stroke classification demonstrated equivalent numbers of anterior and posterior
circulation strokes. Potentially confounding factors such as spasticity and subluxation were also
similar. No gender-based differences were detected.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of participants with hemiplegic shoulder pain
Baseline Variable
Age in years
0-65
66-79
80+
Number (%) male
Number (%) right hemisphere stroke
Number (%) right hand dominant
Duration post stroke in weeks mean (SD)
NIHSS* mean (SD)
Total† NIHSS
Motor score‡ affected arm
Stroke Type
Number (%) Infarct
Number (%) Haemorrhage
Oxfordshire classification§
TACS
PACS
LACS
POCS
Other
Number with subluxation (%)
Modified Rankin Scale mean (SD)
Croft Disability Q mean (SD)
Modified Ashworth Scale
0
1
2
3

Control (n=32)

Intervention (n=32)

16 (50%)
13 (40.6%)
3 (9.4%)
15 (46.9%)
21 (65.6%)
26 (81.3%)
11 (8)

15 (46.9%)
19 (28.1%)
8 (25%)
21 (65.6%)
23 (71.9%)
29 (90.6%)
13 (9)

8 (4)
2 (1)

7 (3)
2 (1)

29 (90.6%)
3 (9.4%)

27 (84.4%)
5 (15.6%)

10 (31.3%)
16 (50.0%)
4 (12.5%)
1 (3.1%)
1 (3.1%)
10 (31.3%)
4 (1)
12 (5)

6 (18.8%)
21 (65.6%)
2 (6.3%)
2 (6.3%)
1 (3.1%)
10 (31.3%)
4 (1)
12 (4)

16 (50%)
11 (34.4%)
5 (15.6%)
0 (0%)

16 (50%)
11 (34.4%)
2 (6.5%)
2 (6.5%)

Values are number (%) unless otherwise stated
*NIHSS = National Institute of Health Stroke Scale
†
‡
§

NIHSS total score 5-15 = moderate severity stroke
NIHSS motor score upper limb of 2 = some effort against gravity, limb cannot get to or be maintained at 90°
Oxfordshire Classification: TACS = total anterior circulation syndrome; PACS = partial anterior circulation syndrome;

LACS = lacunar syndrome; POCS = posterior circulation syndrome
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Primary Outcomes

Results for the primary outcome of pain (VAS) are summarised in Table 2 and Figure 2. Mean pain
scores at baseline were comparable across the groups (p=0.379). Pairwise contrasts between groups
were statistically significant at all follow up time points, with the SSNB group consistently
demonstrating greater mean VAS reduction when compared to placebo (p=0.02 at Week 1, p=0.01 at
Week 4, p=0.02 at Week 12).

Linear regression analyses were performed to assess associations and

predictors of responders. There were no statistically significant associations between any of the
variables assessed; namely age, gender, spasticity (Modified Ashworth Scale), stroke severity
(baseline NIHSS) or disability (Croft Disability Index).

Table 2. VAS pain scores between groups by treatment allocation

Time point Control
Mean (95% CI)

Intervention

Pairwise

Mean (95% CI)

Contrast

P value

Control-intervention

Baseline

73.03 (66.10-79.99) 68.91 (62.25-75.56) 04.12

0.379

1 week

47.90 (36.58-59.21) 29.78 (19.29-40.23) 18.12

0.02*

4 weeks

49.73 (40.62-58.83) 31.69 (21.40-41.97) 18.04

0.01*

12 weeks

46.20 (34.63-57.78) 28.14 (17.81-38.46) 18.06

0.02*

* Statistically significant
Sequential Bonferroni adjusted significance level is 0.05
Confidence interval bounds are approximate
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Figure 2. VAS pain scores between groups by treatment allocation
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Secondary Outcomes

There were no differences between groups at any follow up time point in the secondary outcomes of
disability and quality of life which were assessed with Modified Rankin Scale (mRS), Croft
Disability Scale and EuroQol Health Questionnaire (EQ-5D). Both the intervention and control
groups recorded a mean mRS score of 4(SD 1) at baseline. The majority of participants in both
groups had a mRS of 3 or 4 (moderate – moderately severe disability) at all time points. The mean
change in Croft Disability Index was non-significant between groups and at each follow up time
point. EQ-5D weights for both groups reflected improved health-related quality of life over time,
independent of effect from group allocation.

No adverse effects were reported.

Discussion

Comparable clinically important variables at baseline reflected successful randomisation. Whilst
there were a higher proportion of total anterior circulation strokes (TACS) in the control group, the
composite of total and partial anterior syndromes (TACS and PACS) was evenly distributed (81.3%
in control group, 84.4% in intervention group). It is possible that subjective pain report in
participants with TACS may have been influenced by higher cortical dysfunction, though the authors
accounted for this in exclusion criteria. Whilst the difference of 4.12mm in baseline VAS between
groups did not reach clinical or statistical significance, it could indicate a potential confounding
factor. The mean time between stroke onset and enrolment was similar between groups, in keeping
with the typical nadir of hemiplegic shoulder pain at the 2-3 month mark264.
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A single SSNB injection provides superior reduction in hemiplegic shoulder pain in comparison to
placebo injection. The SSNB group demonstrated a mean VAS reduction of approximately 37mm,
with a 18mm difference between intervention and control groups, maintained at each assessment.
The definition of a minimal clinically important change on the 100mm VAS has been debated;
papers report clinical importance from as little as 12mm254-15mm265, up to 30mm266, 267. In our pretrial protocol we aimed for a VAS change of 20mm to reach a robust level of clinical importance259.
In order to consider our results in a clinically relevant context, data were subsequently reviewed to
assess the percentage of responders who achieved criteria for patient defined successful266 pain
reduction of 50% and 30mm. The 4 week time point was taken to be of highest clinical interest,
given the known pharmacodynamics of the active injection agent.

At 4 weeks, 78% of all

participants receiving SSNB reported any improvement in symptoms, with 80% of these responders
demonstrating > 20mm VAS pain reduction. The number needed to treat with SSNB to achieve a
clinically significant pain reduction of 50% in one person was 4 (95%CI 3-29) at four weeks and 4 at
twelve weeks (95%CI 2-25).
The marked placebo response (mean change of 25mm) is expected268 in a subjective outcome trial
utilising a sham injection, and is consistent with other studies of SSNB46. A degradation of this
effect over follow up might have been expected22 and we hypothesize that the maintained placebo
response over time may reflect the natural history of hemiplegic shoulder pain as compared to
degenerative shoulder conditions.

Despite significant pain reduction, there was no impact on the secondary outcomes of function and
quality of life.

The self report of health-related quality of life following stroke is affected by

multiple factors, and improvement in a single variable of pain was insufficient to improve overall
quality of life. Pain reduction may allow for more intensive therapies that could affect future
independence.
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Suprascapular nerve block is not a new intervention232. There has been an increasing body of
literature in non-stroke populations, describing the SSNB as a simple, successful and reproducible
intervention. As evidenced by results of this trial, the breadth of application of this intervention
continues to expand. The suprascapular nerve involves a high proportion of sympathetic fibres, and
supplies 70% of pain fibres to the shoulder. The mechanism of initial pain reduction is attributed to
blocking these sensory fibres47 and reducing nociceptive input to the central nervous system242. Lack
of degradation of treatment effect by 3 months, suggests an additional potential mechanism in this
population. It has been postulated46 that there may be a reduction in central sensitisation secondary
to diminished nociceptive stimulus as a potential effect of SSNB. This is in keeping with more
recent studies which have identified features consistent with somatosensory sensitisation in patients
with HSP, suggesting both nociceptive and neuropathic components of pain196.

Strengths and Limitations

This is the first randomised controlled study to investigate SSNB as a treatment for hemiplegic
shoulder pain. We recruited from stroke and rehabilitation settings across the city and believe our
findings are generalisable to clinical practice.

A single injector and single outcome assessor

throughout this study reduced the risk of variations in technique and assessments. In future studies,
alternatives to the Croft Disability Index could be considered. In practice, this questionnaire did not
clearly delineate between disability secondary to hemiplegia and limitations secondary to pain.

The major limitation of this trial is that it is a small study with a comparatively short follow up
period of 3 months. Estimation of treatment effect may be greater in this current study given the
influence of a smaller sample size269. Further work is required with larger sample size, with the aim
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of identifying characteristics of clinical responders and clarifying the mechanism of therapy effect in
this population.

Summary / Conclusion

Suprascapular nerve block is a safe and effective treatment option for patients with hemiplegic
shoulder pain in the first year after stroke. The intervention is easily reproducible in the clinical
setting, offering a practical and important advance for this patient population.
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5.5 Introduction to Publication
Publication 5: Adey-Wakeling Z, Crotty M, Liu E, Shanahan M. Suprascapular Nerve Block for
Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain Post Stroke: Subgroup Analysis of Pain Response. Jacobs Journal
Physical Rehabilitation Medicine 2015. 1(2):009

Purpose
A subgroup analysis was conducted to assess the clinically relevant variables associated with pain
reduction in the randomised controlled trial previously presented. Responder data was reviewed
across both allocation groups. The purpose of this post hoc analysis was to guide clinical practice by
highlighting patient groups who may or may not respond to the intervention. The results suggest that
patients under 80 and with high baseline pain levels are most likely to respond to the suprascapular
nerve block injection.

Published in
Jacobs Journal of Physical Rehabilitation Medicine

Contribution from Primary Author
Primary Author – Dr Zoe Adey-Wakeling (ZAW)
ZAW reviewed the dataset from the original randomised controlled trial, and consulted with
statistician about the most robust way to proceed with analysis. SPSS and SAS statistical packages
were used to run analyses. The analyses presented in the final paper were re-run by the statistician.
The manuscript was written by ZAW with supervision from co-authors as listed.
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5.6

Publication 5

Adey-Wakeling Z, Crotty M, Liu E, Shanahan M. Suprascapular Nerve Block for Hemiplegic
Shoulder Pain Post Stroke: Subgroup Analysis of Pain Response. Jacobs Journal Physical
Rehabilitation Medicine 2015. 1(2):009

Suprascapular Nerve Block for Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain Post Stroke: Subgroup Analysis of
Pain Response

Abstract

Background and aims: Suprascapular nerve block is an effective intervention for hemiplegic
shoulder pain post stroke. This study aims to ascertain baseline variables associated with significant
shoulder pain reduction in a post-stroke population receiving suprascapular nerve block versus
placebo.
Methods: Post hoc subgroup analysis of data from a randomised controlled trial. Participants
included 64 patients with hemiplegic shoulder pain (mean onset 12 weeks post stroke); 32 received
suprascapular nerve block and 32 received placebo subcutaneous normal saline injection.
Results: Greater rates of pain reduction were found in participants with severe baseline pain
(p=0.0454) and participants aged under eighty (p=0.0417). Persons aged over eighty demonstrated
poor response to intervention. Heterogeneity of sex interaction was associated with reduced placebo
effect in females (p=0.036).
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Conclusions: Participants with severe baseline pain or aged <80 years were more likely to have
reduced pain following injection. Patients >80 warrant further investigations prior to consideration
of this intervention. Stroke subtype and level of spasticity were not associated with response.

Keywords:
Stroke; hemiplegia; pain; nerve block; treatment; age
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Introduction

Hemiplegic shoulder pain occurs in approximately 25-30% of the post-stroke population22, 26, but
there is a

paucity of evidence-based treatments.

Multiple aetiologies can contribute to the

development of hemiplegic shoulder pain, including soft tissue injuries, changes in motor control,
and central nervous system alterations31. The impact of varying aetiologies contributes to the
clinician’s dilemma in selection of appropriate, evidence-based interventions. Prophylaxis includes
positioning and safe manual handling techniques, though there is no causative association
demonstrated39. Treatment options with increasing evidence base include Botulinum toxin A41 and
functional electrical stimulation34, whilst there is conflicting evidence regarding the use of intraarticular steroid injections34, 43.
The authors’ recent randomised controlled study151 demonstrated statistically and clinically
significant benefits of suprascapular nerve block (SSNB) in a post-stroke population. This safe and
effective treatment45 warrants further studies in larger populations to provide greater understanding
of characteristics of clinical responders and the impact of effective pain management on
independence and quality of life.

Whilst larger scale studies are awaited, it is clinically relevant to consider which patients are the best
candidates for the intervention. Reviewing the original trial data, this paper aims to explore the
clinical variables associated with greatest reduction in reported pain.

Methods

A ‘within study’ post hoc subgroup analysis was performed on the data from Suprascapular nerve
block for shoulder pain in the first year after stroke: a randomised controlled trial
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(ACTRN12609000621213)3. This randomised controlled trial assessed the effectiveness of SSNB
on primary outcome of pain (100mm visual analogue scale, VAS) in a population of 64 stroke
survivors with hemiplegic shoulder pain >30mm.

The original paper151,

261

outlines the ethics

approval, informed consent, full methodology and outcomes. Patients were randomised to receive
intervention (SSNB) or placebo injection.

Suprascapular nerve block (10ml 0.5% bupivacaine

hydrochloride and 1mL of 40mg/mL methylprednisolone) was performed via posterior approach,
with use of anatomic landmarks to inject into the supraspinous fossa46. The placebo group received
5mL normal saline subcutaneous injection to the same region of the shoulder.

Baseline

demographics showed that the intervention group consisted of 65.6% males, whilst the placebo
group was 46.9% males.

The majority of participants suffered ischaemic stroke (84.4% in

intervention group, 90.6% in control group). There were a greater proportion of elderly participants
in the intervention group (25% aged 80 years and over) versus placebo (9.4% aged over 80).
Patients were assessed at baseline, and followed up at one week, one month and three months. The
intervention group demonstrated a statistically and clinically significant pain reduction when
compared to control.

Subgroup analyses were performed to assess the interaction of treatment allocation with seven key
baseline variables including age, gender, stroke subtype (infarct vs haemorrhage), upper limb motor
deficit on National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) upper limb motor subscale, pain type
(movement vs rest / night), spasticity, and VAS. Continuous baseline variables were dichotomised
into clinically relevant binary outcomes for the analyses: NIHSS upper limb score definitions were
split into ‘able to maintain antigravity’ (0-2) vs ‘unable to maintain antigravity’ (3+); severe pain
was defined as VAS >75mm and mild-moderate pain as <75mm6; spasticity (Modified Ashworth
Scale, MAS) was dichotomised as ‘none’ (MAS 0) or ‘any’ (MAS 1+).
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Subgroup analyses were conducted by incorporating interaction terms into linear mixed models. The
overall treatment effect for the subgroup were calculated by lsmens statement with a 2-way
interaction term subgroup*treatment with cl and diff option by SAS linear mixed models. Means,
mean difference, confidence intervals and p values at different time points were calculated by
lsmeans statement with a 3-way interaction term subgroup*treatment*time with cl and diff option by
SAS linear mixed models. All p values were two sided. Analyses were performed in SAS 9.3 (SAS
Institute, Cary NC).

Results

Age under 80 and higher baseline pain scores are associated with more significant response to
suprascapular nerve block intervention in hemiplegic shoulder pain. No significant interactions were
found between treatment group and stroke type (ischaemic vs haemorrhagic), or baseline level of
spasticity, pain type, or upper limb motor deficit, illustrating that treatment effect was not likely to be
influenced by these factors. Subgroup analysis (Figures 1 and 2) suggests overall heterogeneity of
treatment interactions for sex (p=0.036), age (p=0.0417) and severity of baseline pain (p=0.0454),
indicative of impact on response to intervention. Figure 2 outlines p values for separated time points.
P values reported test the hypothesis that mean differences (control-intervention) are zero.
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VAS Visual Analogue Scale

Figure 1. Subgroup analysis - treatment and time effects
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Figure 2. Subgroup analysis treatment effects
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Whilst participants aged under 80 had significant response to intervention, those aged over 80
demonstrated poor response. The interaction between treatment and sex appears related to the
reduced impact of placebo on females (Figure 1), with equivalent effect of active intervention in both
males and females.

Discussion

The author’s randomised controlled trial151 concluded that SSNB is an effective intervention for
hemiplegic shoulder pain. Subgroup analyses suggests that this intervention is most effective in
patients aged <80 or with severe baseline pain.

There have been no previous published placebo-controlled randomised controlled trials of SSNB in a
stroke population. As such, this subgroup analysis provides a first suggestion of participant variables
which may increase the likelihood of a positive response. Similar analyses in non-stroke populations
were not found, but subgroup analyses on stroke patients with hemiplegic shoulder pain have been
reported in the context of intra-articular steroid injection217. The authors217 reported that subgroup
analyses supported the hypothesis that patients with neglect, visual field deficit and sensory deficits
had higher risk of shoulder injury and subsequent capsulitis, and thus less likely to respond to intraarticular injection. Comparison to this study is not possible, as SSNB is effective in adhesive
capsulitis270 and the studies do not use comparable exclusion criteria or outcome measures.

It is important to consider these findings in context of clinical plausibility. Subgroup variables were
selected within a clinical framework where interactions were conceivable. Statistically significant
interactions were suggested for females, those aged <80, and patients with severe baseline pain.
Whilst there is evidence suggesting sex differences in pain experience and analgesic response271, the
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finding in the current paper reflects reduced placebo response in females (Figure 1). Previous
research has observed reduced placebo responses in females272, 273, with hypothesised explanations
including biochemical differences and absence of stress relief in females receiving placebo. Whilst
this sex difference is biologically plausible in a placebo controlled trial, this finding should not
influence the decision for administration of an active intervention. Age >80 was associated with
poor intervention response, whilst participants aged <80 demonstrated increased likelihood of
favourable response. Additional underlying pathologies may affect response in older people, and
shoulder imaging may play a more important role in guiding treatment in a more complex
presentation of hemiplegic shoulder pain. Greater response in those with severe baseline pain is
consistent with previously documented effectiveness of SSNB in severe pain228, and supports the role
of this intervention in cases non-responsive to simple analgesics and conservative therapies.

Not all subgroups analysed demonstrated significant interactions, including spasticity and degree of
motor deficit. P values on separated analyses of spasticity data indicated interaction, but overall
interaction analysis suggests lack of heterogeneity of treatment effect. It has been postulated that
patients with significant spasticity may achieve optimal response if the spasticity is treated 248 but we
were unable to find any suggestion that the level of spasticity was associated with pain or response to
treatment.

Findings of subgroup analyses are observational and have inherent limitations. The post hoc nature
of our analyses impacts on the reliability of results. This is a small trial and we performed only
seven ‘within study’ analyses.
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Summary and Conclusion

Shoulder pain following stroke is a common problem with limited treatment options. SSNB is a
promising treatment and our findings suggest its effects are not confined to one stroke subtype.
Greatest response occurs in patients aged <80 and those with high reported baseline pain. Whilst no
definitive conclusions should be drawn from this analysis, the results generate interesting hypotheses
for consideration in larger powered future studies.
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Chapter Six
Impact of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain on
Health-Related Quality of Life
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6.1 Introduction to Publication

Publication 6: Adey-Wakeling Z, Liu E, Crotty M, Leyden J, Kleinig T, Anderson C, Newbury J.
Hemiplegic shoulder pain impacts on quality of life after acute stroke: a prospective populationbased stud. American Journal of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Accepted January 2016

Purpose
Health-related quality of life is a vital focus on patient-centred rehabilitation.
As outlined in the literature review, there have been no previous population studies assessing the
association between health-related quality of life and hemiplegic shoulder pain. The only paper
identified involved a selected volunteer sample of 61, demonstrating impact of HSP on the pain
domain of quality of life. Given the high prevalence of HSP, it is important to establish impact of
health-related quality of life to add impetus to heightening the clinical focus. This is the first
methodologically robust study in an unselected population to demonstrate that shoulder pain at any
time in the first year following stroke is an independent predictor of 12 month health-related quality
of life.

American Journal of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation – accepted January 2016
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Contribution from Primary Author
Primary Author – Dr Zoe Adey-Wakeling (ZAW)
ZAW was granted access to the original dataset of the population-based study, with thanks to the
ASCEND NH&MRC investigators. ZAW condensed multiple spreadsheets into SPSS, and
converted to a format for analysis. The initial analyses were run by ZAW after consultation with the
statistician. Final analyses presented in the paper were re-run by the statistician. The statistician
performed all imputation and sensitivity analyses.
The manuscript was authored by ZAW, with review and input from the listed co-authors.
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6.2

Publication 6

Adey-Wakeling Z, Liu E, Crotty M, Leyden J, Kleinig T, Anderson C, Newbury J. Hemiplegic
shoulder pain impacts on quality of life after acute stroke: a prospective population-based study
American Journal of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation – accepted January 2016

Hemiplegic shoulder pain impacts on quality of life after acute stroke: a prospective
population-based study

Abstract

Background and Purpose: Hemiplegic shoulder pain occurs commonly after stroke but most
studies are confined to selected series and limited outcome measures. The aim of this study was to
determine factors associated with health-related quality of life at 12-months after first stroke in a
population-based registry.
Methods: A prospective population-based study in a geographically defined region of Adelaide,
South Australia. Multiple ascertainment methods were used to identify all cases of stroke within a
12 month period, with objective and subjective measures undertaken at baseline and at 4 and 12
months of follow-up. Multiple regression analyses were used to identify independent variables
among those demographic, clinical and process (exposure to shoulder pain and depression, 12-month
dependence, access to formal rehabilitation) with health-related quality of life, defined by the
summary index score derived from EuroQol-5D-3L at 12 months post-stroke.
Results: Hemiplegic shoulder pain, depression, increased dependency, stroke severity, and absence
of initial rehabilitation were each significant negatively associated with health-related quality of life.
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Age, sex, stroke type (ischaemic vs haemorrhagic), Oxfordshire classification and discharge
destination were not related to health-related quality of life.
Conclusion: Hemiplegic shoulder pain impacts on health-related quality of life at 12 months. More
effort should be directed towards screening and treating this frequent and manageable complication
of stroke.
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Introduction

The World Health Organisation2 defines rehabilitation as “a set of measures that assist individuals
who experience, or are likely to experience, disability to achieve and maintain optimal functioning in
interaction with their environments”. In this context, the maximisation of health-related quality of
life (HRQoL) is identified as a pivotal goal of an individualised and coordinated rehabilitation
approach. Previous studies have demonstrated reduced quality of life after acute stroke, 25, 274, 275 with
lower HRQoL outcomes associated with disability,25,

175, 276-278

functional status,205,

275, 279, 280

depression,25, 175, 276, 280, 281 female sex,25, 276, 277 coping strategies,276 social support,205, 274, 276, 277, 281
reduced upper extremity function,175 baseline stroke severity,25,
institutionalisation,25 increasing age,25,

280

277

baseline neglect,25

dementia,25 education level275 and low socioeconomic

status.25, 205, 278 The relationship between pain and HRQoL post-stroke has received far less attention.
A recent systematic review24 reported post-stroke upper limb interventions can impact on HRQoL,
but information specifically regarding the quantitative impact of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain (HSP) is
lacking. With frequency of approximately 25%,26 we hypothesize that HSP would adversely impact
on HRQoL as measured at 12 months post-stroke.

Methods

Study population

This paper represents a secondary analysis of data from the Adelaide stroke incidence study
(ASCEND), a prospective population-based study within a geographically defined region of
metropolitan Adelaide, with a census-projected population of 148,000. ASCEND received formal
institutional ethics approval and ensured informed consent of all participants. Multiple methods of
case ascertainment were utilised to identify all occurrences of confirmed stroke within a 12 month
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period. The methodology has been previously described253, including detailed information regarding
ascertainment techniques, participant characteristics, data collection and storage.

Following

ascertainment and consent, participants were assessed at baseline, and then at 4 and 12 months later.
Data collected included demographics, medical and radiological details of the incident stroke,
medical history, shoulder pain assessment and admissions history. Multiple outcome measures were
collected at each time point. HSP was identified as an area of interest in the study and attention was
paid to accurate measurement at each time point. Subjective measures of HSP included severity,
aggravating features, time of onset and pre-morbid shoulder history. Objective measures included
presence / absence of pain on 3 manoeuvres: modified Neers test, passive hand-behind-neck, and
passive external rotation.

Outcome measures

The current analysis focuses on the factors assessed as potential determinants of 12-month HRQoL
as measured by the summary index score derived from the descriptive system of EuroQol-5D-3L
(EQ). The EQ-5D-3L compromises a visual analogue scale and a 5-dimension descriptive system
(dimensions include mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain / discomfort and anxiety /
depression).282 Australian weight EQ-5D-3L summary index (EQindex) score ranges from -0.217 to
1, with death represented by 0, with negative values represented worse than death and full health
represented by 1.2, 263
Baseline variables included age, sex, stroke type (ischaemic vs haemorrhagic, Oxfordshire stroke
clinical classification, and baseline stroke severity as measured by the National Institute of Health
stroke scale (NIHSS). HSP (visual analogue scale; VAS) and depression (Geriatric Depression
Scale; GDS) scores were calculated as quantitative exposure values and averaged over all follow-up
periods.247. Measures of the level of dependency (modified Rankin scale: mRS), institutionalisation
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(movement into nursing home) and access to inpatient rehabilitation were reviewed at 12-months
follow up.
Continuous variables of mRS and NIHSS were divided into clinically meaningful categories: mRS
was dichotomized into ‘independent 0-2’, and ‘dependent 3-6’, where a mRS score of 0 is fully
independent, and a score of 6 is given for death;283 NIHSS was divided into 3 categories; mild <7,
moderate 7-22, and severe >22283. Pain (VAS) and depression (GDS) scores were aggregated as
exposure calculations over all follow up assessments.

Statistical analysis

The outcome variable for the study was EQ index score. The association between each predictor
variable with the outcome variable were assessed by two sample student t test (sex, stroke type, any
HSP, inpatient rehabilitation and whether GDS>5) and one-way ANOVA (age, NIHSS).
With the assumption that data were missing at random, we used multiple imputations to impute
missing values in the database. The variables used to impute the missing values were age, gender,
stroke type, Oxfordshire classification, baseline NIHSS, HSP score, GDS score and EQ index score.
The EQ index was assigned zero in participants who had died by 12 months. 20 databases were
imputed. Multiple linear regression analysis based on imputed databases was performed to test the
association between HSP and HRQoL, controlling all other considered confounders. Sensitivity
analyses for the multiple linear regressions were performed by using complete cases in the database
and were compared with imputed results. All data analyses were conducted using SPSS 21 and SAS
9.3.
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Results

The dataset of urban participants in ASCEND included 318 cases of stroke among 301 people. Only
first-ever cases of stroke within the follow-up period was analysed for this study (n=300 with the
exclusion of single duplicate case). Flowchart 1 outlines the sample and available follow up data.
Completeness of data collection varied between follow-up periods and individual cases.

There were 12 month HRQoL data available for 263 participants (87.7%), inclusive of 105 people
who died prior to 12-month follow-up (in these cases the index score was attributed as 0). The mean
12 months EQ index score was 0.463 (SD 0.435). Table 1 summarises association between EQ
index scores and each predictor variable. Comparison of the mean EQ index between participants
with / without any HSP over the follow-up period demonstrated lower mean scores in the group
reporting HSP compared to those with no pain: 0.572 (0.357) versus 0.725 (0.369), p=0.017.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of sample
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Table 1. Baselines Variables and Mean EQ index at 12 months

n*

Variable
Sex
Age

Stroke Type
NIHSS§

Any HSP| |
Inpatient
rehabilitation
Pre-stroke
institutionalisation
GDS# >5

*
†
‡

§

Male
Female
<34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
>85
Ischaemic
Haemorrhagic
Mild <7
Mod 7-22
Severe >22
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

133
125
3
5
18
31
36
87
78
219
29
120
84
32
58
77
74
141
37
213
26
86

n

number with available data

EQ

EuroQol-5D-3L

SD

standard deviation

NIHSS

National Institute of Health Stroke Scale

||

HSP

Hemiplegic shoulder pain

#

GDS

Geriatric depression scale

EQ Index†
Mean (SD)‡
0.531 (0.442)
0.410 (0.420)
0.930 (0.121)
0.826 (0.389)
0.664 (0.399)
0.742 (0.366)
0.719 (0.336)
0.398 (0.435)
0.250 (0.365)
0.515 (0.431)
0.303 (0.415)
0.715 (0.373)
0.359 (0.386)
0.068 (0.206)
0.572 (0.357)
0.725 (0.369)
0.671 (0.344)
0.505 (0.441)
0.158 (0.305)
0.541 (0.428)
0.516 (0.384)
0.763 (0.339)

Univariable p
0.024
<0.001

0.013
<0.001

0.017
0.005
<0.001
0.002
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Multivariable linear regression analysis demonstrated that increasing exposure scores for HSP (VAS)
and depression (GDS), together with stroke severity (NIHSS) and 12 month dependence (mRS) were
each independently and significantly associated with lowered HRQoL utility scores at 12 months
(Table 2). Absence of access to inpatient rehabilitation after stroke was also associated with lower
EQ index scores. Age, sex, stroke type (ischaemic vs haemorrhagic), Oxfordshire classification and
institutionalisation at 12 months were not associated with reduced HR-QoL.

Sensitivity analysis by comparing results for complete cases and imputed cases of multiple linear
regression showed that the association between HSP and EQ index score, association between
depression (GDS) and EQ index score, and association between mRS and EQindex score were
consistent (see appendix).
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Table 2. Multiple linear regression of pooled analysis- Independent variables associated with
reduced EQ utility score at 12 months (dependent variable EQindex)

Variable

β (95% C.I.†)

p value

Age

-0.002 (-0.005- 0.000)

0.066

0.005(-0.054-0.065)

0.867

Sex

Male

Stroke Type

a

Female

0

Ischaemic

0.034 (-0.069-0.137)

*

0.517

Haemorrhagic 0a*
NIHSS‡ (baseline)

Oxfordshire

Mild

0.239 (0.090-0.388)

0.002

Moderate

0.204 (0.063-0.345)

0.004

Severe

0a*

PACS

-0.069 (-0.323-0.186)

0.598

TACS

-0.091 (-0.357-0.175)

0.503

LACS

-0.078 (-0.334-0.179)

0.553

POCS

-0.085 (-0.342-0.179)

0.514

Unknown

0a*

HSP§ VAS| |

-0.011 (-0.013- -0.008)

<0.001

GDS#

-0.037(-0.049- -0.025)

<0.001

Independent

0.214 (0.133-0.295)

<0.001

Dependent

0a*

No

0.043 (-0.049-0.135)

Yes

0a*

No

-0.084 (-0.147- -0.022)

Yes

0a*

mRS* * (12 month)

Institutionalisation (12 months)

Inpatient Rehabilitation

*0a
†
CI
‡
NIHSS
§
HSP
||
VAS
#
GDS
* *mRS

0.359

0.008

set to zero because parameter redundant
confidence interval
National Institute of Health Stroke Scale
Hemiplegic shoulder pain
Visual analogue scale
Geriatric depression scale
Modified Rankin scale
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Discussion

Our analysis of the ASCEND dataset has shown that HSP reported at any time in the first year after
the onset of acute stroke is associated with lower HRQoL. Koog et al’s cross-sectional survey of 177
rehabilitation stroke outpatients203 reported high rates of any pain (42%) but pain was not associated
with lower HRQoL. However, Widar et al205 reviewed 43 selected stroke patients with chronic pain,
but not specific to the shoulder, and showed a lower HRQoL score as compared to previous studies,
implying that population based studies were need to further evaluate the impact of pain on HRQoL.
One small cross-sectional study202 outlines specific assessment of HSP and its impact on HRQoL.
Chae et al202 concluded a statistically significant association between shoulder pain and quality of
life, but not between pain and motor impairment or activity limitation, without any adjustment for
depression being made. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first ideal 252 population-based
stroke incidence study to include a comprehensive assessment of HSP and showed it to be an
independent determinant of subsequent HRQoL.

The HRQoL results reveal significant reduction in mean utility scores in a stroke population, in
keeping with previously observations.25, 274, 275 Australian normative HRQoL benchmark data is now
available for comparison, with recent research2 establishing a general population HRQoL mean of
0.87 with a minimal clinically important difference (MCID) of 0.05. This contextualised the current
results as a 50% reduction in HRQoL in a stroke population.

Mean HRQoL was lower in

participants who reported HSP during the follow-up period (participants with HSP: 0.572 (0.357)
versus participants without HSP 0.725 (0.369), p=0.017). The means are observed to be higher than
the imputed mean, likely reflecting that completeness of shoulder assessments may have been
impacted by overall morbidity.
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A comparable Australian population-based study, which was undertaken 10 years ago,25 used a
similar methodology but did not specifically report on the impact of pain on HRQoL. This study
used the Assessment of Quality of Life instrument (AQoL)241 and found a mean utility score of 0.47,
while the mean utility score reported in the current study using the EQ-5D-3L was 0.463. Whilst
indirect comparison of mean HRQoL scores across populations and time is not valid with different
assessment measures, and which reflect differing constructs of quality of life,282 independent
determinants of HRQoL are consistent across studies. Both found that higher levels of NIHSS,
depression and disability, along with demographic factors of age and sex, all predicted reduced
HRQoL.

A strength of our study is use of a prospective population-based methodology. Moreover, we made
adjustment for depression in the statistical analysis model, in order to exclude the expression of pain
as a proxy for depression ratings. Limitations are recognised in variable missing data over follow up,
which was overcome to some extent by the use of multiple imputations. The association of pain,
depression and dependence with HRQoL are seen as being highly significant (pooled data p<0.001
for each). Robustness of this result is demonstrated by comparable significance on sensitivity
analysis (see appendix table).

Summary

In summary, HSP appears to adversely impact on HRQoL over 12 months after acute stroke. This
finding is important in the context of HSP being a potentially preventable (or reversible) factor.
More effort should be directed towards screening and treating this high incidence complication of
stroke.
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Online Appendix

Supplemental Table I. Sensitivity Analysis; dependent variable EQ index 12 months
Variable

Imputed cases

β (95% C.I.)

p value

β (95% C.I.)

p value

-0.002 (-0.005-0.000)

0.066

-0.001 (-0.004-0.002)

0.540

Male

0.005(-0.054-0.065)

0.867

0.039 (0.048-0.125)

0.385

Female

0a

Ischaemic

0.034 (-0.069-0.137)

Haemorrhagic

0a

Mild

0.239 (0.090-0.388)

0.002

0.047 (-0.186-0.280)

0.692

Moderate

0.204 (0.063-0.345)

0.004

-0.021 (-0.233-0.192)

0.849

Severe

0a

PACS

-0.069 (-0.323-0.186)

0.598

TACS

-0.091 (-0.357-0.175)

0.503

LACS

-0.078 (-0.334-0.179)

0.553

POCS

-0.085 (-0.342-0.179)

0.514

Unknown

0a

Age
Sex

Stroke Type

NIHSS (baseline)

Oxfordshire

Completed Cases

0a
0.517

0.079 (-0.124-0.282)

0.447

0a

0a

HSP VAS

-0.011 (-0.013- -0.008)

0.000

-0.004 (-0.008- -0.001)

0.024

GDS

-0.037(-0.049- -0.025)

0.000

-0.047 (-0.067- -0.026)

<0.001

0.000

0.139 (0.022-0.256)

0.020

0.359

0.041 (-0.119-0.201)

0.616

mRS

Independent

0.214 (0.133-0.295)

(12 month)

Dependent

0a

Institutional living

No

0.043 (-0.049-0.135)

(12 months)

Yes

0a

Inpatient

No

-0.084 (-0.147- -0.022)

Rehabilitation

Yes

0a

0a
0.008

0.001 (-0.092-0.094)

0.984

0a
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Chapter Seven
Research Findings in Context of Research Objectives
Clinical Modelling and Future Practice
Future Research Directions
Conclusion
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This chapter summarises and synthesises the principal findings of the research presented in this
thesis, with reference to the initial research objectives outlined in Chapter One. Novel findings are
highlighted.

Recommendations for changes in clinical practice models, and future research

objectives are identified. The limitations of each study have been discussed in each paper previously
presented in this thesis, but gaps in the synthesis of the findings will be outlined.

Review of Initial Research Objectives outlined in Chapter One

I.

To describe hemiplegic shoulder pain within the broader context of upper limb dysfunction
following stroke

II.

To characterise the epidemiology, aetiology and clinical approaches to hemiplegic shoulder
pain via a review of the literature

III.

To determine the current evidence for the use of suprascapular nerve block, including
anatomy and description of the procedure, and to summarise the search in both non-stroke
and stroke populations

IV.

To report the epidemiological patterns of hemiplegic shoulder pain incidence and
associations within an Australian stroke population

V.

To investigate suprascapular nerve block as a treatment option for hemiplegic shoulder pain
compared to placebo; and to characterise patient subtypes more likely to have a positive
response to this treatment

VI.
VII.

To investigate the impact of hemiplegic shoulder pain on health-related quality of life
To synthesise the research findings into clinical recommendations
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7.1

Summary of Research Findings in Context of Research Objectives

Objective I
To describe hemiplegic shoulder pain within the broader context of upper limb dysfunction
following stroke

Stroke remains a leading cause of disability worldwide. With increasing rates of survival, greater
numbers of people are living with disability secondary to their stroke event.

Despite increasing

research including the emergence of novel therapy options such as robotics for upper limb deficits
post stroke, there needs to be greater focus on the common complications such as hemiplegic
shoulder pain. Hemiplegic shoulder pain is one of the four most common complications of stroke284.
A paper assessing correlations between upper limb function and the ICF model found shoulder pain
to be the variable most associated with limitations in participation28, 29. Participation restriction refers
to limitation in an individual’s ability to actively participate in all areas of personal and societal life27,
and as such must be recognised as a pivotal rehabilitation focus.

Prevention or effective

management of these complications may facilitate greater access to emerging technologies and
therapy which may in turn further improve outcomes.
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Objective II
To characterise the epidemiology, aetiology and clinical approaches to hemiplegic shoulder pain via
a review of the literature

Objective III
To describe suprascapular nerve block via a review of the literature; overview of anatomy, nerve
block and use as a therapy in both non-stroke and stroke populations

A summary of the literature regarding hemiplegic shoulder pain is presented in Chapter 3.1. The
significant variability in reported rates of hemiplegic shoulder pain reflect heterogeneous pain
definitions and study designs over many decades.

More recent population-based studies from

Sweden16 and New Zealand170 report more conservative prevalence rates of 23-30%. Whilst these
figures are much lower than earlier reports, the incidence is still significantly high and warrants
evidence-based interventions to help guide clinical practice. A review of the literature reveals a
paucity of high-level evidence regarding interventions for hemiplegic shoulder pain. Commonly, it
is noted that interventions do not accommodate the multi-factorial aetiological presentations of this
condition. The Australian National Stroke Foundation guidelines36 for prevention and management
of hemiplegic shoulder pain largely refer to ‘good practice points’ and evidence for musculoskeletal
conditions. This is a clear reflection on the lack of quality evidence and the need to expand the
understanding of this common complication of stroke.

Chapter 3.2 details the anatomy of the suprascapular nerve the suprascapular nerve block procedure.
An overview of the evidence pertaining to suprascapular nerve block in non-stroke populations is
presented, with the evidence gap for stroke populations outlined. The need for larger sample,
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placebo-controlled randomised studies is established, and supported by international reviews on
therapy options for hemiplegic shoulder pain3.

Objective IV
To report the epidemiological patterns of hemiplegic shoulder pain incidence and associations within
an Australian stroke population

Results from the population-based study presented in this thesis confirm that more than 25% of
people develop pain in the first year after stroke, with peak incidence at 4 months. This is the first
report of incidence rates in a representative Australian population. Comparison with an earlier
European population study5 indicates that an increased focus on evidence-based treatments in stroke
has not resulted in a reduction in the frequency of this common complication of stroke. Importantly,
when comparing studies of equivalent methodology, it has now been demonstrated that the
Australian prevalence rates are consistent with those found in international population-based studies.

Table 1. Comparison of Population-Based Studies: Prevalence of Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain
Author

Year Origin

Setting

Number

of Prevalence

participants

HSP (%)

Ratnasabapathy et al

2003

New Zealand

Population-based study

1201

23%

Lindgren et al

2007

Sweden

Population-based study

327

30%

Adey-Wakeling et al

2014

Australia

Population-based study

301

29%
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Other clinically relevant findings from the Adelaide population-based study include the patterns of
pain presentation, with assessment of aggravating factors and relationships over time. A novel
finding was the surprisingly high baseline prevalence of hemiplegic shoulder pain in 10% of the
study population.

Many other studies have described convenience samples of rehabilitation

inpatients. In these selected populations there were much higher overall rates of pain reported but
when all strokes are looked at, including those who do not reach rehabilitation units, one in ten
survivors will suffer with shoulder pain..

This is an important differentiation to make, as

consideration of follow up needs to be given to all stroke survivors at risk of pain, not only those
accessing inpatient rehabilitation programmes.

Additionally, both peak onset and severity is at 4 months, and this is a time frame frequently beyond
an inpatient admission. This has important implications for the identification of patients at risk of
developing later hemiplegic shoulder pain, and for implementing appropriate education and follow
up plans. The change in pain presentation also assists in identifying potential aetiological changes
over time, and hence decision-making regarding appropriate treatment targets.

The study demonstrated that there was an increasing association between pain and range of motion
over time, potentially indicating accumulative musculoskeletal injuries with greater time post stroke.
Rest pain and night pain were greatest in the early weeks post stroke. Baseline objective passive
range of motion tests elicited higher frequencies of pain than self-report, and predicted later
subjective shoulder pain (crude relative risk of 3.22 (95%CI 1.01-10.27). This finding supports the
role of both subjective and objective measures, even when the patient does not voluntarily report
pain.
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Objective V
To investigate the role of suprascapular nerve block as a treatment option for hemiplegic shoulder
pain, and to characterise patient subtypes more likely to have positive response to this treatment

This thesis has presented research supporting a role for suprascapular nerve block (SSNB) in the
treatment of hemiplegic shoulder pain. This thesis includes the first randomised placebo-controlled
trial to provide evidence of the statistically and clinically important role of SSNB in a post-stroke
population. This intervention is easy to perform, safe and effective, and has the potential to help the
20-30% of patients who experience pain refractory to current treatment modalities35.

Methodological strengths of the trial included a published protocol paper, blinded outcome
assessment and the use of specific and validated outcome measures. Unlike many rehabilitation
trials, the intervention was specific and was compared to a placebo, as opposed to ‘usual care’ or no
treatment285, 286. Outcome measure considered multiple domains of the ICF27 model. The primary
outcome of pain (VAS) was focussed at the impairment level. Secondary outcomes of function and
quality of life were also measured. All outcome measures were validated and are commonly used in
rehabilitation research, enabling meaningful comparison to previous studies.

The exclusion criteria were deliberately limited, with the goal to make findings applicable to the
larger post-stroke population. Exclusion of patients with significant cognitive and language deficits
was applied to enhance reliability of outcome measures, though it should be noted that this would
impact generalisability as cognitive287 and language deficits are common in this cohort, more marked
in the early months288. The sample size is a limitation of the trial, and the findings should ideally be
replicated in a larger trial with longer follow up period.
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With a goal of making the research findings as clinically transferrable as possible, further analysis
was able to provide insight into those patients who were most likely to show a significant response to
this intervention. SSNB is a promising treatment and the findings suggest its effects are not confined
to one stroke subtype. A response was more likely to occur in patients aged under eighty, and those
with high reported baseline pain. On the basis of these findings and until further evidence emerges,
caution should be shown in using these injections for people aged over 80.

Objective VI
To investigate the impact of hemiplegic shoulder pain on health-related quality of life

The final paper presented in this thesis reports on long-term effects of shoulder pain.

Using

prospective population data of patients in the first year following stroke, the hypothesis that
hemiplegic shoulder pain is an independent predictor of reduced health-related quality of life was
tested. Analysis demonstrated a highly significant association of hemiplegic shoulder pain with
health-related quality of life, with adverse impact of HSP comparable to depression and dependence
associations. This finding is important in the context of rehabilitation strategies in hemiplegic
shoulder pain; shoulder pain is potentially preventable and / or reversible and more efforts should be
directed towards screening and treating this high incidence complication of stroke. Given the impact
of these important consequences of HSP, consideration should be given to more comprehensive
follow up of stroke survivors. The correlation between hemiplegic shoulder pain and participation28,
29

, and participation and quality of life25 emphasises the need to focus therapy on the painful

hemiplegic shoulder.
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Objective VII
To synthesise the research findings into clinical recommendations

The research findings summarised above can be synthesised to help guide clinical practice and
recommendations in the Australian context. To make an appropriate assessment of gaps in current
frameworks, consideration was given to several factors:

 Review of the literature (Chapter Three)
 Current guidelines and practice recommendations
 New knowledge as presented, and



The fundamental ideology that rehabilitation is an individualised process.
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7.2

Clinical Modelling and Future Practice

7.2.1 Critical Appraisal of Current Clinical Guidelines

The lack of high-quality studies available to inform treatment options for hemiplegic shoulder pain is
reflected in current Australian and United Kingdom NICE guidelines, which do not cite any
evidence-based therapeutic options specific to a stroke population36, 37. The American Department of
Veterans Affairs / Department of Defence Clinical Practice Guidelines158 2010 (Stroke) do not list
any specific recommendations for the management of hemiplegic shoulder pain. The Canadian Best
Practice Guidelines 2013104 and UK Royal College Physicians National Clinical Guidelines for
Stroke 2012289 provide more comprehensive recommendations, and are summarised in the Table 2.
The emphasis of the recommendations is on prevention, with only the Canadian guidelines making
specific interventional recommendations (Botulinum toxin and steroid injections in selected patients).
There are limited recommendations on screening for pain, follow up of the patient with established
pain, or monitoring for future pain.

On the basis of a single small randomised controlled trial, routine use of suprascapular nerve block
injection cannot be advised. Similarly, robust evidence on screening tools is lacking. However, on
the basis of the work in this thesis, recommendations for a systematic approach for clinical teams are
put forward and should be tested.
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Table 2. Current Guidelines / Recommendations for Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain
Australia: National Stroke Foundation (NSF) Guidelines 201036
For people with severe weakness who are at risk of developing shoulder pain, management may
include:


Shoulder strapping [B]



Interventions to educate staff, carers and patient [GPP]

For people who develop shoulder pain, management should be based on evidence-based
interventions for acute musculoskeletal pain [GPP]
The routine use of the following is NOT recommended for established shoulder pain:


Corticosteroid injections [C]



Ultrasound [C]

NSF Levels of Evidence:
A - body of evidence can be trusted to guide practice;
B - body of evidence can be trusted to guide practice in most situations;
C - body of evidence provides some support for recommendations but care should be taken in its application;
D - body of evidence is weak and recommendation must be applied with caution;
GPP - Good practice point; recommended best practice based on clinical experience and expert opinion

United Kingdom: National Institute for Healthcare and Excellence (NICE) Guidelines 201350




Provide information for people with stroke and their families and carers on how to prevent
pain or trauma to the shoulder if they are at risk of developing shoulder pain
Manage shoulder pain after stroke using appropriate positioning and other treatments
according to each person's need.
For guidance on managing neuropathic pain follow Neuropathic pain (NICE clinical
guideline 96).

Canadian Best Practice Recommendations for Stroke Care 2013104
Prevention by:
Joint protection strategies:


Positioning at rest [B] and during functional mobility [C]



Supporting during wheelchair use with hemi-tray [C]



Slings in flaccid stage only [C]

Overhead pulleys should not be used [A]
Arm should not be moved beyond 90’ shoulder flexion or abduction, unless scapular upwardly
rotated and humerus laterally rotated [A]
Education [A]
Avoid traction in assisted movements [C]
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Management of Pain:


Gentle stretching [B] with gradual increased in range



Analgesics if no contra-indications [C]



Botulinum toxin injection into subscapularis and pectoralis muscles if pain related to
spasticity [A]



Subacromial corticosteroid injections can be used in patients when pain related to injury or
inflammation of subacromial region [A]



In a subset of patients who experience pain related to both injury / inflammation and
spasticity, dual therapy should be used (BTX and steroid injections) [C]

A - Strong recommendation. Evidence from randomized controlled trials or meta-analyses of randomized controlled;
B - Single randomized controlled trial or well-designed observational study with strong evidence; or well-designed cohort or case–control analytic
study; or multiple time series or dramatic results of uncontrolled experiment. Desirable effects closely balanced with undesirable effects;
C - At least one well-designed, non-experimental descriptive study (e.g., comparative studies, correlation studies, case studies) or expert committee
reports, opinions and/or experience of respected authorities, including consensus from development and/or reviewer groups trials. Desirable effects
clearly outweigh undesirable effects, or vice versa.

United Kingdom: Royal College Physicians National Clinical Guidelines for Stroke 2012289
Every patient with functional loss in their arm should have the risk of developing shoulder pain
reduced by:
 Ensuring that everybody handles the weak arm correctly, avoiding mechanical stress and
excessive range of movement
 Avoiding use of overhead slings
 Careful positioning of arm
Every patient with arm weakness should be regularly asked about shoulder pain
Every patient who develops shoulder pain should:
 Have its severity assessed, recorded and monitored regularly
 Have preventative measures put in place
 Be offered regular simple analgesia
Any patient who has developed, or is developing, shoulder subluxation should be considered for
functional electrical stimulation of the supraspinatus and deltoid muscles
In the absence of inflammatory disorders, intra-articular steroid injections should not be used for
post-stroke shoulder pain

United States: Department of Defence Clinical Practice Guidelines 2010
No guidelines for hemiplegic shoulder pain
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7.2.2 Developing a ward guideline for assessment and management: practical
considerations

Only one prior stroke shoulder pain protocol has been developed and formally tested. Extensive
work has been completed by Jackson and Turner-Stokes et al 200233 in the development of an
Integrated Care Pathway (ICP) for use in the rehabilitation unit of Northwick Park Hospital, United
Kingdom.

Turner-Stokes et al 2002194 performed a comprehensive literature review on which to

base the development of the ICP, and thorough audit processes have been completed to review the
outcome of the pathway implementation290. With acknowledgment of the diversity of their target
population, the authors’ collaborative multidisciplinary approach aimed to develop a pathway to
improve the clinical management via co-ordinated practices, timely intervention and appropriate
recording processes33.

The care pathway outlines interventions (assessments, management plans,

consideration of specific interventions) with recommended timeframes and standards against which
the process could be audited33. Early barriers identified included the significant time and effort in
implementation, variable documentation standards and the need for regular education / re-education
in the context of staff turnover33; concerns common to many change knowledge translation projects.

Even though this ICP was developed more than a decade ago, the process followed is in line with
recommendations described by Bosch et al 2013291. Bosch et al outline a process by which to
develop “locally applicable, actionable best practice recommendations”, based on prerequisite
attention to preliminary steps291:
Step 1: extract recommendations from current, high-quality clinical guidelines
Step 2: select strong recommendations in key clinical areas
Step 3: review and update the applicable evidence
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Step 4: produce agreed ‘evidence statements’
Step 5: discuss evidence with local stakeholders

Considering the successes and challenges which resulted from the thorough process adopted in the
development of the ICP by Jackson et al33, it is important to recognise that translation of evidence
into clinical care is not a straight-forward undertaking.

Knowledge Transfer

As discussed in the first paper (Chapter One), evidenced-based care is the gold standard, but it is
reported that translation of evidence into practice lags significantly behind the established science 292.
Canadian research162, 163 reflecting on the challenges of transferring evidence into practice identified
the issues such as poor generalizability of research finding to the ‘average’ patient, limitations in the
strength of evidence available, and difficulties with the practicalities of adhering closely to evidence
based guidelines162.

The research presented in this thesis has aimed to adopt methodological

approaches to maximise the generalisability of the findings and the strength of the evidence reported;
examples including population data sets and broad inclusion criteria.

The use of guidelines aims to target both the individual and organisational levels of
implementation292. Additionally, maintaining momentum following implementation of pathways or
guideline approaches is often cited as a barrier. Education is the pivotal factor in the success of the
recommendations to follow.
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7.2.3 Contribution of Current Evidence to Clinical Practice

7.2.3.1 Local ward practices

Engagement with local stroke wards has been a focus from the early development of the research
presented in this thesis. Small multidisciplinary working groups were established in both the acute
Comprehensive Stroke Unit at Flinders Medical Centre, and the Neurological Rehabilitation Ward at
Repatriation General Hospital. Audited observations by Occupational Therapist, Heather Block, at
Flinders Medical Centre, outlined inconsistencies in positioning and care of the hemiplegic upper
limb.

The Comprehensive Stroke Unit then implemented alert posters, slings for transfers and

formalised positioning recommendations. Whist this was not a formal research project, enthusiasm
and awareness regarding this common issue became a focus on these wards. It is important to
consider the assessment of baseline ward practices to help identify the actual and perceived ‘gaps’ in
current processes.

7.2.3.2 Recommendations stemming from novel research presented in this thesis

It is not the aim of this thesis to produce a comprehensive guideline, but rather to add the current
recommendations to the established guidelines and pathways outlined above.

The Australian

National Stroke Foundation guidelines36 would better inform clinician choice if greater focus was
made on the appropriate assessment of hemiplegic shoulder pain, as well as specific intervention
guidelines for a stroke population. The Integrated Care Pathway (ICP) and documentation proforma
recommended by Jackson and Turner-Stokes et al33 provide a strong basis on which local wards can
expand and develop enhanced awareness and more rigorous practices in line with current evidence.
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Rehabilitation represents a client-centred approach to improving outcomes, and as such a strong
focus on factors such as hemiplegic shoulder pain, now demonstrably known to impact health-related
quality of life, are core to this approach.

Expansion of application of ICP33 as a ward based guideline

Jackson and Turner-Stokes et al33 proposed that “all rehabilitation centres should have an agreed
written protocol for the prevention and treatment of HSP”. The ICP discussed was designed for use
in a Rehabilitation setting, though immediate implementation in an acute stroke setting would
support current opinion for earliest intervention7 with the view that prophylaxis is potentially the best
management principle. With high rates of non-response to HSP treatment interventions, prevention
is considered the optimal goal. Systematic use of subjective and objective clinical assessments is
useful in identifying people at risk of hemiplegic shoulder pain. A minimum assessment standard
would include comprehensive multidisciplinary assessment of the hemiplegic shoulder at both
admission and discharge from both acute and subacute settings. Guidelines should also require the
clear documentation of such assessments, with consideration to the use of proformas to both promote
and reinforce complete documentation. If guidelines and documentation standards are integrated
into a single proforms, ease of implementation may be enhanced.

The inherent variability of hemiplegic shoulder pain presentation over time makes stringent
protocolisation very difficult, and as such the outlined application should be considered as a pathway
guideline. A stepwise approach must be able to be individualised to each patient’s presenetation.

Comprehensive assessment and periodic reassessment of presentation throughout admission
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The ICP outlined by Jackson and Turner-Stokes et al33 prescribes initial assessment as including pain
history, use of a pain rating scale for subjective report of pain, and evaluation of physical
presentation of tone and subluxation33.

Earliest application of the ICP, inclusive of earliest

comprehensive admission assessment by each discipline, represents an ideal standard.

Early

flaccidity can predispose to greater risk of soft tissue injury so timely assessment and global
awareness can be predicted to reduce incident or accumulative injuries.

Identification and documentation of risk factors is an important part of initial assessment, as it
ensures comprehensive consideration has been given to all potential aspects impacting current and
future presentation. Whilst there remain conflicting opinions in the evidence, the following are the
more commonly accepted risk factors for inclusion in a proforma checklist:


History of premorbid shoulder pain



Increasing Age



Increasing severity of motor deficit



Depression



Right hemisphere stroke – spectrum of inattention-neglect



Diabetes

Pain history includes a simple set of questions easily added to a clinical screening assessment battery
and further helps identify an at-risk cohort. In the population-based study reported in this thesis, a
history of shoulder pain was reported in 27% of participants with hemiplegic shoulder pain,
compared to only 4% of those who did not report pain. Subjective pain report needs to be quantified
to allow comparison measures throughout admission and following intervention(s).
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A vertical visual analogue scale (VAS) is a simple tool that is applicable in the majority of stroke
patients.

Understanding of the tool and reliability of results could be gauged by use of the

AbilityQ258 prior to administration of the ShoulderQ as developed by Turner-Stokes et al. The
AbilityQ uses generic vertical visual analogue scales with instructions for the patient to mark set
points. This can be an indicator of ‘ability’ to reliably use a VAS for pain scoring. The ShoulderQ
has a reported positive predictive value of 93.3%, inclusive of stroke participants with cognitive and
communication deficits. ShoulderQ importantly incorporates questions about pain history, pain
severity and aggravating factors. Identification and documentation of type of pain and aggravating
factors are important to assist in identification of potential aetiological factors and establishment of
an individualised treatment plan:


Timing of Pain: Pain worse on movement / At rest / At night



Specific activities that aggravate pain: Personal care / Dressing / Lifting device / Therapy

The ShoulderQ is a quick and easily reproducible tool258 which adds structure and documentation
standards in assessment. This tool was used in the randomised controlled trial reported in this thesis,
with high level pre-trial inter-rater reliability testing between baseline assessor and outcome assessor.

The inclusion of three simple objective screening tests is recommended, even in the absence of
subjective pain report. These tests (Modified Neers test, Passive Hand-Behind-Neck, and Passive
External Rotation) were proposed by Rajaratnam et al251 as conferring a 98% probability of
development of hemiplegic shoulder pain. The analysis of the population-based dataset, as presented
in Chapter 3, demonstrates that baseline objective passive range of motion tests elicited higher
frequencies of pain than self-report, and predicted later subjective shoulder pain (crude relative risk
of 3.22 (95%CI 1.01-10.27).

These results suggest that inclusion of both routine subjective and

objective measures is required. This observation is supported by Dromerick176 , who concludes that
questions alone are insufficient in the assessment of hemiplegic shoulder pain presentation.
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Focus on aetiological differentials

Consideration of inclusion of Kalichman’s31 summary flowchart of three often overlapping
pathological streams of hemiplegic shoulder pain (impaired motor control, soft-tissue lesions, altered
peripheral and central nervous system activity) is recommended as an appendix to updated clinical
guidelines.

Easy reference is important to prompt staff less familiar with the complex pain

aetiologies in hemiplegic shoulder pain. Nociceptive, neuropathic and somatosensory assessments
need to be included197; both subjective and objective assessments should be performed to help the
team differentiate between potential contributors to pain.

Targeted assessments will guide the

clinical decisions regarding the role of imaging.

Limited role for imaging unless clinical suspicion of specific musculoskeletal injury

Complex and often multifactorial aetiology means that not all hemiplegic shoulder pain stems from
local soft tissue or joint structures7 . The literature supports judicial use of imaging, reserving
radiological assessment to cases in which there is high clinical suspicion of specific musculoskeletal
pathology. Note is made that findings on imaging in fact have a low association with the presence of
HSP184.

Specific intervention recommendations
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Suprascapular nerve block was listed in the ICP proposed by Jackson and Turner-Stokes et al33 as a
consideration for intractable pain, based on anecdotal reports only. Suprascapular nerve block can
now be included as a specific intervention recommendation in this population, with randomised
controlled trial data151 supporting it as an effective treatment for hemiplegic shoulder pain.
Suprascapular nerve block is likely to be most effective in patients with age < 80, and those with
higher baseline subjective pain scores. Adherence to evidence-based approaches and good practice
point recommendations is promoted. Other therapies and interventions should be considered in the
context of each individual presentation.

Education of Patient, Family / Carers, and Ward Staff

It is imperative to impart awareness of hemiplegic shoulder pain as a common complication of stroke.
Knowledge translation to all involved in the patient’s care, including the patient, should be a focus of
the rehabilitation team. The patient who has an understanding of factors that have potential to
increase risk of developing pain has an internal locus of control, with ability to improve selfmanagement and guidance of carers. Similarly, family and staff carers are able to better provide
prophylaxis and appropriate handling techniques following basic education.

Rehabilitation Trainees need to have specific orientation to the issue of HSP on commencement of
neurological ward and outpatient practice. Education sessions, online learning tools, and clinical
exposure should aim to provide opportunities to master skills in comprehensive assessment, patient
education, and suprascapular nerve block as indicated. The use of guideline approach will assist in
standardising the clinical care of patient with HSP.
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To disseminate knowledge broadly, and to maintain access to education tools for ongoing learning,
online “E-Learning” tools can be used293. The option of development of online tools would need to
suit the needs and abilities of the relevant stakeholders.

Levac et al293 promote interactive,

multimedia design, with a focus on active self-directed learning and varying formats which can
appeal to differing learning styles. An on-line portal could include pathways for each of the key
target populations, e.g. patient, carers, ward staff, rehabilitation trainees, and general practitioners.

Routine post-discharge follow to target peak severity and onset of hemiplegic shoulder pain at 4
months

The National Stroke Foundation recommends routine post-discharge follow up of patients who have
suffered a stroke. Reassessment of the hemiplegic shoulder should be a routine part of this follow-up.
Research presented in the thesis has demonstrated that the peak onset and severity of hemiplegic
shoulder pain is at 4 months post stroke onset, typically outside of standard admission timeframes.
As the disorder is most common and severe after hospital discharge, targeted protocols including
predictive objective measures may facilitate improved identification and management.

Discharge correspondence should include information for patient, family / carers, and primary
healthcare providers regarding potential development of hemiplegic shoulder pain. Implementation
of a Hemiplegic Shoulder Pain Information Package could be considered for inclusion into the “My
Stroke Journey” Package (National Stroke Foundation)36 with information for discussion with a
Stroke Liaison Nurse during inpatient stay, and as a resource for post-discharge reference.
Additionally, creation of an online portal for General Practitioner education and advice would be
beneficial.

Table 3. Summary of Thesis Recommendations
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Use of systematic adapted guidelines in both Acute Subacute settings
Earliest possible assessment and initiation of management
Documentation standards incorporated into guidelines
Comprehensive assessment and re-assessment of presentation
-

At admission and discharge at minimum

-

Assessment of risk factors: e.g. Premorbid shoulder pain, Depression, Right
hemisphere stroke

-

Subjective pain severity scoring (vertical VAS) , pain characteristics and
aggravating factors as incorporated in ShoulderQ tool

-

3 Objective screening tests (even if no subjective complaint of pain)

-

Assessment of tone and subluxation

Awareness of aetiological differentials and potential for multiple aetiological contributors
-

impaired motor control

-

soft-tissue lesions

-

altered peripheral and central nervous system activity

Limited role for imaging unless clinical suspicion of specific musculoskeletal injury
Specific Intervention Recommendations
-

Suprascapular nerve block can be considered as an evidence-based treatment
modality

-

May be most effective in patients aged <80 and with high baseline pain score

Education to patient, family and ward staff about protection of the hemiplegic arm
-

Incorporate best practice recommendations regarding knowledge translation

Explicit discharge correspondence
Post discharge follow up as peak severity and peak incidence at 4 months post stroke onset
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Table 4. Sample Combined Guideline and Documentation Proforma
NAME

Assessment of Risk Factors:
Premorbid shoulder pain
Right hemisphere stroke
Diabetes
Depression
Other (specify)

Admission
Assessment
DATE
□
□
□
□
□

Subjective Assessment:
Subjective pain severity
ShoulderQ VAS for each of:
 Pain on movement
 Pain at rest
 Pain at night

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Discharge
Assessment
DATE
□
□
□
□

No
No
No
No

□
□
□
□
□

/10
/10
/10

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

□
□
□
□

No
No
No
No

□
□
□
□

No
No
No
No

/10
/10
/10

Aggravating factors:
 Personal care
 Dressing
 Lifting device
 Therapy

□
□
□
□

Objective Tests:
Pain reproduced with
 modified Neers test
 passive hand-behind-neck

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

>10° less passive shoulder external
rotation on hemiplegic side
Tone
 Flaccid UL
 Spasticity present

□ Yes

□ No

□ Yes

□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes
Details:

□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes
Details:

□ No
□ No

Subluxation

□ Yes
Details:

□ No

□ Yes
Details:

□ No

Objective evidence of soft tissue lesions

□ Yes
Details:

□ No

□ Yes
Details:

□ No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

□
□
□
□

No
No
No
No

□
□
□
□

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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ASSESSMENT:
Evidence of contributing aetiologies
(circle all that apply)




Impaired motor control
Soft tissue lesion
Altered PNS and / or CNS activity

□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No
□ No

Comment:

Comment:

□ Yes
□ No
If Yes, Indication:

□ Yes
□ No
If Yes, Indication:

For all hemiplegic patients:
 Upper limb alert arm band
 Upper limb alert above bed
 Upper limb alert on clinical
handover
 Careful manual handling
 Careful positioning at rest
 No aggressive ROM

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

Individual Consideration to:
 Shoulder strapping
 Sling

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

PLAN
Any role for imaging?

Prophylactic Strategies recommended
(tick all that apply)

Active therapies indicated
(tick all that apply)
 Functional Electrical Stimulation
 Interferential Current Stimulation
 Analgesia
 Intra-articular steroid (selected
cases)
 Subacromial injection (selected
cases)
 Botulinum toxin (selected cases)
 Suprascapular nerve block
(selected cases)
Education to patient
Education to family / carer
ON DISCHARGE:
Information re HSP in summary
Surveillance guidelines provided to GP
Follow up options provided to GP

Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

□ Yes
□ Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

□ No
□ No

Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm
Tick to confirm

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No

□ Yes
□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No
□ No
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Every Patient

Every Trainee

Every Service

Every GP

Receive screening for
hemiplegic shoulder pain
Receive evidence based
management (&GPP)
Be considered for UL alerts
Leave rehab with
information / education
including carer education

Understand complications
of UL deficit post stroke
Master skills in:
Shoulder assessment /
screening (subjective and
objective)
Suprascapular nerve block

Adopt protocolised
approach
Have capacity for review
of clients post discharge /
acceptance of re-referral
from primary care

Receives appropriate
discharge correspondence
and surveillance guideline

Management Ideal: Prophylaxis and Treatment of HSP

Figure 1. Management Ideal: Prophylaxis and Treatment of HSP
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7.3

Future Research Directions

7.3.1 Further research stemming from studies in this thesis

Research compiled in this thesis has added to the depth of clinical knowledge relating to hemiplegic
shoulder pain and provides a platform from which further research objectives can be developed.

Feasibility of clinician led trials

The randomised controlled study demonstrated the feasibility of recruiting patients for a clinical trial
across Adelaide (two acute Stroke Units and 5 Rehabilitation Units). For a placebo-controlled trial,
achievement of both high consent rate (86% of eligible participants consented) and high retention
rates (attrition rate 11%) has been demonstrated. This confirms that pragmatic trials are possible
within rehabilitation units. Emphasis on cooperation across units is key, and this can be fostered by
incorporation of training sessions, in-services and involvement of staff across sites. Staff enthusiasm
for trial involvement on topics relevant to their daily practice was observed, and is an important
factor to consider in planning of future studies.

Success of this approach suggests that future studies on treatment for chronic complications
following stroke can be undertaken.

Examples of future clinical-led studies could include

intramuscular and intra-articular Botulinum Toxin A for hemiplegic shoulder pain.
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Epidemiology of hemiplegic shoulder pain – incidence, patterns and associations

Persistently high prevalence rates of hemiplegic shoulder pain, in the order of 29%26, may reflect a
lack of improved implementation of prevention and treatment measures over more recent years.
Barriers to translation of evidence into practice are outlined in Publication 1. It is hoped that the
importance of research design incorporating generalisable populations and easy to follow protocols
will improve as more clinicians adopt research interests. Incorporation of research findings into
local practice is dependent on ongoing championing of the cause, with regular education and review
of processes on the ward. Collaboration with key stakeholders, pre and post protocol implementation
audits, and assessment of reasons for protocol variation are vital in the successful implementation of
change.

The bimodal distribution of pain and the changes in typical pain characteristics at varying time points
have implications for future research design. In population studies, careful selection of follow up
design will assist in ensuring that representative prevalence data is collected. The pattern of baseline,
4 month and 12 month distributions has been established. Longer term follow-up would provide
further understanding of the behaviour and persistence of hemiplegic shoulder pain. The 6 year
follow up described in the Auckland Stroke Study206 revealed good quality of life results in long term
stroke survivors. Whilst not specifically addressing the issue of hemiplegic shoulder pain, this may
imply that significant resolution of, or adaptation to, post stroke complications may occur with time.

For studies in selected population research, establishment of time since stroke onset will impact both
pain severity and pain characteristics. The hypothesis that greater association with accumulative
musculoskeletal injuries occurs over time was based on the observation that pain was more
commonly associated with range of movement at later follow up points (4 months and 12 months).
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Baseline pain was more commonly reported at rest and at night. Comparison of pain characteristics
at differing times since stroke onset may not provide an accurate picture of pain patterns over time.

Suprascapular nerve block for hemiplegic shoulder pain

Opportunities for future research are outlined in papers 3 and 4. Spasticity has a known impact on
passive range of motion, particularly external rotation. Evidence remains conflicting, but Botulinum
toxin A is likely to improve hemiplegic shoulder pain associated with spasticity. Further research is
required to investigate associations between persistent hemiplegic shoulder pain and typical changes
in tone presentation over time. Additionally, the impact of spasticity on pain report or response to
suprascapular nerve block was not a focus in the randomised controlled trial.

The SSNB trial should be repeated using different populations and in different settings. Repeated
randomised controlled trials with larger samples would reduce the chance of over-estimation of
treatment as seen in smaller samples. Additionally, larger sample size could allow power for more
in-depth assessment of characteristics of clinical responders.

The mechanism of suprascapular nerve block (SSNB) therapy effect in the current population also
warrants further exploration with extended follow up periods to incorporate 6 month and 12 month
review. The randomised controlled trial reported in this thesis only provided follow up to 12 weeks.
The lack of degradation of effect at 3 months is beyond the expected pharmacological profile of the
injection agents. The mechanism of initial pain reduction is attributed to blocking sensory nerve
fibres47 and reducing nociceptive input to the central nervous system242. It has been postulated46 that
there may be a reduction in central sensitisation secondary to diminished nociceptive stimulus as a
potential effect of SSNB. This is in keeping with more recent studies which have identified features
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consistent with somatosensory sensitisation in patients with HSP, suggesting both nociceptive and
neuropathic components of pain196. Recent research has demonstrated a positive impact of repeated
suprascapular nerve block. Thorough investigation of the length of treatment effect beyond 3
months will help to establish recommendations regarding potential frequency of repeated injections.
Additionally, aetiological mechanisms of hemiplegic shoulder pain differ over time, and additional
research exploring evidence-based treatment options that address early versus later onset hemiplegic
shoulder pain are needed. A 2015 study by Bradnam et al294 has identified neurophysiological
changes in patients with chronic shoulder pain, and indicates potential for normalisation of
intracortical inhibition following suprascapular nerve block.

Larger studies of this type, and

focussed particularly on post-stroke shoulder pain, would enhance current models of understanding.

Evaluation of optimal timing of SSNB administration post stroke is an important focus of further
study. Individual pain presentations require flexibility in the timing of this intervention, though there
remains the potential that optimising the timing of the nerve block may improve response rates.

Hemiplegic shoulder pain and health-related quality of life

Given the population-based data supporting the negative impact of hemiplegic shoulder pain on
health-related quality of life, longer follow up of the suprascapular nerve block effect would also
provide an opportunity to explore whether pain reduction can improve quality of life status. The
current randomised controlled trial did not demonstrate any impact on secondary outcome of quality
of life, but three month follow up is likely too short a period to impact this variable.
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Development and Evaluation of an E-Learning Tool specific to HSP

E-Learning is identified as a potential tool to maximise education. Further work in establishing a
successful online portal could work to target the primary stakeholders in the field of HSP: the patient
and carers, the ward staff, the Rehabilitation Trainee, and the General Practitioner. Tools relevant to
each group could be populated to include appropriate depth of

Tools should include basic

information (written and diagrammatic), key risk factors, treatment options and follow up
recommendations. Teaching tools should include videos, checklists of achievement, and continuing
medical education opportunities. On-line tools need to be developed in line with patient values, staff
values and needs analysis.

Evaluation of impact of ward based protocol – pre and post implementation

The use of a protocolised guideline lends itself to pre- and post-implementation auditing. French et
al295 highlight measuring behaviour change as the final step of a 4 stage approach to change
behaviour in order to implement evidence into practice. The review process should focus on change
in behaviour and attitudes, patient outcomes and practitioner outcomes295. Whilst the auditing
process is time consuming, it is vital to the potential long-term success of protocolisation tools. If
there is no demonstrable change in stakeholder outcomes, efforts to establish routine use of the
protocol may be better spent on other endeavours. On the other hand, if improvements are noted in
patient and staff awareness of HSP, frequency of HSP, and skills in management of HSP, then this
approach needs to be adopted into routine practice.
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7.3.2 Future research opportunities to complement studies presented in this
thesis

Several current practices are based on limited evidence, though are accepted as ‘good practice point’
recommendations. Greater implementation of prophylactic measures might be achieved if stronger
evidence were available.

The first knowledge gap is in the acceptability and efficacy of the newer sling designs in the
prevention of hemiplegic shoulder pain. Slings are easier to don compared to therapeutic strapping,
but traditional designs have had negative impacts on balance, muscle tone and available distal arm
use. Newer designs provide proximal support without limitation of range or position.

The second gap is patient and staff understanding, and methods by which to improve these via
education need to be explored. Some wards are adopting alert bracelets to remind both the patient
and staff of the need to take care with handling of the limb. The concept of E-Learning tools has
been discussed, and development of a freely and easily accessible online tool could be trialled.
Behaviour change and outcome change should be assessed295 to compare standards before and after
education efforts; auditing, education efforts, and second round auditing of impact should be
considered for patients, hospital staff, pre-hospital care providers, and primary care providers.

Emerging approaches with promising initial studies encompass the third area of interest; these
include intra-articular botulinum toxin A for pain not associated with spasticity184, as well as
implantable neuromuscular electrical stimulation devices213, 214.
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7.4 Conclusion

Hemiplegic shoulder pain is a common and important complication of stroke. The increasing
survival rates following stroke implicate potential extrapolation of hemiplegic shoulder pain as an
issue of rising prevalence.

With an impact on all facets of functioning, including body structure and function, activity and
participation, hemiplegic shoulder pain has a negative bearing on an individual’s functional outcome.
A greater understanding and focus on hemiplegic shoulder pain is vital in optimising care, and
developing a heightened research focus to develop greater understanding of aetiological contributors
and therapeutic options.

Research presented in this thesis demonstrates that hemiplegic shoulder pain occurs in >25% of all
stroke survivors, and negatively impacts health-related quality of life. Suprascapular nerve block has
been identified as an evidence-based treatment option, with potential responder profiles hypothesised.
Translation of findings into clinical practice remains a primary focus for future care models.
Systematic approaches to both assessment and management need to be implemented to ensure
appropriate and timely care is provided to each individual.
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Appendix A

Ethics Approved Patient Information Sheet, Consent and Data Forms
From ASSIST Trial (Publication 4)
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ASSIST - Adelaide Suprascapular Intervention in Stroke Trial

Does Nerve Block Reduce Shoulder Pain Following Stroke?
Does Suprascapular Nerve Block Reduce Shoulder Pain Following Stroke: A double-blind
randomised controlled trial with measured outcome assessment
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

We would like to invite you to participate in this trial.
Participation in any research project is voluntary. If you do not wish to take part, you are not
obliged to. If you decide to take part and later change your mind, you are free to withdraw from the
project at any stage without providing a reason. Your decision to take part, not to take part or to
withdraw will not affect your routine treatment, your relationship with those treating you, or your
relationship with The Queen Elizabeth Hospital.
Shoulder pain is a common and debilitating symptom for a large number of people following a stroke.
The cause of shoulder pain is usually related to several factors, including trauma, inflammation and
positioning. In cases when shoulder pain is unable to be prevented, current treatment options include
arm supports, physiotherapy techniques, and simple analgesic medication.
It is commonly observed that shoulder pain persists or is inadequately controlled by these
interventions. This research aims to study the effect of an injection that numbs the nerve
(Suprascapular Nerve) that supplies pain fibres to the shoulder. The technique has previously been
proven safe and effective in the treatment of shoulder pain associated with rheumatoid arthritis and
degenerative shoulder conditions.
Repatriation General Hospital Department of Rehabilitation and Aged Care is studying this treatment
to see if it is helpful in the treatment of post-stroke shoulder pain.
What happens before I agree to participate?
A rehabilitation doctor will discuss the study with you and will determine whether you are eligible to
participate. This written information sheet provides details of the study.
What should you expect if you take part in the study?
In order to conduct this study, we are performing a trial where we compare the standard therapy
(physiotherapy, positioning, analgesia) to standard therapy plus the nerve blocking injection.
Doctors will use a proven technique to inject either normal saline (non-treatment/control group) or a
mixture of local anaesthetic and anti-inflammatory steroid (treatment group). All patients will
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receive an injection to the back of the shoulder but only half of these will be with active injection
material. You have a 50% chance of receiving the treatment injection.
All participants will be followed up over time to evaluate the effectiveness of the treatment.
Baseline information will be gathered before the injection. This will include a pain rating scale, a
questionnaire and a brief clinical examination. This is expected to take approximately an hour.
Follow-up will be undertaken by a research assistant at 1, 4, and 12 weeks. Assessment will include
a rating of your pain, two short questionnaires regarding pain and function, and a brief examination
of range of shoulder movement. Each follow up session will take approximately one hour.
What are the benefits of participating in this study?
The potential benefit to you is a decrease in your shoulder pain and possible improved function. It is
important to note that your shoulder pain may not improve. The benefit to the community is the
possible development of a new treatment options for shoulder pain following stroke.
What are the risks of participating in the study?
The risks of problems from the injection are small and readily treatable. Minor complications
include local bleeding and local infection. Infrequent side-effects of steroid injection include
headache, flushing, rashes, acute post-injection flare reactions, injection site irritation, joint
discomfort (brief) and increased blood glucose concentration (temporary). Rare side-effects of
intramuscular steroid injection include muscle wasting, skin and subcutaneous tissue wasting, skin
pigmentation changes and sterile abscess formation.
More serious but very rare risks of the nerve block include nerve damage and air leak around the
lung (pneumothorax, less than 0.1%). In the event of any complication, you would be treated by the
hospital with no cost to you. The hospital carriers insurance should there be any complication from
your involvement in this study.
If you become injure during this study, and your injury is a direct result of the effects of study
procedures, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital will provide reasonable medical treatment. Your
participation in this study shall not affect any other right to compensation you may have under
common law.
Confidentiality:
All records containing personal information will remain confidential and no information which could
lead to the identification of any individual will be released.
Should you require further details about the study, please contact local investigator, Dr Nigel
Quadros, on 8222 7322.
This study has been approved by the Research and Ethics Committees at the Repatriation General
Hospital, Flinders Medical Centre, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, and Royal Adelaide Hospitals.
Should you wish to discuss the study with someone not directly involved, in particular in relation to
matters concerning policies, information about the conduct of the study, or your rights as a
participant, you may contact the Executive Officer at The Ethics of Human Research Committee at
The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, on 8222 6841.
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CONSENT TO RESEARCH STUDIES AND PROCEDURES
Name:
MRN:
Phone:
NOK:
NOK Ph:
Inpatient Site:

Gender:
Address:
Relationship to patient:
NOK Address:

Age:

Study ID:

I,__________________________________________________________
(First/or Given names)
(Surname)
have had explained to me by the investigator _______________________ (or his/her
representative) the nature and effects of the Research Study:
ASSIST - Adelaide Suprascapular Intervention in Stroke Trial
Does Nerve Block Reduce Shoulder Pain Following Stroke?
Does Suprascapular Nerve Block Reduce Shoulder Pain Following Stroke: A doubleblind randomised controlled trial with measured outcome assessment
I have been provided with a Patient Information Sheet about the study which I have
read and understood.
I understand that the study involves the following procedures:
1. Initial visit (approximately one hour) which will include:
 Questionnaires (x2)
 Physcial Examination, and
 An injection of either:
i. 10ml bupivacaine and 1ml methylprednisolone under local
anaesthetic into the suprascapular fossa (above the shoulder blade)
or
ii. Placebo (5ml normal saline) under local anaesthetic
subcutaneously into the same area.
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2. Follow up by three reviews, at one week, four weeks and twelve weeks. These
reviews are anticipated to take approximately one hour each. Review will
include:
 Questionnaires (x2)
 Physical examination



I have understood and am satisfied with the explanations that I have been given and
hereby consent to the participation in the above study.



I understand that the results of these studies may be published, but my identity will
be kept confidential.



I understand that the procedure may not be of any benefit to myself, and that I may
withdraw my consent at any stage without affecting my rights or the
responsibilities of the investigator in any respect.



I understand that representatives from the Hospital Research and Ethics Committee,
from the sponsoring organisation for this study and/or from Government Drug
Regulatory Authorities may need to access my medical record for information
related to the study for the purpose of audit. I authorise access to my medical
record for this purpose.



I declare that I am over the age of 18 years.

Signature:____________________________________
Date:________________________________________

Signature of Witness: __________________________
Date:________________________________________
Printed Name of Witness: _______________________
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ASSIST - Adelaide Suprascapular Intervention in Stroke Trial
Does Suprascapular Nerve Block Reduce Shoulder Pain Following Stroke: A double-blind
randomised controlled trial with measured outcome assessment
Assessment of Eligibility

Name:
MRN:
Phone:
NOK:
NOK Ph:
Inpatient Site:

Gender:
Address:
Relationship to patient:
NOK Address:

Actual

Age:

Meets Criteria

Doesn’t Meet
Criteria

Age > 18
Date of Stroke
Within previous 12
months
Presence of PostStroke Shoulder Pain
on hemiplegic side
VAS > 3 (?4)*
Cognitive Screen:
MMSE score*: > 23
Language Screen:
Follows 2-stage
command:
Sufficient English:
No Allergy to
depo-medrol,
bupivacaine
hydrocholoride or 1%
lignocaine
Willing to Participate:

ELIGIBLE?
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ASSIST - Adelaide Suprascapular Intervention in Stroke Trial
Does Suprascapular Nerve Block Reduce Shoulder Pain Following Stroke: A double-blind randomised
controlled trial with measured outcome assessment
Baseline Data Collection
Today’s Date:
Study ID:
Inpatient Site:
* See attached scales
STROKE HISTORY:
Stroke Date:
Infarct
Stroke Type:
TACS
Oxfordshire
Subtype*
Aided:
Mobility:
Home

PACS

LACS

Haemorrhage
POCS

Other

Unaided:
Community

Unlimited

HEMIPLEGIC SHOULDER PAIN:
Handedness:
Affected hemisphere:
Time of onset of shoulder pain post stroke:
Relevant history associated with shoulder
pain:

Current Medications:

Previous Treatment for shoulder pain
(including medications):

ShoulderQ*:
Subluxation of Hemiplegic Shoulder:
Present / Absent
Neer Test: Positive / Negative
Passive HBN Test: Positive / Negative
Passive ER >10’ difference
Modified Ashworth Scale

4a:

4b:

4c:

Sh Abd:

Elb F:

Wrist F:

DISABILITY:
NIHSS*:
Rankin*:
Croft Disability Index*:
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Appendix C

Summary Notes on Primary Author Contribution

Proposal Development
Under the supervision of Professor Maria Crotty and Associate Professor E Michael Shanahan, the
candidate developed the project proposals and made all methodological decisions.

Ethics Approval
Ethics applications for Publications #3 and #4 (randomised controlled trial) were written and
submitted by the candidate. For the purpose of the multi-centre RCT, ethics approval submissions
were made and approved by three separate Human Research and Ethics Committees (see Appendix
B). Ethics approval for analyses of the population data set was confirmed to be included in the
NH&MRC fund approvals.

Literature Review
The candidate was responsible for all reviews of the literature, with additional guidance from Prof
Maria Crotty (Papers 1-4), Assoc Prof E Michael Shanahan (Papers 2-4), and Professor Jonathon
Newbury (Papers 2 and 6).

Data Collection
The candidate designed and managed all data collection for Paper #4 (randomised controlled trial).
A pharmacist external to the study conducted the blinded randomisation. The candidate performed
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all recruitment (unless participant directly under her care), baseline data collection, and injections.
Foundation Daw Park grant funding assisted in the employment of a blinded outcome assessor for
follow up assessments.
Data from the NH&MRC funded ASCEND population-based study was made available to the
candidate. The candidate was not an investigator on the grant. The candidate was involved prior to
the commencement of data collection, and worked with the investigators to specify the data items on
shoulder pain to be collected. This included involvement in decisions regarding inclusion of specific
shoulder subjective and objective questions / items in the protocol. Additionally, the candidate was
directly involved in training nursing staff in the technique for completing objective measures,
including the creation of a video-training module.
The candidate was involved in data collection for participants admitted within the Southern Adelaide
Local Health Network. Research team members were involved in recruitment and assessment of
participants outside of this region (Central and Northern LHN)

Data Analysis
The candidate conducted the literature review prepared for Paper #1.
Data analysis techniques were enhanced by completion of Flinders University Research Higher
Degree training days in SPSS Statistics (basic and intermediate courses). For each paper, the
candidate completed first run data analysis independently, prior to consultation with Statistician.
Final statistical analysis in the published articles was run by the study statistician.
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Preparation and Writing of Manuscripts for Submission
The candidate was the primary author on all published manuscripts. Primary authorship reflects that
the candidate was responsible for the majority of writing work for these papers.

Please note that the Candidate’s Surname changed from ALLEN to ADEY-WAKELING during her
candidature, as is reflected in Primary Author Name on Publication #3, and some of the original
ethics approvals in Appendix B
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